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Abstract 
vi 

Creativity is a pervasive and somewhat revered activity that continues to 

evade adequate psychological explanation. It is argued here that the failure to 

adequately account for creativity is due to two things. 

Firstly, the tendency to locate and conceive of creativity as a set of attributes 

possessed by the creative individual results in an impoverished account of 

creativity due to the failure to recognise the broader context from which 

creativity issues. This context includes: the domain - a particular sphere of 

knowledge or activity that has a given symbol system, set of research objectives 

and level of development; and the field, which comprises the collection of 

individuals who preserve and direct the evolution of this domain through 

selecting and transmitting new content. It is argued here that any truly 

illuminating account of creativity must consider the nature of the complex 

interactions between the constituents of creativity - the person, the domain, 

and the field - in recognition that instances of creativity are intimately tied to 

the ideological and evaluative criteria covertly inherent in the broader social 

context in which that creative activity is embedded. 

Further, it is argued that there is a need to distinguish between creativity 
,::inti th<=> p,::i-rt1"11b-r ,::,nr-l,::,::nm11r in wl1irh it is m~nifPst1 whilP. also recognising 

that what creativity is considered to be is inextricably linked to that endeavour. 

It is concluded that there is no objective construct that is creativity, but rather, 

what creativity is, is culturally, domain and genre dependant and must be 

defined as such. Therefore, any attempt to objectify creativity from its domain 

of issue is flawed, and yet it is the failure to recognise this that lies at the heart 

of much of the conceptual confusion that surrounds the concept of creativity. 

It was considered that the art making activity is particularly conducive to 

illuminating the nature of creativity because: it is an activity that is inherently 

tied to current ideological conceptualisations about creativity; it is an activity 

that is embedded in an identifiable social context - the art world; it is an activity 

that is normally and mistakenly conceived to be free of the evaluative, 

political and ideological criteria characteristic of other creative activities; and 

finally, through being process rather than product oriented, art making is 

thought to represent creativity in its rawest form. 

Finally, a qualitative analysis of the activities of creatively act~ve people 

(visual artistst was conducted in the belief that such an approach would 

illuminate the complex and diverse nature of creative activity, through 

directly addressing the activities, beliefs, perceptions of those people. Further, it 

was considered that a qualitative methodology would sufficiently liberate the 

resulting account of creativity from the restrictive boundaries of any one 

explanatory framework, and thereby enable the beginnings of a more 

comprehensive and integrated theory of creativity and art making. 



Chapter 1. 

Defining Creativity 

1.1 Introduction 

Creativity is a somewhat bewildering and elusive concept that pervades many 

arenas of human life. While we may refer to instances of creativity - creative 

acts, creative products, creative thoughts and creative people - the essential 

nature of what it means to be creative continues to elude adequate 

psychological explanation. Some might say that this is just and so, in an 

attempt to preserve what is otherwise considered to be a sacred gift ( e.g. 

Briskman 1981). Yet there exists an army of psychological researchers bent on 

laying bare the determinants of creativity, a task which has met with varying 

degrees of success. 

For instance, popular conception surrounds creativity with myth and 

mystification which is perpetuated by the tendency in our culture to 

romanticise the origins of creative achievement and praise the creative 

individual as exceptional (Gretton 1986, for e.g. Jung 1952). Popular concepts of 

creativity often locate creative ability in the sole possession of certain 

individuals (such as artists and scientists) and attempt to define creative ability 

as distinct from other human abilities and experience. In order to account for 

these inexplicable creative talents, reference is often made to the apparent 

unique and extraordinary thought processes of creative people which allow 

creative achievements to come about through great leaps of imagination, 

inspiration and insight. Hence creative people are often decreed geniuses 

(Boden 1992, Weisberg 1986), which serves to perpetuate the myth that creative 

abilities are distinct and unusual phenomena possessed by the blessed few and 

are due to certain intellectual and personality characteristics inherent in the 

creative individual. At its extreme this myth depicts the creative individual as 

one who teeters on the divide b"etween emotional sensitivity and mental 

disturbance (Noy 1979, Richards 1990, Weisberg 1986). This conceptualisation 

has been ousted by one that considers creativity as intimately linked to the 

society from which it is produced, and which in turn consumes it (Becker 1982, 

Gablick 1984, 1991, Rees & Borzello 1986, and Novitz 1992). 
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1.2 Creativity and Art Making 

The notorious difficulty in defining creativity is attested to by the ongoing 

dispute in the psychological literature about the locus and the determinants of 

creativity. Concomitant with this is the problem of defining the very construct 

itself. Upon reflection it is apparent that there is also a need to differentiate 

between creativity and the domain in which it occurs, because, as will become 

apparent at the conclusion of this thesis, what is considered 'creative' is 

inextricably linked to the domain from which it issues and the social context 

within which that domain is embedded. Given this, it is imperative that we 

distinguish between 'creativity' and 'art making' when we talk about artistic 

creativity, and also to establish the links between them. That is, there is a need 

to provide a conceptual framework within which creativity is to be discussed. 

This is imperative because it is clear that art making and creativity are not 

necessarily transposable concepts, or at least, that what is considered creative 

art making is dependant upon the particular evaluative criteria that determine 

the identification of creativity. A failure to discriminate these two concepts 

pervades much of the literature on artistic creativity. Thus a considerable 

portion of this thesis (see particuiarly chapter three), i8 devoted to clarifying 

the nature and process of art making, and how that particularly relates to 

creativity, according to the conceptualisations of visual artists and relevant 

theoretical psychological and philosophical literature. 

Art making is particularly conducive to the examination of creativity for a 

number of reasons. Firstly, it is often considered that creativity is an inherent 

part of the art making process, indeed, popular conception would have it that 

to make art is to be creative. Throughout this thesis there is an attempt to 

clarify the nature of this relationship. Related to this is the belief that through 

being process rather than product oriented, art making is thought to represent 

creativity in its rawest form. Therefore, an analysis of the art making activities 

of visual artists may clarify the nature of the constituents of creative activity, 

particularly the behavioural, cognitive and emotional concomitants of that 

activity. Finally, because art making is an activity that is embedded in a social 

context, the art world, with prevailing and changing evaluative, p·olitical and 

ideological criteria, it is an enterprise that is particularly suited to a multi

variable analysis. It is argued throughout this thesis that a truly illuminating 

account of creativity will only come about through a multi-variable 

perspective. 
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Throughout the history of psychology there have been numerous efforts, 

utilising the methodology of various psychological perspectives, to define and 

understand the determinants of creative production. This has resulted in 

considerable theory generation and a recent explosion in creativity research. It 

is often suggested (and perpetuated) that there are four major approaches to 

investigating creativity - and the direction of any investigation is dependant 

upon where the determinants of creativity are held to reside. These four 

approaches are; 

1. the creative person; the psychological attributes and behaviours 

of that person. 

2. the creative process; the characteristic cognitive and behavioural 

activities performed by the creative person, and which issues in; 

3. the creative product and it's constituents, and; 

4. the environment in which creative activity is performed. 

(Harrington 1990, Taylor 1988) 

Each of these orientations have given rise to explicit and implicit definitions 

about the nature of creativity, or of a sub-component of creativity, which 

according to Mooney (in Taylor 1988), provides the researcher an introduction 

into studying creativity. However, particular research directives through 

concentrating on one or other of these components tend to a conceptualisation 

of creativity that is otherwise less than whole. The recognition of this after a 

period of research dominated by psychometric testing and a stress upon the 

cognitive attributes of the individual (see Mansfield & Busse 1981), has 

resulted in a greater emphasis on the nature of the interactions between those 

sub-components, particularly on the role of the individual-environment 

interaction in creativity. (see for example, Becker 1982, Bourdieu 1971, 

Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, Gardner 1988, Gruber & Davis 1988, Harrington 

1990, Husaker 1992, Rees & Borzello 1986, and Simonton 1988) This gives a 

fifth approach to aid the investigation of creativity. This can be considered a 

multi-variable approach which is exemplified in for example, Harrington's 

(1990) ecological approach, Csikszentmihalyi1s (1988, 1990) systems approach 

and Marsh & Vollmer's (1991) Polyphonic Creative process. Each of these 

orientations shall be elaborated in order to illustrate the limitations of 

constraining any investigation to one orientation alone. 
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1.3 Person 

The psychometric approach to studying creativity locates creativity firmly in 

the person, and involves comparing measurements of real-life creativity to 

personality characteristics and child rearing experiences (Mansfield & Busse 

1981, Torrance 1988). Torrance's construal of the nature of creativity was gained 

through the comparison of real life creative achievement and test behaviour 

as evidenced in longitudinal studies, which issued in certain predictors of 

criterion measures of creative behaviour. (See Torrance 1988 for summary of 

data.) Through the psychometric testing of creativity, Torrance uncovered 

certain factors about the nature of creativity such as, the characteristics of the 

creative person, the group factors that facilitated or interfered with the creative 

process, and the skills involved in creative thinking, for example; fluency and 

flexibility of response; originality of response and the tendency to elaborate that 

response; emotional expressiveness; articulateness - putting the response into 

a context; unusual visualisation; extending or breaking boundaries; the 

juxtaposition of two or more incongruities; etc. (elaborated in Torrance 1988). 

Torrance concluded that while the creative person may possess extraordinary 

talent, cognitive ability and personality, 11the essence of the creative person is 

being in love with what one is doing" (pg. 68). This tendency/ ability to become 

intensely involved with one's chosen activity enables the other personality 

characteristics of the creative person to come to the fore. For example; 

independence of thought and judgement; perseverance; courage; willingness 

to engage in risk taking; curiosity etc., which encourages the creative person to 

persevere in the face of pressure. However, Taylor (1988) warns that given the 

complexity of creative performance, it is not likely that a single variable will 

sufficiently account for creative performance, but rather, creativity is a complex 

multi-variable phenomenon. 

Mansfield & Busse (1981) highlight a conceptual problem with the 

psychometric testing of creativity, and this is in the measurement of real-life 

creativity. In order to measure real life creativity we must have a concept of 

what it is - a consensual agreement about what constitutes a creative product. 

There is a concern here not just with the identification of creative products but 

with how attributions of creativity are made and reach consensual agreement. 

The importance of this will become manifest in the course of this thesis and is 

a consideration integral to the evolving systems or ecological approach. 
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1.4 Product 

The creative product is the output of an otherwise creative process (to be 

discussed subsequently). These outputs include the products, performances, 

behaviours and ideas gained through engagement with the so called process 

and which provide the object for the validation of creativity test predictors 

(Taylor 1988). Typically, to be considered evidence of creativity, a product must 

fulfil certain requirements. It must be statistically infrequent or novel, and 

adaptive in that it solves a problem or accomplishes a recognisable goal 

(Harrington 1990, Mansfield & Busse 1981). Reference to product highlights the 

evaluative nature of creative attribution and opens a window on the 

enormous dispute about the locus of creativity. Reference to the characteristics 

of the product is preferred because the product, as the outcome of an internal 

process, is an articulation and publicly accessible manifestation of the process 

(Hausman 1981). The characteristics of the product are at least discernible as 

creative or not according to overt evaluative criteria of creative achievement. 

However, it can be argued that the placement of the locus of creativity in the 

constituents of the product sets up prejudices such that an individual may 

undergo an (hypothetical) internal process of creativity, but which is 

otherwise not observable if it does not result in a product recognised as 

creative by others. Indeed, it might not be recognised as an instance of 

creativity to the individual. Individuals may think and act creatively without 

recognition of the status of their behaviour, and unless the value of potentially 

creative acts are recognised, acknowledged and valued by social systems, then 

those acts will remain ignored - if not decreed creative, then such acts may be 

considered bizarre and undervalued. Harrington (1990) suggests that 

psychologists ought to examine the processes by which the value of potentially 

creative acts is either over-looked, discovered, created or added to by the social 

systems within which the creative product issues. Indeed, if our 

conceptualisation of creativity is based upon the more encompassing social 

systems perspective, then the external evaluation and validation of creative 

instance by criteria external to the process becomes an inherent part of 

creativity. This is recognised in the distinction between personal and-historical 

creativity. To be considered historically creative, a response or product must 

fulfil criteria of being historically innovative, adaptive and valuable within a 

working context or domain of expertise. Instances of personal creativity 

constitute creative acts which fulfil these criteria in terms of the individuals 

history, but do not meet them at the macro population levet either because 
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they have already been achieved, or are not valued within the broader context 

of the cultural domain. 

In contrast, Glickman (1978) argues that the determinants of creativity reside in 

the status of the product. Further, the creativity of the product has logical 

priority over the creativity of the person and their psychological characteristics 

(Briskman 1981, Cohen-Shalev 1986, and Hausman 1981). Briskman argues 

that the person centred psychometric investigation of creativity is the result of 

the "cult of the personality", which "sets out to identify (through factor 

analysis) a set of personality traits which might be thought to discriminate 

between creative and non creative people" (pg. 134). This is offensive to 

Briskman because through the supposition that there exists a unique 

concatenation of traits which can characterise the creative personality, who 

performs some creative process, then there can be a "psychological research 

programme" (pg. 135), which through the identification of said traits or 

process, can initiate, explain, foster and predict creativity independently of the 

creative product. This hope is flawed according to Briskman, because the 

identification of creative persons and processes is dependent upon the prior 

identification and evaluation of the product itself as creative. Further, a 

product gains status as creative in terms of its relationship to previous 

products. This occurs in two ways. Briskman uses the example of an artist. In 

creating a work of art, the artist does not render a painting which was 

completed already in his or her mind's eye. Rather, in the process of painting, 

the painter constantly interacts with the product (the developing painting) in a 

relationship of feedback, such that further actions and thought of the artists 

upon that product are affected by the work done so far. Briskman denies the 

utility of entertaining the notion of process because, 11 any such process which 

we are likely to call "creative" will involve an ineliminable interaction 

between the creator's psychological states and his own products, with the latter 

having a genuine feedback upon, and this themselves actually helping to 

create the former." (pg. 140). 

The second way in which a product gains status as 'creative' in terms of its 

relation to previous products is in terms of the context from which the 

creative product emerges. As outlined previously, to be deemed creative, a 

response must be considered valuable. Briskman suggests that a product is 

considered valuable by virtue of the fact that it provides a solution to a 

problem, that exists in the context against which that response emerges. Novel 

products are related to their background in two ways, they may extend the 

existing background, or conflict with it, entailing a modification of that existing 

background just as the work of Newton supplanted the tradition of terrestrial 
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and celestial physics of Galileo and Kepler (Briskman 1981).1 Furthermore, the 

designation of a product as creative is dependant upon it being evaluated as 

meeting "standards which are themselves part of the background it partially 

supplants." (pg. 144). Thus, Briskman conceptualises creativity as the product 

or response which transcends the tradition from which it sprang. His account 

utilises the Darwinian concepts of blind variation and selective retention. 

Thus, creativity according to Briskman, is "a case of the blind generation of 

variants coupled with the selective retention of 'successful' variants, all under 

the plastic control of the creative job specification" (pg. 147), that is, the 

background of prior products and relevant standards, which set up a context 

for problem identification, recognition and significance. (See Briskman 1981, 

pg. 148 for a more elaborate definition.) 

Apparently unbeknown to Briskman, while appealing to the determinants of 

the product, his working definition of creativity is actually articulated in terms 

of a process, which he so wished to avoid. (This will be evidenced in the 

ensuing discussion on the creative process.) Furthermore, it is apparent (to this 

author at least) that the designation and determination of an entity as creative 

by virtue of characteristics of the product, does not necessarily entail that there 

is no such otherwise identifiable process which resuited in such a product. 

While this process might be complex and variable and characterised by a 

recursive equation (in which the parts of the equation are mutually 

influencing and influence the outcome), that does not mean that such a 

process does not exist and cannot be identified. It seems that part of Briskman' s 

concern (and others, for example Glickman 1978), with the characteristics of 

the pro~uct in any designation of creative instance, is due to the recognition of 

a likely complexity in the process of creation (and the epistemological 

difficulties of entertaining that), and therefore an impossibility or inadequacy 

in attempting to understand creativity through such mei;ms.2 This is however, 

no reason to avoid an attempt at the investigation of process, which is a 

rationale integral to this thesis. 

Reference to Taylor's (1988) determination of creativity as a multi-variable 

phenomenon illuminates a way through the conceptual confusion in defining 

the locus of creativity. Not only is creativity likely to be a complex multi

variable phenomenon, but the determination of an instance of creativity 

surely lies in constituents of the person, the product, and the environment in 

1 There is another way in which the contextual background of creative production influences that 
production - by setting up research directives - problems for indentification and solution (see 
later social sytems discussion Chapter 1.5). 
2It also seems that a concern with maintaining the mystery and miraculousness of creative 
achievement also drives the desire to avoid explanations in terms of process in favour of product. 
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which these are instanced, and in the process through which creativity issues. 

Just as creative production is evidence of undergoing a certain process - which 

might be particular to creative activity, so performing a creative process is 

evidenced in the production of a certain creative product. Briskman does not 

deny the possibility that there exits certain identifiable psychological processes 

or personality traits that relate to creativity, but rather (I think) that given the 

evaluative nature of creative determination, then standards that designate 

creativity can be applied only to creative products, hence "we cannot identify 

creativity of a psychological process, or of a personality trait, independently of 

the product and of our evaluation of it" (Briskman 1981, pg. 138). This is likely 

to be true, but that does not mean that there is not a certain process underlying 

creative activity which might present a certain identifiable universality of 

pattern. 

1.5 Process 

While the majority of psychological research has been conducted at the level of 

the creative individual; there is also a great deal of research that has 

determined to investigate the creative process. The investigation of process is 

multi-levelled, such that some investigations are concerned with the 

particular cognitive and behavioural activities performed by a particular 

person in time; or they focus upon an instance of creativity often described as 

insight; or investigate creativity as it exists in a broader context, over time and 

out of a response to a certain context from which that creative 

activity /response issued. That is, creativity is a process within individuals and 

within individuals as they exist in and respond to a background which 

includes the cultural domain, the field or endeavour or expertise, and the 

wider socio-cultural context in which the entire process is embedded. 

This multi-leveled status of creativity research is not often recognised, which 

results in the fragmentation of research with different researchers 

investigating one or other constituent of a broader 11 creativity". Recently there 

have been attempts to extend the focus of creativity research (for example, 

Amabile 1983, Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, Harrington 1990, Getzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi 1976, Gardner 1988, Gruber & Davis 1988, Hennessay & 

Amabile 1988), to that which considers creativity as it exists in "the larger 

system of social networks, problem domains and fields of enterprise, such that 

the individual who produces products that are judged to be creative is only 

one of many necessary parts." (Tardiff & Sternberg 1988, pg. 429). The 

recognition of this is desirable because aside from providing a basis for research 
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that recognises the componential and interactive nature of creative 

production, it presents a solution to the problematic dispute about the locus of 

creativity. Much of this dispute is based upon the failure to distinguish 

between; a) an experience of illumination and insight - long thought to be an 

integral characteristic of creativity and; b) the longer process of problem finding 

and problem solving which itself is embedded in a wider social network and 

field of enterprise. In this way, illumination and insight might best be 

considered a possible but not necessary part of the larger creative process. There 

are many theories of the cognitive processes involved in creativity, a few of 

which shall be reproduced here given their relevance to this thesis. 

Busse & Mansfield (1980) classify· theories of creativity according to the various 

psychological traditions from which they issue. Briefly, they are as follows. 

1. The Psychoanalytic tradition views creativity as the exploration of the 

pre-subconscious mind - the temporary abandonment of logical and 

rational thought. 

2. Gestalt theories consider creative thinking as requiring the conscious 

restructuring of a situation or problem which allows new insights to 

emerge. 

3. Association theories consider creativity to be the result of the number and 

unusualness of associations. 

4. Perceptual theories view creativity as requiring perceptual openness 

which allows an object to be approached from varied perspectives. 

5. Humanist theories consider that creativity exists when individuals allow 

themselves to be open to experience to evaluate experience and 

experiment with concepts and elements. 

6. Cognitive-developmental theories view creativity as proceeding through 

stages of advancement similar to Piaget's stages of intellectual growth. 

7. A group of composite theories combine versions of the above. 

These composite theories are largely based upon the most commonly quoted 

and utilised model of creativity - Wallas's conceptualisation of creative 

thought. Poincare (1952/1985) also considers the production of creative 

thought and likely assisted in the musings of Wallas himself. A schematised 

and more elaborated version of this is Hadamard's (1945) model of the creative 

process. 

9 
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1. The first stage in the process is a period of preparation, where the problem 

to be addressed is formulated, or a theme is conceived through conscious 

and systematic analysis of the problems, which may eventually prove 

fruitless. (Wallas 1926). If the problem cannot be solved and is abandoned, 

then the process enters the incubation stage (Hadamard 1945). 

2. Incubation constitutes a period away from the initial problem and has two 

paths. In Wallas's original conceptualisation, during incubation, the 

individual does not consciously or voluntarily think about the problem. 

Secondly, "a series of unconscious and involuntary (or fore-conscious and 

fore-voluntary) mental events may take place during that period" (pg. 86), 

which themselves become manifest during the illumination stage. 

Poincare (1952/1985) remarks that this unconscious work will only be 

fruitful if it is both preceded and followed by a period of voluntary and 

conscious work which at the time appeared totally fruitless. 

3. Incubation may last minutes or years, but when it eventuates it is in an 

unexpected and rapid way giving the experience of illumination - the 

traditional flash of insight. Poincare (1952/85) illustrates the experience. 

After a period of fruitless work upon what he latter called Fuchsian 

functions, he went on a geological excursion, a change which caused him 

to forget about his mathematical work, however while there, he, "entered 

an omnibus to go some place or other. At the moment when I put my foot 

on the step the idea came to me, without anything in my former thoughts · 

seeming to have paved the way for it, that the transformations I had used 

to define the Fuchsian functions were identical with those of non

Euclidean geometry. I did not verify the idea; I should not have had time, 

as, upon taking my seat in the omnibus I went on with a conversation 

already commenced, but I felt a perfect certainty" (pg. 26). 

4. Following the instance of illumination is the verification stage, a period of 

further conscious work upon the problem whereupon the validity of the 

solution is elaborated and verified. 

According to Hadamard (1945), the mental activity performed during the 

preparation stage agitates any ideas relevant to the problem at hand. It is 

during the incubation stage that the unconscious is activated and contemplates 

suitable solutions to the ideas produced in the earlier stage of preparation. 

Accordingly, when the unconscious chances upon a suitable problem-solution, 

the result comes into the fringe consciousness - of which we are vaguely 

aware. The consciousness then becomes fully aware of this idea which is 
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expressed as a flash of insight which is then elaborated and validated in the 

conscious verification stage. Wallas's (1926) account offers an insight into the 

experience of apparent incubation and illumination, with reference to the 

fringe consciousness. This is the periphery or fringe of consciousness 

containing psychological events of which we are vaguely aware but are 

otherwise not focused upon. Wallas uses the term 'intimation', "for that 

moment in the Illumination stage when our fringe-consciousness of an 

association train is in the state of rising consciousness which indicates that a 

fully conscious flash of success is coming" (pg. 97). The experience of a 

discovery to a solution is illumination like, because at the instant of 

illumination these transitory and shadowy intimations are overcome by that 

very flash of insight, hence we may fail to remember the intimations at all, 

enhancing the nature of the experience as coming as if unbidden from the 

unconscious and otherwise unbeknown to the person. 

Utilising the introspective reports of colleagues, Wallas suggests that the 

experience of intimation leading up to illumination might be accompanied 

with emotion (such as a vague feeling of discomfort), which might have 

stimulated the thought association or indeed be stimulated by it. Indeed, he 

concludes that it is likely that creative success is the result of the creator's 

ability to attend to these feelings of intimation - the sub components of 

illumination and then to consciously attend to the psychological events to 

which they indicate. Yet while the products of this may be elusive and 

therefore require conscious attention without interruption, the author must be 

aware that a train of association can be spoilt and lost if the author attempts to 

articulate it before completion. Further, Wallas intimates an awareness that a 

work of art can be ruined by the consciousness interfering with the otherwise 

automatic development of the plot of that work, through an attempt to follow 

up a preconceived plot. "It is indeed at the stage of Illumination with its fringe 

of Intimation that the thinker should most constantly realise that the rules of 

his art will be of little effect unless they are applied with artistic delicacy of 

apprehension." (pg. 107). 

This sentiment is supported in Conrad's (1990) phenomenological analysis of 

creativity. Utilising the work of Husserl, she suggests that each type of human 

experience has an internal logic, and that given this logic, the art work exists 

even before it is articulated. Such that, "The story exists, in the sense that it 

make demands upon the writer to write it; it exists as something particular, in 

that the writer sees that certain events or actions are not "it;" but it does not 

exist in the writers mind as some idea or invention, a completely conceived 

product needing only to be written down1 The writer feels towards it, knowing 
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quite clearly what it isn't yet still unable to see what it is. This is indeed a 

matter of seeing. The initial glimpse generates extraordinary excitement, the 

feeling the whole is there, just ready to reveal itself ... the writer has to find out 

what the story is by writing it." (pg. 111-112). 

The idea intimated by both Wallas (1926) and Conrad (1990t that the work of 

art will be spoilt by the premature conscious determination of it, reflects a 

conceptualisation that is comparable to Getzels & Csikszentmihaly's (1976) 

concept of I delay-in-closure'. In an exploration of the art making process, 

Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi discovered that artists who produced work rated as 

less original tended to be able to verbally define the artistic problem soon after 

drawing commenced, while more creative work was associated with the artist 

delaying the determination of the essential problem. Rather than being due to 

a lack of direction on the part of the artist, this delay in problem closure was 

the result of the artist maintaining a level of interaction with the still life 

object and the drawing, an extended problem formulation process which 

ensured the artistic problem was discovered in the artistic situation itself 

rather than due to the introduction of a superficial problem with a pre

formulated and hackneyed solution. Confirming and investigating the nature 

of this problem finding-solution interaction is an inherent part of this thesis. 

Wallas's introspective and Conrad's phenomenological account of the 

experience of illumination, while being fascinating, bears the brunt of the 

problem invoked through reference to unconscious psychological 

mechanisms. Thus, it appears that much of the work of creativity - the 

generation of alternatives and selection of solutions ..., is performed by the 

unconscious, a mechanism which is perhaps a little too convenient and which 

results in the termination of the investigation. The inevitable question arises; 

how can insight occur and be meaningfully explained without the enquiry 

terminating at the presentation of unconscious thought processes? 

Furthermore, what are the cognitive mechanism that selects potentially 

profitable solutions and how do they arise? Numerous theories constructed 

upon the results of modern cognitive psychology have been developed that 

offer explanations about the possible mechanisms underlying creative thought 

production. 

Langley & Jones (1988) develop a computational model of insight built upon 

the work of modern cognitive psychology. A few of the relevant theories will. 

be reproduced here. 
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Ohlsson's (1984, in Langley & Jones 1988) "Restructuring theory" is a 

computational model of insight utilising ideas from gestalt psychology within 

a problem space framework. According to gestalt psychology, every situation 

an individual encounters forms a characteristic structure in the mind. These 

structures can become unbalanced if a problem is encountered. This unsolved 

problem is construed in the mind as a gap between an individuals current state 

and the goal states. When these become sufficiently imbalanced, restructuring 

occurs to produce a new configuration of the situation. According to the 

problem space hypothesis, normal problem solving involves a search 

throughout the problem space, that is, analysing the problem analysing the 

goal and making attempts to solve the problem. Creative problem solving 

however, requires a search throughout the description space of a problem. 

Labelled restructuring, it involves finding an alternative way to conceptualise 

the initial problem. That is, viewing the problem in a different light which can 

lead to a new representation of the problem whereby the solution might 

become more obvious, much like the popular divergent thinking problems. 

Accordingly, this representational shift might leave the person in a state only a 

few steps from the final solution giving the impression of an oncoming flash 

of insight. 

Simon's (1977, in Langley & Jones 1988) theory of familiarisation and selective 

forgetting is based upon Hadamard's four stage model of insight. Simon uses 

human memory models and information-processing models of problem 

solving to account for the occurrence of insight. Research on human short 

term memory shows that its capacity is limited to about seven symbols at any 

one time. However, given sufficient experience in a particular domain, 

individuals are able to form ·" chunks" that describe regularities in that 

domain. The number of these chunks is also about seven, regardless of their 

complexity. This process of familiarisation occurs during the conscious 

problem solving characteristic of Hadamard's preparation stage. When 

consciously solving a problem, the problem solver builds up structures that 

describe regularities in a problem space as he or she becomes more familiar 

with it, and these are deposited in long term memory. The heuristics used in 

an attempt to solve the problem and the problem goals meanwhile, are stored 

in short term memory. If the problem solver comes to an impasse, he or she 

may temporarily abandon their efforts causing the forgetting of those 

otherwise useless problem solving structures, while the chunks held in long 

term memory remain. This is the process of 'selective forgetting'. Upon later 

re-examination of the problem situation, and given the loss of the previously 

used and inadequate problem solving methods, the problem solver may be 

directed down a search path quite different than that used previously, a search 
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which is directed by the repertoire of chunks held in long-term memory. 

Given the availability of the chunks in long term memory, the search might be 

so rapid as to produce the experience of illumination. 

Simon's theory is thought to represent an advance (Langley & Jones 1988) 

because it is based upon the more plausible processes of familiarisation and 

selective forgetting rather than relying upon unexplained unconscious 

reasoning processes which is the basis of Hadamard's model. Through a 

dissatisfaction with the inadequacy of Hadamard's, Ohlson's and Simon's 

respective theories, Langley & Jones (1988) develop an alternative theory based 

upon memory and analogical thinking rather than problem solving methods. 

Their theory offers an explanation for the occurrence of illumination which 

involves the recognition, evaluation and elaboration of analogies through the 

memory related mechanisms of unconscious spreading activation, indexing 

and retrieval. 

Utilising the concept of preparation, preliminary work upon a problem serves 

to index useful structures within memory. Indexing is the process of storing 

domain knowledge on the basis of the behavioural descriptions of that 

knowledge, which they call envisagements. So a problem solver is likely to 

have many envisagements which describe the important characteristics of a 

particular domain of knowledge. A central role is given to the mechanism of 

spreading activation in which memory is conceived as a large semantic 

network made up of nodes which correspond to general concepts about a 

domain of knowledge, and labelled links which connect nodes. Particular 

nodes are activated depending upon the individual's interaction in their 

environment which spurs activation from the source node in concentric rings. 

This process is considered to be unconscious in that the problem solver has no 

conscious awareness or control over the process. Further to the concept of 

spreading activation, upori the activation of a given source node, the 

activation emanating from the node is divided amongst the links attached to 

that node, such that for nodes with a large fan of connected links, each of those 

links receives a proportion of that activation, thus nodes with a large fans 

have less retrieval power for each individual link than does a node with a 

smaller fan. Further, the activation of each link is dependent upon-·the trace 

strength of those individual links such that the more often a link is stored and 

accessed the greater its trace strength. 

This construction of memory is used to model the illumination process. Given 

a problem solver's stored knowledge of domain characteristics as schemas in 

long term memory indexed according to their various characteristics, upon 
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encountering a new problem situation, an envisagement of that is constructed 

from the description of that situations features. Activation accordingly 

emanates from the description of that situation which activates an existing 

schema with the highest trace strength, which is then deposited in short-term 

memory. This process1 it is supposed1 models the illumination experience of 

the like of Archimedes sudden discovery of a method for determining the 

volume of an irregular object - such that a new experience offers an analogy for 

an existing problem. 

Langley & Jones describe how this model can also exp lain illumination 

experiences when an appropriate cue results in problem discovery through the 

analogical connections between two structures already in long term memory. 

In this instance, the problem solver already possesses the necessary schema for 

problem solution in long-term memory, established through an initial 

preparation stage, but it is not retrieved until its activation upon the 

presentation of an appropriate cue. During initial attempts at problem solving, 

the attention that is focused on an existing schema causes its strength to be 

enhanced. While activation might spread out from this schema, analogous 

schemas do not rise above threshold because they have a large fan and thus 

low individual trace strengths. The problem remains unsolved until an 

appropriate cue reminds the problem solver of that older and better 

understood schema. Upon entering short term memory, activation spreads to 

associated schemas with high trace strengths, causing a mapping between this 

better understood schema and the original schema which the problem solver 

was working upon. This explains the sudden 'eureka' experience of 

illumination. Langley & Jones consider the intensity of a true "Aha" 

illumination experience to be due to strength with which the retrieved schema 

was stored, such that when finally retrieved it receives a rush of activation, 

becoming the sudden centre of attention. 

This theory gives an important role to expertise given the importance of 

appropriate indexing during the process of analogical retrieval. Langley & 

Jones presume that experts in a particular field are likely to store information 

in ways easily retrieved, due to the greater attention given to problems and 

information during an otherwise preparation stage for problem solving. The 

more attention given to a problem the greater variety in indexing and a 

correspondingly enhanced strength in the connected links between nodes. 

Thus, rather than there existing equal ability in problem solving across 

individuals, those with more expertise in a domain are more likely to solve 

problems within that domain. The process of subsequent verification is 

important given the occurrence of false insights. It is likely that this process of 
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analogical mapping produces many incorrect insights which are rejected upon 

later scrutiny, but these 'false positives' are overlooked in research upon 

creativity. It is likely that the occurrence of these false positives would reduce 

with increasing expertise and effort during preparation, resulting in an 

increased proportion of true insights in experts. 

Langley & Jones' theory bears similarities to that of Boden's (1992) model of 

creativity based upon artificial intelligence models and connectionist 

computation. She also utilises cognitive psychology's model of memory as a 

semantic net, which depicts human memory as an associative system 

consisting of nodes and links between nodes. Boden elaborates upon the 

analogical association process of Langley & Jones, to explain the possible 

occurrence of creativity. Denying that creative associations are the result of the 

manipulation of formal symbols by pre-programmed rules (with which we are 

born or establish as fixed with experience), she instead posits that the mental 

activity underlying creative activity is analogous to the self-organising process 

of equilibration governed by differential equations. It is in this way the neural 

networks of the brain are capable of learning to associate patterns or 

connections between ideas without actually being programmed for those 

patterns. She suggests that the brain might be organised to seek out and 

recognise types of regularity. As such, Boden proposes that the cognitive 

computations characteristic of creative thought are based upon general 

processing principles governed by statistical probabilities given past and 

present association experiences. Using children's implicit acquisition of the 

rules of language as an example, she suggests that children learn language 

rules not by the pre-programming of rules of syntax, but rather a result of, "the 

gradual revision of the connection weights, according to the statistical 

probabilities of certain sound pairs occurring in the training input." (Boden 

1992, pg. 127). This model encourages a dynamic view of cognitive function, 

which can be seen as a richly diverse and associative conceptual system that is 

constantly changing depending upon present input and the meaningful 

encoding of past information. 

Langley & Jones conclude that there is no general creativity factor which can 

otherwise be detected with methods for measuring creative ability. Rather, 

they consider creative ability to be dependant upon a combination of factors; 

"one's knowledge, one's indexing scheme, and the particular situation in 

which one finds oneself.' (pg. 199). Thus, Langley & Jones recognise the broader 

perspective involved in creative activity. While their theory provides a useful 

initiation for furthering our understanding of the cognitive factors in creative 

production, these cognitive factors are but one variable in a larger 
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componential equation that is creativity. The recognition of this provides the 

basis for a systems (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990) or ecological (Harrington 1990) 

approach to creativity. 

1.6 Multi-dimensional Theories: systems theories and ecological theories 

The interactive nature of artistic production has been recognised from the 

sociological and the philosophical perspective (for example, Becker 1982, 

Novitz 1992). This is the recognition that the organisation structure of the art 

world, and the functioning of the roles that comprise the art world critically 

· influence the nature of art that is accepted and perpetuated within that 

institution. Within the psychological literature there is evidence of a growing 

concern with the limitations associated with creativity research that operates 

according to the assumption that creativity exists as a concrete process 

otherwise open to investigation via the exploration of the activities and traits 

possessed by those considered creative or through the characteristics of the 

product. This concern has led many creativity researchers to adopt a broader 

perspective of the constituents of creativity. For example, Csikszentmihalyi 

(1990) recently concluded that, "in order to understand creativity one must 

enlarge the conception of what the process is, moving from an exclusive focus 

on the individual to a systematic perspective that includes the social and 

cultural context in which the "creative" person operates" (pg. 190). Similarly, 

Harrington (1990) admits the limitations of continuing investigations based 

solely upon creative processes, people or environments, rather, he supposes 

that creative accomplishment is the result of the collective activities of 

individuals "working in intended or unintended collaboration" (pg. 144). 

The Ecology of Creativity 

Harrington's (1990) ecological psychological perspective of creativity is based 

upon human systems that are otherwise analogous in function to biological 

systems. As such, Harrington states that the psychologist ought to investigate 

the functional relationships within creative ecosystems; the interdependencies 

that either support and encourage or impede and discourage creative processes 

and creative individuals who operate within that ecosystem. Harrington 

outlines a minimum of four factors that ought to be acknowledged in any 

creativity research. 
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1. The personal resources (cognitive skills, personalities & motivations ( for 

example, Amabile 1983) possessed by those engaged in creative activity 

within the ecosystem. 

2. The ways in which those resources are distributed and complimented. 

3. The creativity relevant resources that constitutes the remainder of the 

ecosystem. 

4. The functional relationship between the remainder of an ecosystems 

resources and creatively active individuals, and the functional 

relationships between creative individuals. 

In the examination of these functional relationships, the investigator ought to 

focus upon "intellectual, aesthetic and social norms, distributions of power 

and knowledge; roles and their accessibility; patterns of co-operation and 

competition; motivational matrices; channels of communication, and access to 

information and training" (Harrington pg. 154). Harrington outlines a process 

perspective of creative activity based upon the biological model of functional 

ecosystems, utilising the concept of biochemical demand, as an analogy for · 

psycho-social demand. Biochemical demand is the concept "that life processes 

place demands on the ecosystem in which they occur." (pg. 154). The 

organisms and processes that make demands (for example, biochemical oxygen 

demand - the breakdown of organic waste - requires a certain amount of 

oxygen)1 within an ecosystem will survive only if the ecosystem of which they 

are a part can meet those demands, otherwise the organisms and processes will 

fail. Harrington proposes that creative processes similarly place psycho-social 

demands on creatively active individuals and their ecosystems - demands that 

must be met if the creative processes are to flourish" (pg. 154). These demands 

are for example; skills, knowledge, physical resources, time, imagination, 

communication channels and access to appropriate audiences. These elements 

must be available and meet those psycho-social demands in order to allow and 

foster creativity. While creatively active individuals place demands on 

ecosystems and on creative processes, that ecosystem also places demands on 

creative processes and creative individuals. Harrington proposes that the 

demands of creative individuals and creative processes operate in mutually 

influencing ways, such that "creatively motivated individuals demand that 

their creative activities satisfy various personal and collective motives", upon 

being initiated, those creative activities in turn place demands upon those 

individuals who undertook them (pg. 155). This supposition is based upon 

Harrington's determination that those individuals who initiate creative 

activities and projects, typically seek certain psycho-social benefits either 

intrinsically or extrinsically associated with the initiated activities. 
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In the development of the multi-stage process theory, Harrington analysed 

creative episodes in a variety of domains and identified common process 

features. He then set out to identify the psycho-social demands those process 

features placed upon creative people and the ecosystems in which they 

operated. This resulted in a theoretical conceptualisation of the way in which 

the personal characteristics and resources influence and are in turn influenced 

by ecosystem resources and properties, and how both relate to the meeting of 

process entailed psycho-social demands. His studies led him to conclude that 

"creative work often requires long periods of sustained, non-algorithmic 

interactions with the cognitive and physical material of the project." (pg. 156). 

This non-algorithmic activity is a necessary antecedent to insight experiences 

outlined in Hadamard's model of creativity. The nature of this non.

algorithmic work influences creative production and is characterised by 

"considerable groping, exploration and uncertainty" (pg. 156) in the creative 

person. The nature of creative production is thought to place certain pressures 

and demands upon creatively active individuals and ecosystems such that the 

creative individual and their ecosystem must initiate creative processes and 

sustain them despite the process avoiding and process termination forces 

produced by that uncertainty, the fear of failure, intolerance of ambiguity etc., 

before creativity can occur. In the light of these psycho-social needs and 

demands, Harrington proposes certain properties of ecosystems and 

environments that are likely to facilitate creativity through initiating and 

sustaining the individuals active engagement with the creative project. They 

are; 

"high ambient levels of creative activity; norms and rewards for task engagement and 

for "hands-on" work with project materials; norms that encourage "playing around" 

with ideas and materials' quick and easy access to materials, space and time; explicit or 

implicit expressions of confidence in the creative abilities of those within the 

environment; "loose" assignments to projects and deadlines (versus no assignments at 

all or competing assignments ... ); prevalence of accurate information about creative 

processes and episodes (versus prevalence of "lightening bolt" view of creativity, 

which tend to promote passivity and non-engagement); known history of successful 

creative people and activities (to function as role models, sources of confidence, and 

figures with whom to compete); sufficient environmental wealth to permit sfow and 

risky work; roles that permit some long-term projects (versus role that demand quick 

results); and rewards for successful creative activity that are meaningful to creatively 

active people and that help to counterbalance the costs and risk associated with creative 

efforts." (Harrington 1990, pg. 157-158).(See also Amabile (1983) for the theoretical 

components of creativity.) 
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In the light of these properties, Harrington proposes that individuals who are 

more likely to succeed in creative endeavour are those who are explorative 

and curious, tolerant of ambiguity, strongly motivated and more likely to take 

risks and persevere in the face of discouraging and fumbling work, and who 

are otherwise confident of their own abilities. 

Harrington recognises the variety amongst creative individuals with regards to 

personal preferences for certain ecosystem characteristics, such that creativity is 

likely to be the result of a conducive fit between personal motivations and 

environmental factors which facilitate (or otherwise interfere with) their 

work. For example, an individual's need for autonomy would be 

advantageous and facilitated in an isolated working environment, but 

disadvantageous in environments that require collaboration for work 

production. As such, any characteristic of an ecosystem will be a function of 

their relevance to the characteristics of that individual working in that 

ecosystem. If this is so, then statements about individual determinants of 

creativity should be qualified by statements about environmental factors that 

either facilitate or inhibit those characteristic of the person and vice versa 

(Harrington 1990). 

The Systems Perspective 

Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi (1988, 1990), outlines a systems model of the three 

constituents of creativity - society, culture and person, in a similar recognition 

of the mutually interactive nature of elements that are otherwise investigated 

individually. Csikszentmihalyi proposes that creativity cannot be 

meaningfully investigated if the activities of those individuals are analysed in 

isolation from the social and historical context within which those activities 

occurred. Rather than being the product of individual attributes and actions, 

creativity is, "the product of three main shaping forces: a set of social 

institutions, or field, that selects from the variation produced by individuals 

those that are worth preserving; a stable cultural domain that will preserve 

and transmit the selected ne-w ideas or forms to the following generation and 

finally the individual, who brings about some change in the domain;~a change 

that the field will consider creative." (pg. 325). The nature of the systems 

perspective is outlined elsewhere (see chapter 3.4) though it shall be presented 

here in brief. 

The domain is a particular area of knowledge or activity with a specific 

notation or symbol system. Information within a particular domain exists at a 
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certain level of development and with particular research directives. 

Depending upon the nature of the symbol system of the domain, innovation 

will be more or less likely. "The more precise the notation system, the easier it 

is to detect change and hence evaluate whether or not the person has made an 

original contribution." (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, pg. 330). The structure of the 

domain is determined by individuals who make up the field. 

The function of the field is to preserve the domain, direct its evolution 

through selecting new content and transmitting that to future generations. It is 

the field that determines the value of individual performance. Individuals 

within this field will hold greater or less power and can differentially 

determine the likelihood of accepting and supporting what is otherwise 

creative performance. For example, the art world is a loosely organised field 

made up of artists, gallery directors, curators, critics, dealers and buyers, art 

historians, art theorists, art philosophers and the like. The nature of the field 

will further influence creativity. For example, the dynamics of the field, the 

selective mechanisms, the sensitivity and respect of the 'gatekeepers' all work · 

to determine creativity. For example, in a field with rigid selection criteria, or 

one that is defensive and is constrained by a social system that discourages 

novelty, any otherwise promising innovation will face difficulties in being 

recognised and acknowledged as creative. Similarly, a field with selection 

criteria that are ill-defined, or one with gatekeepers who are granted little 

respect, will have a corresponding difficulty in establishing the creativity of an 

innovation (Csikszentmihalyi 1988). Csikszentmihalyi suggests that given the 

fragmented nature of the psychological discipline (as compared to say, the 

natural sciences), then the recognition of the innovation will remain parochial 

and unlikely to impact upon other disciplines for some time, if at all (pg. 333). 

Both Harrington (1990) and Csikszentmihalyi (1988, 1990) give a central role to 

"value1
' in attributions of creativity and the socially constructed nature of 

creativity. Given the way in which influential members of the field can select 

and perpetuate new works, then social agreement is an important constituent 

for the determination of creative occurrence. It follows from this that through 

overlooking, discovering and creating value in potentially creative acts, the 

processes of social systems enters into the creative process (Harrington 1990). It 

is in this way that the constituents of the product (Briskman 1981) come into 

the creativity equation. Members of the field evaluate and confirm or 

disconfirm the adaptiveness of any innovation in the domain, and thereby 

differentiate between what is creative and what is statistically infrequent and 

bizarre (Csikszentmihalyi 1988). 
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Harrington and Csikszentmihalyi both use the field of the arts to exemplify the 

influence of the social world upon designations of creative occurrence. This 

can be seen in the way in which the field selects and perpetuates the 

reputations of artists. Botticelli for example, was considered a coarse painter for 

centuries until retrospective re-evaluation of his work in the mid nineteenth 

century determined it have a place of historical importance in the 

development of European art (Csikszentmihalyi 1988). This example illustrates 

the way in which creativity is attributed by the social context within which that 

work exists, and that critical attributions of creative value are thus as much a 

constituent of creativity as is the personal characteristics of the individual. The 

fact that any field is embedded in a social system with resources to support the 

recognition of innovations further influences creativity. For example, 

disposable wealth and disposable time furthers the possibility of selection 

(Csikszentmihalyi 1988). This is evidenced in the functioning of creativity in 

the fifteenth century Renaissance. Rather than being due to an anomalous 

increase in creative individuals, the Renaissance was, in part, the result of a 

determined effort by those in positions of wealth and power, to turn Florence 

into a cultural centre. The changes in the social system thus influenced the 

field of the arts and in turn the domain. The patronage of the arts by those 

with wealth and power not only resulted in an increase of creative activity, but 

also in the direction that it took For example, the scenes depicted in Ghiberti' s 

Baptistry Doors, Raphael's frescoes and Michelangelo's frescoes and sculptures 

were all determined by their changing patronage (Csikszentmihalyi 1988). 

Novitz (1992) gives an account of the esoteric development in the arts during 

the nineteenth century. Up until the nineteenth century, the work of artists 

were largely determined by the needs and interpretative capabilities of the 

popular majority. Social forces at the end of this period led to the development 

of esoteric and otherwise incomprehensible art forms produced by the increase 

of middle class artists espousing values of individual freedom _and the 

rejection of the economic values of society. The concomitant reduction in 

patronage by the church and the aristocracy combined to result in the 

production of art forms that failed to address the wider society in the ways it 

previously had, which enforces the alienation of the masses from the "high 

arts". Indeed, the high arts of the nineteenth century were characterised by a 

refusal to equate artistic value with economic value. In contrast, contemporary 

twentieth century artists function in an art world dominated by financial 

interests such that the audience is acknowledged as important. This is due to 

the artist's desire to sell work as well as exhibit it. Novitz argues that the 

measure of contemporary artists success is economically based which in turn 

subtlety influences our assessment of works of art. 
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Further to this economic directive, Gablick (1984) suggests that art produced in 

a capitalist environment that stresses and reinforces profit making values in 

art production means that art has become a form of merchandise and that this 

status contrasts with the aesthetic esteem in which art forms were held in part 

social periods in which artist and art was integrated with the social order and 

designated social moral and quasi-religious status. Gablick (1991) identifies a 

new aesthetic that is politically, morally and socially oriented, and 

characterised by, for example, environmental activation and a sense of social 

responsibility. Gablick argues that this ecologically oriented art will form a new 

paradigm that signifies an entirely different set of attitudes from those of 

modernism, which itself was based upon a concern with style, originality and 

aesthetics. This new aesthetic is likely to be accompanied by a concomitant 

violation of current conceptualisations of creativity itself based upon 

innovation, authenticity and originality. These examples illustrate that 

creative activity is as much the result of external social influences as any 

particular creative urge on the part of the individual and the creative activity 

itself. 

This points to a need to investigate how attributions of creativity are made in 

the recognition that underlying ideological and political agendas by influential 

members of a field play a part in the designation of creative occurrence, and 

creative activity itself. Indeed, Novitz (1992) proposes that works of art are 

"culturally emergent entities" (pg. 118), in that their nature and existence is 

relative to the prevailing artistic conventions, theories and values from which 

they arose. As such, works of art cannot be properly appreciated unless one is 

familiar with those conventions, themes and values of the culture in which 

the art work is embedded.3 

In a life-span consideration of literary creativity, Cohen-Shalev (1986) proposes 

that particular literary genres have intrinsic properties that are relative to 

particular stages in the life span. This results in a relative preponderance of 

producing works of a particular genre during a particular phase in the life 

span. Cohen-Shalev suggests that poetry is the first in this chronological order, 

characterised as it is by an unrestrained and rhapsodic, simple and imaginative 

flow. Short stories retain some of these characteristics but with a concomitant 

restraint in narrative commentary. The narrative voice is virtually eliminated 

in the tragic drama, which is characterised also by greater structural complexity. 

Last in this chronological order, the novel, is characterised by a return of the 

3Thus, accepted aesthetic appreciation is determined by the values and standards of the culture 
from which the work emerged, rather than personal preference. (Novitz 1992, pg.125) 
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narrative voice, but which this time brings an interpretative element that 

incorporates the interactions of the novel into a comprehensive construal of a 

particular society or group of people. The literary creator's creative production 

in any particular genre is further influenced by the prevailing ideologies in his 

or her cultural milieu, such that a match between these determines the 

maintenance or effectiveness of creative production (Cohen-Shalev 1986). 

Using a psychodynamic framework, Gedo (1990) proposes that particular 

personality types are more likely to work within a particular genre than 

another. Through autobiographical analysis he proposes that, for example, 

"personalities on the edge of the abyss are more likely to turn to expressionism 

than to other kinds of artistic endeavour (pg. 43). Gedo concludes that while it 

may be coincidental that the painters of the expressionist period were 

"psychologically suited" to work in a particular way, it is equally plausible that 

their personalities actually altered and directed the course of artistic 

development. 

1.7 Conclusion 

Thus, it is apparent that any careful and illuminating account of creativity will 

take into account the nature of the complex interactions between the 

constituents of creativity - the person, the domain and the field. These would 

include artistic conventions; the resources of the person and how they are 

distributed and complemented by the characteristics of domain in which they 

operate; the domain - its structure, nature, research directives and resources; 

the field - and the structure of its internal dynamics, its particular selective 

mechanisms, its political and ideological agenda; the distribution of power and 

knowledge within that field; the intellectuat aesthetic and social norms; 

accessibility to training and information; the nature of the fit between the 

characteristics of the creatively active individual and the environment in 

which they operate; whether the creative ecosystem facilitates and sustains the 

activities of creative individuals; how the psycho-social demands of creative 

individuals are perpetuated and met by the environment and their creative 

activity etc. (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, and Harrington 1990). 

The theoretical implications of the multi-variable perspective highlights the 

need to dismiss a person centred perspective of creativity, and adopt a 

conceptualisation that is based upon the recognition of the dynamically 

influencing nature of the otherwise diverse constituents of creativity. 

Csikszentmihalyi (1988) suggests a need to fill the gaps in our knowledge about 

the influences of the wider social system - the field - on creative production, 
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given the dearth of psychological investigation in this area. This would 

include the investigation of the way new variants are selected and included in 

a domain and what forms of organisation facilitate this, how social 

communications facilitate personal success, the factors in the social systems 

that facilitate or inhibit the occurrence and frequency of creative activities. This 

directive played a major role in the methodology of this thesis. Thus this 

thesis can be considered as comprising four major sections: 1. a qualitative 

investigation of the creative process and the art making process; 2. an 

investigation of the emotional experience of that process, and how that process 

and the emotional experience of it mutually influence and are influenced by 

each other; 3. an investigation of the influences of the art world upon creative 

production in recognition of the value of undertaking a multi-dimensional 

perspective; and 4. the continuation in the development of the theoretical and 

methodological agenda brought to bear in the investigation of creativity. 

Finally, in as much as this thesis is an investigation of the art making process, 

the ensuing articulation of that process need not necessarily be an articulation 

of creativity itself. It is an account of creativity only in as much as it is based 

upon the reports of people who function as artists (they meet the overt and 

covert criteria for being considered artists, for example, making art, exhibiting 

art works). Even if the results of the investigation are an accurate 

conceptualisation of artistic creativity, that conceptualisation is domain and 

culturally bound, and therefore may not easily generalise temporally or 

culturally. This is not to say that there is an otherwise objective and 

unchanging construct that is creativity (and which is not art making), but 

rather, what creativity is, is in part determined by the domain of expertise 

within which it is embedded and from which it issues. As such, creativity may 

be a broad and comparatively indistinct process which results in products 

which are then considered instances of creativity within certain cultural and 

domain definitions, thereby becoming types of creativity, or comparatively 

more distinct instances of sub-creativity or meta-creativity. The distinctions 

and associations between creativity and art making were directly addressed by 

the artists interviewed in this study, the results of which are explored 

subsequently in chapter three. 
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Chapter 2. 

Method 

2.1 Rationale 

This study undertakes a Qualitative analysis of the construct Artistic 

Creativity. Because the methodology used can be considered unorthodox, the 

rationale for conducting the research will be considerably elaborated. 

Generally psychologists' analyses of human behaviour are conducted within a 

typically empiricist and theory-driven quantitative tradition which observes 

human behaviour from an external, objective viewpoint. This results in 

quantifiable descriptions and explanations of the variables that the researcher 

has decided the observed behaviour is an example of, and places great 

emphasis on theory verification over discovery and theory generation. This 

has largely dictated the kinds of research that is done1 which is typically 

hypothetico-deductive in its methodology. This has the effect of limiting the 

description and explanation of human phenomena by isolating certain 

variables as causal agents1 and simplifies the interactions between otherwise 

diverse and dynamic phenomena. 

This Thesis represents a departure from the limitations of using quantitative 

research methods as a way of conducting psychological research, as well as an 

attempt to establish a psychologically perceptive analysis of artistic creativity. 

The underlying conceptual framework consists of a belief in the utility of the 

developing qualitative research methods and of the possibilities inherent in 

the phenomenological appraisal of human phenomena. The 

phenomenological approach is usually considered to be the psychological study 

of consciousness and subjective experience and indeed that subjective 

experience and individuals perceptions should be the very object of study. The 

reasons for choosing a qualitative analysis over an empirical analysis is three

fold. It is my belief that a psychologically perceptive analysis of artistic 

creativity and the variables that accompany it can only be successfully achieved 

though an analysis that is based upon peoples' subjective experiences and 

beliefs of the world, their lives, and the reasons for their behaviour and the 

meanings which they bring to the world. This is based upon the premise that 

people bring their own meanings and perceptions to a situation, which in turn 
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influences their behaviour. Ignoring this premise in an analysis of human 

behaviour would reduce the adequacy and explanatory value of any study that 

ignores individual realities, which I believe is a disadvantage inherent in 

many empirical investigations. Secondly, the research objectives of the 

qualitative approach, that of i11uminating the complexity and diversity of the 

constructs under investigation, is more conducive to my particular research 

questions and will offer a fresh perspective to the difficult construct of artistic 

creativity and its relationship to the emotional experience of the artist. Thirdly, 

the value of using a qualitative approach in the investigation of creativity is 

attested to by past research. For example, Ecker (1962), Getzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi (1976), and Marsh & Volmer (1991) promoted the virtues of 

the qualitative analysis in their theoretical discussion of the qualitative 

creative process. It is this authors belief that research such as this has provided 

considerable conceptual advances to the understanding of creativity. 

Unlike much of experimental psychological investigation, when doing 

qualitative research there is no clear definable set of methods for conducting 

the analysis which, if followed, will result in a set of data and conclusions that 

attain the status of scientific credibility. The particular methodology I 

employed can be described as a blend of Grounded Theory analysis, (Strauss & 

Corbin 1990), Discourse Analysis (Burman 1991, Potter & Wetherell 1987), and 

Reflective Empirical Phenomenology (de Rivera 1984). While I followed in 

principle the aims and structures involved in developing a grounded theory 

from Strauss and Corbin's work, I decided not to let their structure dictate my 

own data collection and theory generation. Instead, upon consideration of 

grounded theory's limitations, I used other qualitative methodologies and my 

own intuitive appraisals of theory construction and data analysis as resources 

to help in the formulation of my theoretical concept. While I intended to 

utilise the grounded theory methodology, my actual methodology places the 

research within the realms of Grounded theory generation in the broader 

perspective outlined by Layder (1993), and middle range theory generation 

(Layder 1993). To elaborate, middle range theory is essentially a theory testing 

approach which is led by a clear theoretical idea which is formulated prior to 

the research. This is in contrast to the grounded theory approach which is 

generally linked with theory building research, supposedly without any 

preconceived theoretical conceptions of the construct under investigation. 

There is a need to establish both the degree of adherence to, and deviation 

from, the grounded theory approach in order to clearly establish the 

methodological position of the research for reasons of clarity and replication. 
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The grounded theory approach encourages researchers to dismiss any 

preconceptions they might hold about the phenomenon under investigation, 

so that a theory may emerge that accurately reflects the data. This is achieved 

by the researchers avoiding reading pertinent literature until the grounded 

theory has been developed. I argue that this, in its extreme, is an unattainable 

goal. Indeed, I believe that one cannot rid oneself of pre-conceptions about the 

phenomenon under investigation. Indeed, if one were to follow and attain the 

goal of achieving intimacy with the data, of developing an involved empathic 

understanding of the construct, then one could not help but formulate 

hypotheses and tentative theories, the very preconceptions the grounded 

researcher is supposed to hold back. I deliberately conducted an exhaustive 

review of the pertinent literature, in order to establish the status of theory 

development in creativity and artistic creativity; to verify (or not), previous 

findings and assess their utility for further research; to identify and fill in gaps 

in existing knowledge about creativity; and to gather information and explore 

a process little studied by either a quantitative or qualitative approach. Indeed, 

if I had not conducted a literature review I would not have seen the need for a 

qualitative analysis or a grounded theory approach. To achieve these ends a 

comprehensive literature review was essential, if not only to identify the 

existence and status of existing theories, then to generate a series of questions 

which became the interview guide with which I conducted the investigation. 

Thus, my research method falls within the overlapping boundaries of both 

grounded theory and middle range theory because while I intended to develop 

a new theory that was directly tied to the reality of individuals, I did not limit 

myself by failing to recognise the utility of existing theories. Indeed, existing 

theories in the area of creativity played a major part in the formulation of the 

new theory, in determining what and what not to investigate, which directed 

me to gaps in our knowledge about the creative artistic process and seeking to 

confirm or disconfirm previous findings. Furthermore, I did not limit myself 

to the formulation of a new theory for the sake of it, but instead was open to 

the possibility that this research may simply result in the modification or 

elaboration of existing theories, if it was discovered that they accurately 

accounted for creativity in this popuh1tion of creative people. 

Essentially, I developed a new theory which was grounded in the data I had 

collected, while at the same time comparing my results with existing theories 

and hypotheses, with the intention to not let those theories have wholesale 

dictation over the developing grounded theory. 

Another deviation from the grounded theory approach was my consideration 

of the macro structures which may impinge on the art making process. The 
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literature review yielded support for the belief that the domain of the art world 

has considerable influence upon art making, yet that the characteristics of that 

influence were not clearly understood. It was my belief that a comprehensive 

understanding of the art making process required an investigation of the 

environments that artistically creative people are embedded in and an 

identification of the processes by which the value of potentially creative acts 

are overlooked, added to, discovered or created by social systems (Harrington 

1990). Indeed, this research was driven by the belief that a perceptive and 

accurate account of the creative process in art making could only be achieved 

by an analysis that considered four levels of investigation, as opposed to the 

usual one or two characterised by most research in the area. Those levels are; 

the creative product, the creative person, the creative process, and the multi

personal environment. In contrast, grounded theory limits itself to the 

analysis and development of concepts observable in the research data itself as 

these data directly represent the experiences, beliefs and perceptions of the 

people being studied. Thus, the strict grounded theory generated is limited to 

that which is directly observable without considering the influence of those 

observations of mechanisms outside of those observed by the grounded 

researcher (Layder 1993). Hence, the wider context of the theoretical construct is 

ignored. The rationale for this is to provide an escape for the typical theory 

generation within an accredited theoretical framework, such as social 

constructionism or cognitive theory, which places boundaries upon new 

research. The research conducted here, included an investigation of the macro 

structural features that may impact upon creative artistic production - largely 

the Art World, which consists of, a peer group of artists, art curators, art critics, 

art buyers and dealers, and gallery directors. Thus, I retrospectively supported 

Layder's (1990) recommendations to consider the wider context of the construct 

under investigation. 

2.2 Grounded Theory 

I shall now briefly elaborate on the pertinent principles of grounded theory 

development and its rationale, but for a more comprehensive account the 

interested reader is directed to Rennie, Phillips & Quartaro (1988), Strauss & 

Corbin (1990), and Layder (1993). 

Essentially, grounded theory is "inductively derived from the study of the 

phenomena that it represents," that is, the theory is "discovered, developed 

and provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of 

data pertaining to that phenomenon." (Strauss & Corbin 1990 pg. 23). 
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Grounded theory's particular strengths lie in its ability to uncover people's 

experience with phenomena which are barely understood. Grounded theory 

also provides an opportunity to develop a novel and fresh start about 

phenomena that are already known and enables the examination of intricate 

details of phenomena which are otherwise difficult to convey with 

quantitative methods. The construct of artistic creativity fits all of these 

objectives. While artistic creativity has been investigated experimentally, and 

at times illuminatingly so (for example, Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976), 

grounded theory provides an opportunity for inductive and open theory 

formulation in an atmosphere of exploration. This results in theory 

generation which is deemed to more accurately reflect the reality of the 

phenomena under investigation. It captures the unfolding nature of the 

processes, experiences and meanings of the phenomena under investigation 

and provides a relief from deductive testing of largely irrelevant and isolated 

hypotheses, or sterile theorising in an academic vacuum. These methods 

cannot hope to describe phenomena adequately or result in theories which are 

comprehensive and represent the reality of the experiential phenomenon. 

However, grounded theory does, but it does so at the expense of being deemed 

insufficiently scientific in its approach. 

Nevertheless, grounded theory as a research tool is considered contentious. 

Rennie et al (1988), outline the main areas of contention which threaten the 

credibility of a grounded theory. These include problems involved in 

subjectivity, generalizability, and using verbal reports as data. Grounded theory 

gains its credibility by its ability to persuade (Rennie et al 1988). Because the 

grounded theory approach is dependent upon the use of conceptualisation to 

connect facts, (rather than the traditional inference and hypothesis testing of 

empiricist methodology), and the researchers ability to submerge him or 

herself in the data through experience of the particular phenomenon, 

grounded theory can be charged with developing biased conclusions. This is 

supposed to be overcome by the researchers identifying and disclosing their 

implicit assumptions involved in the theory generation, an attempt to de

mystify the inferencing processes of the researcher. This is a difficult task. How 

is one to know ones biases if they are implicit?, and an exposition of the 

researchers background unnecessarily extends any resulting report. It is also 

likely that during theory development in the memo making stages, that those 

memo's that support the investigations developing theory are more likely to 

be written kept and utilised and bias effects so as to not record disconfirming 

evidence (Rennie et al 1988). Though arguably, this is the way grounded theory 

is supposed to be developed, it is probably a bias present in any piece of 

scientific research. Furthermore, it is likely that candour about the influence of 
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the researcher on the research or resulting theory will detrimentally effect the 

acceptance of that work as a legitimate piece of scientific research. I would 

argue however, that theoretically, grounded theory researchers make obvious 

the biases that are already present in theoretical research and arguably also 

quantitative research, in the hypothesis generation stage and in the 

interpretation of statistically significant results, and that this represents an 

advance from falling back on hollow claims of objectivity. Nevertheless, it 

seems to continue to do so at the expense of scientific credibility. 

2.3 Using Verbal Reports As Data 

Another area of threat lies in the use of verbal reports as data. In as much as 

verbal reports are subject's descriptions about the cognitive process they use 

when doing a certain task, then the validity of those reports is dependent upon 

the way subjects arrive at those descriptions of those processes. With regards to 

this, it is not clear whether the grounded analysis can access underlying 

unobservable cognitive processes which may influence a verbal report. 

Participants may ( deliberately or not), mislead researchers about the processes 

which they are aware of and which pertain to the accessed phenomena, and 

researchers cannot be depended upon to pick up any apparent 

misrepresentations without the tools to do so (Rennie et al 1988). 

Furthermore, verbal reports may not accurately access the internal processes 

which direct those reports. Nisbett & Wilson (1977), concluded that when 

attempting to report upon their cognitive processes, subjects do not actually 

truly introspect, but instead report ·upon their knowable implicit theories about 

the cause and effect relations of the phenomena under investigation. In 

response to this claim Ericsson & Simon (1980), establish the ways subjects 

might arrive at their descriptions of their cognitive processes, and also 

delineate instances where verbal reports can be considered to be accurate 

representations of cognitive processes. 

Nisbett & Wilson (1977), suggest that there are numerous ways that subjects 

might arrive at their descriptions of their cognitive processes and mental 

procedures when performing a task. Subjects may actually be aware of the 

cognitive procedures they use in performing a task and recall and report those 

directly, or they may remember parts of a procedure and generalise this 

information about the overall procedure in their verbal report. Subjects may 

remember specific parts of a task and regenerate the processes they use to 

perform these tasks and use this information to infer the general procedures 

they may have used. Or alternately, subjects may draw upon other sorts of 
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information to make up their verbal reports, such as their general knowledge 

about how one ought to do these tasks. In this case, the resulting report may 

not bear much resemblance with the actual cognitive procedures that the 

subjects used in the tasks. 

Ericsson & Simon (1980), however, delineate instances where verbal reports 

can be considered to be accurate representations of cognitive processes. They 

conclude that verbal reports can be considered to be accurate if they access 

information about processes that are held in short term memory. However, if 

the subjects are required to re-code information in order to report it verbally 

(for example, pictorial information re-coded into verbal information), then the 

resulting report may not be an accurate reflection of the originally coded 

model. Further, validity might be reduced if the experimenter is attempting to 

access information about a process that the subject would not normally attend 

to or verbalise (which, on the surface, art making might be considered to be an 

instance of). Ericsson & Simon propose a negative relation between the degree· 

of practice in a task and awareness of intermediate stages of a process, such that 

highly learned processes operate automatically without leaving those processes 

in memory. Finally, verbal reports may be incomplete due to a failure to 

retrieve all the relevant information from short term memory, if those verbal 

reports are not obtained immediately after performing the tasks, resulting in 

selective recall. If only certain types of verbal reports are accurate 

representations of the cognitive processes they refer to, then there is a need to 

establish exactly the status of the verbal reports used as data in the subject 

population of this study. 

The verbal reports used as data in this study were essentially retrospective, that 

is, about cognitive processes that occurred prior to obtaining the verbal report. 

It is also apparent that the internal representation in which the information 

was originally encoded was probably not verbat but pictorial, or some similar 

representation, and had to be translated into verbal form. Ericsson & Simon 

(1980), reports that subject's description of non-verbal stimuli/information, is 

compact in its format and incorporates many idiosyncratic referents. When 

these are verbalised in order to communicate them to other people, additional 

processing is performed in order to find and report understandable· referents. 

These processes may modify the resulting verbal reports. However, it ought to 

be recognised that the types of verbal reports Nisbett & Wilson (1977) and 

Ericsson & Simon (1980), are referring to are reports about cognitive processes 

used while performing experimental tasks, tasks which the subjects might 

otherwise be unfamiliar with. 
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In contrast, the verbal reports in this study are based on processes with which 

the subjects are very familiar, indeed, those tasks are their life's work. While 

such reports might require additional processing in order to articulate them 

verbally, nevertheless, the fact that most of these subjects are or have been 

teachers, and as teachers have had to think about the processes of the art 

making activity, and break them down and verbalise them to students. As 

teachers they may watch students working and aid them by recalling instances 

in their own work in order to help the student overcome difficulties. Indeed, 

some subjects reported that the teaching process does involve thinking about 

and breaking down their own processes in order to teach those to students, and 

that this process aids them in thinking about the procedures and cognitive 

processes they use when art making and in reporting those processes verbally 

in situations such as the interview. So in fact, many subjects were familiar 

with verbalising the implicit processes they use while art making. While this 

does not mean that those verbalisations are not representations of the subjects 

implicit or favourite theories, it is not clear at all why memory of the cognitive 

processes should be considered the more accurate data instead of those very 

implicit a priori theories. In fact it is not clear which is the correct structure of 

experience, one's implicit theories or the actual cognitive processes that lead to 

the behaviour and which may result in those implicit theories. It has been 

argued that discourse in all its guises should be the source of investigation, 

because it not only reflects events but actively constructs those events (Potter & 

Wetherall 1987, Wierzbicka 1992). The subjects implicit theories may influence 

their art making processes and therefore be accurate but incomplete pieces of 

information about those very processes. If these verbal reports are incomplete, 

it is not necessarily the case that the available information is inaccurate. 

Thus, it is apparent that the validity or lack of validity of the verbal report data 

used in this study cannot yet be ascertained1 except by reference to the 

procedures utilised by the qualitative approach to ensure reliability and 

validity1 or rather, credibility1 transferability1 dependability and confirmability 

(Marshall & Rossman 1989). These shall be addressed in turn. Proving 

generalisability (external validity), of the qualitative theory to other settings is 

problematic for the reasons outlined above. This criticism is countered by 

claims that the qualitative researcher1s data collection and analysis have been 

guided by the continual developments of concepts and models as the research 

continues. 

It is the use of the constant comparative method in qualitative research that 

increases the credibility of individual reports by demonstrating that different 

individuals report the same thing (Strauss & Corbin 1990). An additional 
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strategy is the practice of triangulating multiple sources of data (Fielding & 

Fielding 1986, Marshall & Rossman 1989), which involves bringing together 

data from different sources to corroborate, elaborate or illuminate the research 

in question. In this study, the attempt was made to corroborate sources, about a 

single referent, under the three general topics of discussion; the creative art 

making process; the emotional experience of performing that process; the 

impact of the art world or 'field' on that process. In the later analysis of the 

data, constant reference and comparison was make to external sources - data 

and theories about similar phenomena. Moreover, it is the claim that because 

qualitative research is an in-depth description that shows the complexity of the 

variables and interactions under investigation, then it cannot help but be valid 

because the resulting theory is embedded in the data and derived from the real 

life setting (Marshall & Rossman 1989, Strauss & Corbin 1990). 

Dependability parallels the positivist notion of reliability and replicability, 

whereby in an unchanging universe, the research enquiry could be replicated. 

The qualitative analysis however, appreciates that the universe does change 

and that conditions of a particular setting are dependent upon the dynamic 

interactions of all the variables that make up that setting. However, 

dependabiiity is achieved as the researcher recognises changing conditions in 

the phenomena under investigation and in the researcher's increasing 

development of his or her understanding of the phenomena or setting 

(Marshall & Rossman 1989). The other criticism is that of the generalisability of 

conducting research on a typically small population sample. However, 

generalizability is not an objective of the grounded theory approach, but 

intimacy with the data is. Typically, the object is to develop a new theory tied 

directly to the reality of individuals, leaving verification and generalisability 

analyses to subsequent studies. Arguably, a quantitative analysis could be 

conducted after the grounded theory analysis has identified pertinent 

variables, hence utilising both research methodologies for particular ends. 

These criticisms place grounded theory on a par with quantitative approaches, 

not beneath them. 

Another construct, (confirmability or objectivity} in qualitative research also 

requires a defence. This can be achieved, and is I believe achieved here, by 

demonstrating that the research findings can be confirmed by those of another 

study, which has the effect of reducing the possibility of researcher bias. If 

corroborating evidence cannot be found, or if current findings oppose previous 

findings, then the researcher ought to check and re-check the data and 

purposefully and analytically test rival hypotheses, or search for negative 

instances (Glaser & Strauss 1967). By asking questions of the data and 
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generating follow up questions for future data collection, the researcher can 

enhance the objectivity of the research and ensure it is the result of real 

phenomena and not the biases of the researcher. Strauss & Corbin (1990) also 

recommend conducting an audit of the data collection and analytic strategies 

which can then be made public. This was performed in the current study. 

Enhancements of objectivity in this study can be observed; in the researcher's 

practices to preserve the original data and make data collection methods and 

analyses explicit; in the comparison of developing hypotheses with rival and 

competing hypotheses; in the displaying of negative instances of findings and 

accounting for them; in the presentation of possible sources of biases in the 

researcher; and by making explicit the decisions to alter data collection and 

analysis strategies. Further elaboration on the qualifications of grounded 

theory and qualitative research in general can be found in, Layder (1993), 

Rennie et al (1988), Strauss & Corbin (1990). 

It became apparent during the course of data collection that subject's responses 

differed and were influenced by the amount of thought they had given to their 

own art making processes. Some subjects had sophisticated and articulate 

thoughts about their processes and others did not. It is difficult to ascertain 

whether this was due to varying levels of sophistication in awareness of their 

own art making processes per se, or whether this sophistication is a product of 

the time and effort spent thinking about the art making process. It is possible 

that, given time, subjects who were less self-informed about their art making 

processes may have produced a quite different response. In fact, it become 

apparent that an answer that pertained directly to the probing question was 

offered mainly at the end of a subject's reply. This would mean that the 

preceding discourse consisted of postulations and mental workings out of the 

probe questions and their reply, and this information may not be the most 

accurate source of data. This means that if subjects did not give very elaborate 

replies, then it is possible that the resulting verbal data do not represent what 

they would actually say if they were asked a second time. 

It also became apparent that 'talk' about the art making processes was littered 

with art world terminology, essentially baggage handed down to the artists by 

tutors and lecturers, and which contained a superficial meaning and a real 

meaning beneath that. This was also the case for the terminology used to 

construct the questions. It became obvious that certain words such as 

'creativity', 'emotion', 'incubation', and 'illumination' were viewed negatively 

by some subjects because of their connotations. In this instance, the researcher 

attempted to reformulated the question or establish that those offensive words 

stood for principles that were realities. 
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Finally, it is obvious that the developing theory was very dependent upon the 

particular questions asked and those not asked. Thus the necessity for 

grounded theory rigour - to exhaust the data. Because a fully grounded theory 

procedure could not be achieved here, then it should be recognised that the 

ensuing theory is not as rigorous as it might otherwise be. However, the data 

and the theoretical considerations of that data should be considered as a 

preliminary part of a more elaborate grounded theory analysis. 

I have already stated that I have not been led by any one research method, but 

instead used parts of those I considered to be useful to the development of the 

resulting theory. While some may consider this to be ad hoc, I believe I have 

liberated myself and my theory from the restrictive boundaries of any one 

existing explanatory framework, which has enabled the access to a behaviour 

that in the past has proven difficult to access. It has also enabled the beginnings 

of the development of a more comprehensive and integrated theory of artistic 

creativity and the art making process and the variables that impact upon it. 

Part of the reason for my departure from a purely grounded theory analysis 

was also the result of the recognition that the process was too long to be of 

practical use given the time and resource limitations upon the writing of a 

Masters Thesis. Essentially then, the resulting theory ought to be considered as 

representing the initial stages of the grounded theory analysis. 

2.4 Research Participants 

Fourteen subjects were selected from a list of Canterbury artists. This list was 

established with the aid of two curators from the Robert McDougall Art 

Gallery, the public art gallery in Christchurch. The subjects were working 

artists known to the curators. Other artists were contacted by the researcher via 

their association with existing subjects. All subjects were asked by the 

aforementioned curators or by the researcher, if they would participate in a 

study investigating artistic creativity and the art making process. The subjects 

were informed that this would involve a one or one and a half hour audio

taped interview. 

The artists selected represented no particular affiliation with any particular 

public art or dealer gallery, or any level of eminence in the field of art making. 

The artists were selected on the basis of enhancing the diversity of the subject 

population. Thus the subject population was equally represented by males and 

females, young and old artists, experienced and relatively less experienced 
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artists. There was an attern.pt made to achieve cultural diversity, though only 

two Maori artists were obtained, thus the population was largely New Zealand 

European. All subjects had to fulfil the requirements of being a practising 

artist, with some exhibition experience. These criteria were fulfilled. All artists 

had attended Fine Art School at some stage in their careers. 

The Interviewer 

This researcher conducted the interviews. Coming from an artistic background 

herself meant that she had a certain empathy with the artist's experience and 

an interest in their experiences. This is thought to enhance the likelihood that 

the description of the complex art making process is accurate. (Marshall & 

Rossman 1989, Strauss & Corbin 1990). 

Procedure 

2.5 Constructing the Interview Guide 

Before interviewing the subjects, an interview guide had to be developed to 

ensure that all subjects were asked the same or similar questions and that 

pertinent questions were asked. 

To construct the interview guide an exhaustive and comprehensive literature 

review was conducted. This fulfilled many purposes. It resulted in the 

identification of existing theories about creativity in general, artistic creativity, 

scientific creativity, the art making process, the social and cultural influences 

upon that activity and art history. These served as starting points for the 

current research. It was the researcher's intention to determine the validity of 

some of these theories via the investigation of the underlying principles of 

those theories, thus allowing an assessment of the practical applicability of 

otherwise theoretical and academic concepts. The literature review also 

resulted in the identification of gaps in the existing theories of artistic 

creativity, creativity and art making which could then be explored via the 

interview. The literature review also offered an opportunity to ascertain the 

depth and diversity in psychological and philosophical understanding of the 

art making process and artistic creativity in order to assess the possible areas of 

illumination that a qualitative analysis would offer. 
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The literature review resulted in the generation of a list of concepts that the 

researcher wished to address. These concepts were formulated into a series of 

questions pertaining to those concepts and constituted part of the interview 

guide. For example; "Would you describe yourself as being creative?", "How 

do you go about defining and redefining the problem in your work?" Other 

questions were gleaned from three studies, (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976, 

Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood 1992, and Marsh & Vollmer 1991), which directly 

addressed the art making process. Other questions were generated through 

talking to colleagues, other artists, one of the aforementioned art curators, and 

the researchers own thoughts. This resulted in the generation of a four page 

interview guide (see appendix for the complete interview guide), which 

addressed three main areas of concern; 1. the process involved in creative art 

making; 2. The emotional experience of art making; 3. The impact of the art 

world upon art making. The interview schedule served as an informal guide 

for the single researcher and was generally adhered to. Much leeway was 

allowed for improvisation and the investigation of any relevant topics which 

subjects wished to address or that the researcher discovered seemed especially 

relevant. Upon interviewing it became apparent that some questions were of 

little value and were rarely asked. 

2.6 The Interviews 

The resulting interviews were conducted in the informal setting of the artist's 

homes, studios or places of work. They were audio taped at the subject's 

approval and were generally of one to one and a half hours in duration. 

Subjects were informed clearly of what the research was about and a congenial 

informal discussion resulted that was structured by the interview guide. The 

ensuing interview consisted of the researcher prompting the subject with 

questions from the interview guide, being careful not to offer her personal 

opinions about the subject matter. The researcher assumed the role of the 

naive and interested researcher. Thus, much of the interview consisted of 

subject's responses with prompts from the interviewer as required. Improvised 

questions were asked if a subject seemed particularly interested or had much 

experience with a certain issue. Thus, the interview schedule served· as a guide 

for informal discussions which allowed the researcher to follow up 

unanticipated issues rather than being a strict protocol. (Patton 1990t Strauss 

& Corbin 1990). 

This illustrates one of the advantages of using an interview guide with open 

ended questions over a strict protocot because it has the virtue of allowing 
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active intervention. Another advantage becomes apparent if we consider 

Ericsson & Simon's (1980), conclusions about the effects probes may have on 

the resulting data. They concluded that fixed response questions may force 

subjects to choose from the available, inadequate and possibly inaccurate 

options. Fixed probes may also encourage subjects to infer about information 

that may not be directly accessible to memory, resulting in responses that are 

not closely related to actual thought processes. The advantage of the open 

ended interviewing strategy is that it does not encourage subjects to infer or 

guess about the processes or information that the researcher might be 

interested in, which may bias the resulting verbal report. 

Ethical Issues 

Consented participation in the research was obtained and subject anonymity 

was assured. At the end of each interview, subjects were debriefed, where the 

researcher and the subject discussed the context of the interview in a more 

open manner, enabling the free exchange of opinions and the follow up of 

other related phenomena. These discussions were not audio taped. 

2.7 Transcription and Analysis 

The interviews were transcribed within at least four days of taping, by the 

researcher, while also continuing interviewing. After the fourteenth 

interview, the researcher decided that she had utilised this particular 

interview guide to its fullest extent and interviewing was terminated. Each 

interview was then subjected to an analysis that removed irrelevant 

information. Upon listening to the interviews during transcription and 

through careful analysis of the transcripts, the researcher was able to formulate 

a sense of the whole transcript. The analytic procedures of grounded theory 

were then applied to the data (Strauss & Corbin 1990). Individual transcripts 

were divided into units of meaning - identified by each idea expressed and 

whenever the meaning of the transcript changed. These generally revolved 

around a sentence or a paragraph. A list was formulated of the various themes 

that dominated the data for each subject while staying as close as possible to the 

person's own words and meanings. This is the method of categorisation. The 

information was then brought together across subjects on the basis of a 

particular statement, concept, experience or belief's relevance to a particular 

category. These categories were; the art making process; the emotional 

experience of art making; the influences of the art world. 
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These major categories consisted of subcategories identified by each question 

and groups of relevant questions in the interview guide. The resulting 

manuscripts remained closely to the subjects own words and meanings. At no 

stage during this time was reference make to the literature, which enabled the 

discovery of themes in the data itself, untainted by outside influences. During 

this time, the researcher generated a list of new questions, prompted from the 

analysis of the transcripts, discoveries and questions that needed following up. 

This Glaser & Strauss (1967) call 'theoretical sampling', where data collection is 

determined by the developing analysis This was to form the basis of a new 

interview guide for future research. During this time, memos were made in 

accord with Strauss and Corbin's (1990), recommendations. These were 

essentially new ideas and theoretical developments. An audit was also 

conducted which kept track of the data collection strategies and methods of 

analysis. 

Explicating a Story Line 

From here, extended manuscripts were written, putting together subjects 

responses that pertained to separate or groups of related questions. These were 

conceptual developments and represented a step away from the subject 

responses and towards a more theoretical, comprehensive and analytical 

account of the related issues. Tentative hypotheses were formulated that 

pertained to one family of questions and were compared and contrasted with 

hypotheses from other question families and from relevant data from the 

three general topics of discussion; the creative process; the emotional response 

to that process; and the influence of the art world upon that process. 

Incorporating the Research Literature 

The status of these final manuscripts were considered theoretical entities of 

their own, and used as data, incorporated with the existing research literature 

to give an analytical account of the research findings. By comparing and 

contrasting the developing theory with existing theories and data it was 

possible to test the strength of rival hypotheses, to corroborate alternative 

theories and generate further questions. These were to form a further 

interview guide that would test developing hypotheses and theories and direct 

future data collection. The resulting Thesis represents a qualitative analysis of 

artistic creativity through using verbal data gained from actual artists, 

intertwined with a large theoretical component. This verbal data were 

incorporated with, and used to test, the existing theoretical and research 

literature on creativity and it's concomitants; emotion, problem solving, 
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aesthetics, art world influences and the art making experience. This verbal data 

was represented directly in the text of this Thesis in order to illustrate 

conceptual points made within the text, and further to the qualitative 

approach, it was considered that the inclusion of that data added a further 

dimension to the ensuing discussion, while also making some of the data base 

directly available for observation. The reader is directed to the appendix for the 

clarification of the transcription notation used in the presentation of these 

verbal reports. 
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Chapter 3. 

Constructing Creativity 

3.1 Introduction 

Any enquiry of human phenomena usually begins with a definition of those 

phenomena. Indeed, this is necessary in order to clarify the theoretical and 

methodological status of the concept and the particular variety of that 

phenomenon which the author is considering. The problem with definitions 

is that they ride upon certain theoretical and methodological foundations 

which constrain and shape those definitions and the ensuing investigation at 

the expense of other investigations. If this is recognised, it is not often 

admitted. This situation cannot be helped, one has to start from a certain 

theoretical standpoint, and this hopefully is a standpoint which the author 

considers to most accurately describe and provide the analytical means for 

investigating the given phenomenon. However, more often than not, the 

author, researcher or theoretician is unaware of the ways in which that 

theoretical orientation constructs the ensuing investigation and shapes the 

resulting conclusions at the expense of other valid and perhaps enlightening 

investigations and conclusions. 

I do not propose that I am not guilty of conducting this investigation from a 

certain methodological and theoretical background which has shaped the data 

collection and analysis. Indeed, I chose a methodology that most suited the 

research questions and my current beliefs about how best to investigate 

creativity, given my appraisals of previous investigations. What I hope to do 

here is present a useful definition of creativity, relate that to my particular 

theoretical orientation and to overtly demonstrate how that has determined 

the shape of this thesis. This will be achieved through the application of the 

procedures of discourse analysis and its close relative, social constructionism, 

the principle tenet of which is that discourse functions to construct versions of 

the world, and, as we shall see, of what creativity is and how it makes sense as 

a human experience. 
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3.2 Discourse Analysis 

The underlying theory of discourse analysis and social constructionism 

represents a shift from the traditional realist framework that underlies much 

of the methodology of psychology. In the framework of discourse analysis, 

rather than there being a phenomenon, such as creativity, which exists as a 

certain kind of entity with a true nature and set of characteristics waiting to be 

revealed, analysed and described through psychological investigation, instead 

creativity and our thoughts about creativity are actively constructed in a 

variety of ways (Potter & Wetherell 1987). In contrast, the core assumption of 

the realist principle is that there exists a true nature of the entity under 

investigation, but it is yet to be revealed. Different psychological traditions; 

humanism, behaviourism, cognitivism and experimental psychology etc., 

purport to be able to bring the tools respective to each tradition to bare on that 

entity to best reveal its intrinsic nature. This realist doctrine has certain other 

ramifications. One is a tendency to abstract that entity from the context in 

which it occurs which places that entity as the centre of importance and 

ignores the interactive and constructed nature of that entity, and therefore also 

its variability (Harre 1986). There is also the assumption that the individual 

that experiences this phenomenon (creativity), is detached from the sociai 

world in which that person and his or her behaviour is otherwise embedded 

and as such is the prime locus for psychological investigation. This also results 

in the dichotomous relationship between the individual and society which 

encourages the researcher to use one or the other in search of causal 

explanations, but not both (Potter & Wetherell 1987). 

The foundation of discourse analysis is language. Language is vital not only 

because it serves a communicative function about behaviours, events and 

situations but because it actively creates those behaviours, events and 

situations (Potter & Wetherell 1987). While discourse analysis is a form of 

socio-psychological research and started as an analysis of the discursive 

construction of self concept and attitude, it is of relevance here because if 

speech acts actively do things rather than being a simple naming process, then 

it is possible that our discourse critically affects our formulations and 

investigations of creativity. 

The major components of discourse analysis will be elaborated to ensure the 

understanding of the underlying principles. I will then elaborate how 

discursive construction can influence the concept of creativity and then 

continue to develop a definition of creativity. 
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Function 

People use language to do things in our everyday interactions with people and 

for operating in the world, for example, to request, persuade and accuse. 

However, the analysis of language function is not simply one of categorising 

speech into types such as requests or accusations, because the function of a 

particular speech act is dependent on the particular context in which the 

speech is embodied, and will differ from person to person and context to 

context (Potter & Wetherell 1987). For example, in this research I asked a 

question about how emotion came into the art making process. Some 

participants claimed it did and others that it did not. Upon close investigation 

it becomes apparent that participants are not referring to exactly the same 

concept when they talk about emotion and that they use the word 'emotion' in 

a variety of ways. Their actual meaning can only be clearly ascertained when 

the statement about emotion is placed in the context of the entire transcript. 

Recognition of this results in a more complex and hopefully accurate appraisal 

of artists' experience with emotion. 

Variation and Construction 

If our talk is multi-functional then there will also be considerable variation in 

that taik, depending on the purposes of the individuai. Our specimen artist 

might use the word 'emotion' in a number of ways at different stages 

throughout the interview depending upon his or her purposes in 

communicating a certain message. For example, an artist might deny the 

occurrence of emotion in the art making process as part of a personal 

endeavour to debunk the myth of the emotionally consumed artist, when in 

fact, and this might come out in a context other than an interview situation, 

emotion might be experienced to certain degrees during art making. The artist 

is just not recognising or admitting this. 

This example illustrates how people use language to construct versions of 

their behaviour and experience and what we otherwise take to be real and true 

and often the only possible construction. This notion of construction is 

important because, given that much of human social interaction is based upon 

the communication of linguistic versions of events, then our discourse has 

profound consequences in that it establishes and constructs what is taken to be 

reality (Potter & Wetherell 1987). Using our example, if taken at face value and 

abstracted from the entire context of the person's discourse, we might indeed 

conclude that emotion had no place in this artist's art making experience, 

through analysing his discourse however, we can see how and why it might 

not and under what situations is might. This process of reality and version 

construction could logically occur for any of the numerous concepts that make 
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up the discursive interchange in the interview situation, and certainly also for 

the concept creativity. The recognition of this is not sufficient, the researcher 

must actively analyse the data in search of patterns and variability and the 

function and consequences of the discourse. While there is not a mechanical 

procedure for analysing a transcript in this way, the transcript should be 

critically examined following the principles of discourse analysis. (see Potter & 

Wetherell 1987) 

3.3 Towards Attaining A Definition Of Creativity 

Perhaps the definitional variation of creativity is a serendipitous 

representation of the variability of discursive function. Nevertheless, it is 

generally recognised that despite the virtual explosion of research into 

creativity in recent times, there is no single generally agreed upon definition 

or explanation of creative behaviour (Amabile 1990, Conrad 1990, Cawelti, 

Rappaport & Wood 1992, Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, Ford & Harris 1992, 

Mansfield & Busse 1981, Marsh & Vollmer 1991 and Tardiff & Sternberg 1988). 

The lack of an accepted and generally agreed upon definition of creativity is 

problematic because it can impede communication amongst creativity 

researchers and thereby also hinder progress in the field of creativity research. 

Definitional disagreement also contributes to and reflects a basic confusion 

about the very nature of creativity (Conrad 1990). Not surprisingly, theories of 

creativity generally vary according to the various psychological traditions from 

which they grew and the particular research concerns of those traditions (see 

Mansfield & Busse 1981). Choice about which perspective to adopt to 

investigate creativity need not however be arbitrarily decided. 

Generally, theories and definitions of creativity have the basic intention to 

identify the locus of creativity and then describe the processes which culminate 

in creative behaviour and the creative product. This location is generally said 

to reside in; the process by which creative products may come about, that is the 

problem finding and solving strategies used by those people considered to be 

creative; the personality traits of those people labelled creative; and features of 

the creative product, that is, whether it fulfils conditions of being adaptive, 

valuable and statistically infrequent. Most research is conducted at one or 

another of these levels alone. The majority is conducted at the individual 

level; less often at the level of the creative processes that may lead to creative 

thought production, solutions and objects; the creative product; and most 

rarely, the creativeogenic environment. 
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Recall now the aforementioned ramifications of inciting the realist principle, 

that there exists a true nature of the entity under investigation waiting to be 

revealed by the appropriate tools of the lucky psychologist. This doctrine 

invokes the abstraction of the entity of investigation from the context which in 

part determines and shapes the particular instantiation of that entity we are 
.L L A. _, 

observing (creativity), (Harre 1986), and creates a dichotomy between objects 

and mental processes (Conrad 1990), and people and social processes (Potter & 

Wetherell 1987). If creative behaviour and production is determined in part by 

a wider system from which it issues, then the construct validity of theories and 

definitions of creativity based upon a single level of analysis can be seriously 

questioned. Furthermore, through supposing that there is an otherwise 

locatable construct that is the essence of creativity, we fail to recognise the 

constructed nature of what we objectively take to be creativity and of 

definitions of creativity. We thereby miss the opportunity to develop and 

utilise an alternative and potentially useful definition that recognises this 

construction and the possibility of variability in that construct. 

3.4 The Multi-dimensional Perspective 

Recently there has been a call for what has been labelled an ecological 

(Harrington 1990), or systems (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990), perspective for 

conducting creativity research. This perspective recognises the limitations of a 

unitary analysis of creativity in favour of a descriptive analysis of creative 

individuals and the environment in which they and their behaviour is 

embedded in order to identify the creativeogenic properties of that interactive 

relationship (Bourdieu 1971, Conrad 1990, Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, 

Gardner 1988, Gruber & Davis 1988, Harrington 1990, Hennessey & Amabile 

1988, Krausz 1981 and Marsh & Vollmer 1991). Indeed, it is futile to deal with 

the construct of creativity at one single level of explanation because the key to 

creative behaviour and creative products is not likely to be isolated to a single 

element. It might be that the variables underlying creative behaviour are not 

intrinsic to any single, or combination of, personality style, cognitive process, 

environment or individual (Harrington 1990). This relative lack of integration 

of levels of analysis is unfortunate because it becomes apparent that the more 

illuminating approach will be that which considers and synthesises these into 

a comprehensive theory which recognises the dynamic and interactive nature 

of creativity and its adherent variables. 

Harrington's Ecological model of creative production has been outlined 

elsewhere (see chapter 1.5). Thus the following section will be dedicated to the 
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exploration of Csikszentmihalyi's (1988, 1990) systems perspective. Briefly, the 

systems perspective proposes that creativity is the result of the dynamic 

interaction of three shaping forces; intra-personal factors and social factors; the 

domain and the field. Each of these and their interaction require elaboration. 

Intra-personal factors are those cognitive skills, personality and motivational 

dynamics of a person who brings about some variation in the information of 

the particular domain in which that person works (Csikszentmihalyi 1988). 

These personal resources may enhance the likelihood of creative production 

depending on their complementary nature with the resources of the wider 

ecosystem, the domain and the field (Harrington 1990). 

The domain is a particular field of knowledge or activity with a specific 

notation or symbol ~ystem. Individual creative production is crucially 

dependent upon access to the information of this domain. The information in 

a particular domain will exist at a particular level of development, and with 

particular types of research agenda. Depending upon these factors and the 

symbol system of the domain then it will be relatively easy or difficult for a 

person to make innovations. "The more precise the notation system, the easier 

it is to detect change and hence to evaluate whether or not the person has 

made an original contribution (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, pg. 330). A further 

function of the domain is to preserve performance and variation selected by 

the field, and transmit them to new generations (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). The 

status of the domain will influence the likelihood of creative production, for 

example, "How clear are the rules of the domain? How easy is it for a person to 

learn to operate in it? How difficult is it to produce variation? Are there 

particular ways of ordering a domain that are conducive to creative variation? 

What kind of controls does the field have over the domain?" 

(Csikszentmihalyi 1990, pg. 208). 

It is likely that creative success will depend upon a conducive fit between the 

particular structures of the domain and the tendencies of the potentially 

creative individual (Harrington 1990). For example, research within a 

particular domain may require certain levels of professional interaction and 

collaboration, and depending upon an individuals needs for autonomy, or 

ability to work with others, then certain personal characteristics may be 

advantageous in some, but not in other environments. 

The field consists of individuals who determine the structure of the domain. 

Its "major function is to preserve the domain as it is, and its secondary 

function is to help it evolve by a judicious selection of new content" 
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(Csikszentmihalyi 1990, pg. 206). It is the field that determines the value of 

individual performance and whether that performance meets criteria to be 

deemed creative, or not, and rendered deviant. Within any field there exist 

individuals holding roles with greater or lesser power, and who can 

differentially determine the likelihood of accepting and supporting an 

otherwise 'creative' performance. Each field will vary in the rigorousness of its 

particular selective mechanisms, the dynamic interaction of the roles that 

make up that field and the sensitivity of those individuals who hold the 

balance of power. Each of these factors will encourage or discourage novelty 

(Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990). An investigation of field influences upon 

creative behaviour was conducted in this study and will be presented 

subsequently in this chapter. 

Following the tenets of discourse analysis, our conception of an entity such as 

creativity depends upo11'the way it is represented and constructed in discourse. 

A verbal definition of creativity could be presented, one which is based upon 

the systems perspective outlines. But somehow a verbal definition fails to 

capture the dynamic nature that is that entity - creativity. A three dimensional 

model would more accurately describe creativity but unfortunately the pages of 

a thesis could not accommodate it, so a verbal definition and model will have 

to suffice in lieu of the real thing. 

A Systems Definition 

Creativity refers to processes or outcomes of processes that involves a 

response, idea or behaviour that is statistically infrequent, and which is 

adaptive through solving a problem or accomplishing some recognisable goal. 

This response, idea or behaviour must be selected, valued and preserved by the 

particular domain in which the creative person operates in order to be of 

lasting influence. The likelihood of creativity occurring is also dependent 

upon the status of the information of the domain and the power differentials 

of those who make up the field (Harrington 1990). Creativity involves the 

sustenance and elaboration of that original insight, a process performed over 

time characterised by originality, adaptiveness and realisation (Harrington 

1990). Creativity depends also on an individual's cognitive skills, abilities and 

motivations and the conducive fit between these personal attributes and the 

characteristics of the domain in order for that individual to come up with and 

implement the creative response or product. 
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The systems perspective was developed in recognition of the limitations of 

continuing a person centred investigation of creativity. It now remains to 

develop and apply a research agenda based upon the dynamic nature of what 

we consider to be creativity. Having established a account of creativity it 

becomes apparent that people use the concept 'creativity' in a variety of ways 

and may mean different things when they describe a person or product as 

creative. For example, what is commonly called everyday creativity is different 

from artistic or scientific creativity, or any creative endeavour within a defined 

domain of work and receiving institutional support. This is not to say that not 

everybody can be creative, but simply that institutional creativity within 

defined domains operates in a more complex manner. This feature of artistic 

creativity is not generally recognised by the public. But even more than this, 

and as we shall discover in the ensuing chapter - artists conceptions of 

'creativity' are also variable. 

What we now have is a perspective of artistic creativity as the product of a 

pulsating dynamic system made up of causal interactions between various sub

systems of influence plus the recognition of the discursive construction of 

versions of 'creativity'. Indeed, this discursive construction is part of the 

system that actively determines the production and experience of creativity. 

What now remains is to utilise these principles to gain an understanding of 

creativity. The remainder of this chapter is an exploration of the artists 

perceptions of their working context and their behaviour, commencing with a 

discussion of the artists conceptions of themselves as creative individuals and 

concluding with an exploration of the artists perceptions of wider art world 

influences upon their art making behaviour. 

3.5 The Artists Conceptions Of Their Creative Behaviour 

Exploring creativity in the field of the visual arts is particularly instructive 

because here the making process is of primary importance over and above 

achieving a final product. The artists expressed a concern for the process of 

initiating and formulating the concept and in experimenting different ways of 

manipulating and depicting that concept and its related images. This the artists 

call the 'path' (to the final product) or the 'art making process'. For example; 

BD#5: "the goal is to finish so you can start something else, quite often there's[] very little 

enjoyment in the end product and more in the process. [] I think the arts is a good area to 

look for this sort of thing because [] the process of creativity is seen in its rawest form." 
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GB#ll: "I'm interested in the path, not touching up that object I made then." 

These reports are particularly interesting because they are suggestive of the 

promise the field of art might hold for understanding the variables that make 

up creative behaviour and experience. This is contrasted with other fields such 

as the natural sciences, where the product is generally of primary importance. 

The importance of process over product is related to goal orientation, among 

other factors, which will be explored in depth in the following chapter on the 

creative process. In short, goal orientation in art making is thought to stifle the 

creative process and result in a hackneyed idea and less creative product 

(Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976). In this way, a finite image of the product 

works to prevent the dynamic responsive processes involved in the art 

making process. This however, is not to say that the activities of scientists etc. 

cannot be creative. Indeed, the domain of particular fields of science may 

critically influence the direction creative production takes in those fields take 

by placing demands on the activities of creative individuals and depending 

upon the research agenda's of those fields (Harrington 1990). 

3.6 The Discursive Function Of 'Creative' 

The word 'creative' was considered contentious to most subjects and burdened 

with negative connotations. This came from an awareness that, on one levet 

to be 'creative' is a label used by people outside of the art world to describe 

artists behaviour. This is manifested in the public conception that simply 'to 

make art' is to be 'creative'. In this way, the artists perceive the label 'creative' 

as placing certain constraints on what they actually do. It is seen to confine and 

obscure the facets of their actual behaviour by invoking concepts of genius and 

creative endowment, which serves to obscure the real problem solving aspects 

of their art making behaviour. 

PR#2: "the word creative is something we've been taught to frown upon or feel uneasy with 

[] because it [] hides the whole working process and makes the whole thing more mystical 

than what it actually is, it is a problem solving process." 

BD#S: "I've never felt the need to describe the process to myself, I_'ve never felt that this 

thing I'm doing is a creative process. [] I think it's almost one of those things that people 

from the outside say, 'look, those things you're doing is creative' [] I enjoyed the term you 

used before, incremental problem solving, to achieve no particular purpose, I'll add that on 

[to describe the process.] It seems that if you solve a set of problems with a purpose in mind 

[] then the word creative seems to guard it." 
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This report eludes to the evaluative nature of creative determination. 

On a levet beyond that of the superficial used by lay non-artists, the artists 

were able to describe their art making behaviour, though their descriptions are 

far more illuminating than any hackneyed definition that 'creativity' normally 

carries with it. Most, if not all, subjects described their art making process in 

terms of a problem finding and a problem solving process. It was my intention 

to explicate the dimensions of the problem finding/solving process and how 

this behaviour forms the art making process. It was also of interest how this 

process was related to the status of the final product and the artists enjoyment 

of art making. These two issues shall be explored separately in the two 

following main sections on emotion and influences of the art world. 

3.7 The Artists Definitions Of Their Behaviour 

Artist descriptions of their behaviour were extremely varied, which in itself 

illustrates the complexity of what we superficially conceive to be 'creative 

behaviour'. Art making was considered for example; to be and result from 1 a 

different way of viewing the world; a response to the sensual qualities of the 

world; an elaborate transformation process which involves problem finding, 

redefining and solving; the unorthodox combination of previously unrelated 

concepts, objects and media; confusing contexts in an art work to suggest the 

possibility of many alternative readings and the exploration, experimentation 

and the enjoyment of that; an outlet for a need to make objects, among other 

functions. Each of these variables I shall explore in turn. 

Given the artists responses, it would be more accurate to replace the term 

'creativity' with the phrase, 'the development of an idea through a particular 

process into a product'. This phrase emphasises process as important over the 

variable of product evaluation. One artist in fact describes his working process 

as "incremental problem solving to achieve no particular purpose" (BD#S). 

This comment highlights the virtual lack of goal directedness that the process 

entails for most artists. This topic of goal direction itself will be explored 

further into this chapter. In a broad perspective, the artists conceive of their art 

making behaviour as involving the transformation of an abstract thought, 

itself a response to something tangible into a new tangible physical form. The 

initial abstract thought which results in the new tangible physical form may be 

the result of a concept that the artist happened to read about; came upon via 

the media; the result of conclusions reached in a previous work; or a topic that 
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the artist was interested in and put effort into researching about with an 

abstract notion that a concept suitable for art making might result. 

For example: SE#3: "I tend to shy away from it [using the term creativity]. [] I [prefer] the 

'development of the idea into an object,' [] later on in the process fl your using your 

imagination [] but I work from more of a systematic perspective going to source material, 

researching and reading books." 

BD#S describes this transformation process: 

"[it's] having images in your mind that are flexible, they keep moving, shifting away from · 

you. I used to draw quite clearly the image, the object that I was making so the actual 

physical making process wasn't subject to much change at all, but the actual [preceding] 

drawing process went for a long time, it chopped and changed." 

DC#lO "It's [creativity] actually taking something that is relatively abstract as a thought and 

turning it into something visually tangible, which can often be stimulated by something that 

is real, but often the actual response that it comes from is an abstract thought that gets filtered 

through and then becomes a tangible accessible form again[], it's trying to evoke another 

kind of response other than actual replication." 

GB#ll: "I guess it means making something from nothing, starting off with nothing 

tangible, just ideas and materials and making something from that. [] Its also to do with the 

inspiration process, corning up with the idea of making something. Being creative I think is 

to do with the need to do that[]. Everybody can make things, some people need to, others 

don't." 

DP#l2: "The whole process of creativity involves a willingness to go down uncharted 

roads, finding something at the end that you haven't foreseen, and first of all a willingness 

to step beyond your known beliefs and understandings and overreach." 

This process of transformation co-exists with other variables that make up the 

complexity of the art making process. Among these are the purposes that art 

making serves for the artist and the potential audience, the initiating variables 

of creativity in art making and the particular affordance art making may have 

for creative behaviour. Each of these shall be explored in turn. This process of 

conceptual transformation often involves the purposeful amalgamation of at 

least two other concepts, objects or media that issues in a product that 

represents this novel compound. It is important to be aware here that this is 

not a deliberate attempt at innovation for innovations sake, but rather the 
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artist is searching for a new and better way of exploring and presenting a 

particular idea. 

Creative art making is also represented in the unorthodox combinations of 

previously unrelated concepts. For example: 

BD#S: "I like words like curious, [] juxtaposition. [] One of the most exciting things to me 

is the interrelationship of objects[] and by bringing these two things together which may be 

quite a weird interrelationship and producing a third, it gets me quite excited, [] you don't 

tend to start off making things with a spark of inspiration, you tend to make things because 

over a period of time you've got into the habit of it." 

PP#14: "I would like to think that I make art that makes people think in some way, so it sets 

up a certain set of circumstances and they [the audience] know about certain things that are in 

the work and they relate to those, but they are only suggestions of those things [], so the 

combinations of those suggestions may give an indication of a reading. [] I would like to 

think that a work sets up different circumstances and it can be read in a number of ways and 

that those indications I talked about could give a number of readings." 

MR#9: "[creative] in as much as I try to make combinations of things which are perhaps not 

strictly traditional, the way media is put together, or use topics that are unpopular perhaps in 

some cases.[] Some [works] are fairly traditional formats for a particular purpose and other 

things are what I think other people probably consider unorthodox combinations of 

technique and image." 

MR#9 emphasises that he doesn't seek to challenge accepted art forms, rather 

the innovations his work represents is an unintended by-product of the way 

that he works. While these artists were conscious that their art making process 

involved an amalgamation of otherwise unrelated concepts to produce an 

interesting and innovative conceptual work, it is not always, or at all the case 

that this curious blend is contrived for the express purpose of message bearing. 

This is interesting because art works are conventionally thought of as 

imparting a dialogue albeit in a visual form. However, rather than containing 

a message to communicate, the art works represent the artists exploration and 

experimentation of concepts, image and media with an auxiliary ability of 

permitting observer interpretation. For example: 

PP#l4: "art isn't a vehicle for me, and if it is a vehicle it will have wheels, it's a vehicle for 

humour[], art that's a vehicle is just poster making. [] It's just about having fun, and with 

sculpture, having fun with space and with indications. [] I translate the things that I see and 

the things that I experience from life in only a way that I could. You wouldn't make what I 
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would make, and I wouldn't make work that you would have ideas about, so it'sreally just 

about realising those ideas." 

Art making also represents observing, exploring and depicting a concept, object 

or event from a perspective alternative to that which we would ordinarily 

conceive. This represents a form of reality construction, an issue discussed in 

chapter five. To do this may involve the active application of imagination. 

PU#4: "[art making] is all based in creativity, or a different way of looking at the world. [] 

You see in light and dark, and form, volume and mass, I mean it's just a way of thinking 

you get into." 

GB#12: "I think the essence of all creative work is imagination and that's what I deal with 

really, using my imagination to solve problems, design problems, problems concerned with 

clarifying ideas [] and the solution to all these problems is always imagination, being able to 

think up interesting [solutions]" 

Imagination might be considered to be the obvious ingredient in any account 

of creativity. However, reference to 'imagination' doesn't in itself mean 
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imaginative thought. Imagination might be better conceived of as the thought 

and behaviour processes used in the problem finding-conceptualisation

solving process, and the way in which the artists define and redefine the 

artistic problem and makes decisions about ways of depicting and changing 

images and concepts in the art work. This process is of primary importance in 

understanding the creative artistic process and will be explored in chapter four. 

PP#14 would prefer to use the term inventive rather than creative, and he sees 

art making as the solving of a set of visual and conceptual problems that the 

artist constructs for him or herself. This artist dislikes the term creativity 

because it implies inspirational production from a vacuum. 

PP#14: "It's like, 'here's a lump of clay - make something out of it', you know, I mean I 

can't do that, that's just sort of mindless activity to me. [] You've got to know what you're 

going to make and you go out and make it, you might find things out along the way of 

making it that will change what the outcome will be, but you don't start something without 

knowing." 

This report emphasises that there is a process to art making which is 

dependent upon many factors; the technical skills of the artist and experience 

with the chosen medium. Often the idea for an art work will result from a 
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previous artwork and the conclusions and ideas that it will suggest. In this way 

the process of art making is illustrated. Ideas do not come about out of a 

vacuum but more often than not are a response to a previous artwork. Most 

subjects tend to work in series, where one work will be related to another in 

that it is an exploration of the problems and issues that the previous artwork 

set up. In this way works that are adjacent temporally might be related 

conceptually and formally, but those more distant temporally may not bear any 

resemblance to each other, yet in their entirety are evidence of a systematic 

process. This process can be conceived as a continuous spiralling process, 

where individual artworks are not isolated islands of creativity but merely 

representations of the set of visual and conceptual problems as they were at 

that particular time and which are part of a larger overarching art making 

process which is considered of greater importance. For example; 

SP#l: "The creativity in art would be an ongoing thing because your whole body of work 

actually develops along, your whole body of work actually develops over the years, it's all 

one art work, so it's not just individually each time you do art that you're being creative, I 

suppose I see it as an ongoing thing." 

PP#14: "there is a process to art making and it tends to work in series and culminates in a 

body of works which are related and not isolated pockets of creativity." 

These statements are instructive because they illustrate the mistaken 

conception that creative behaviour exists as distinct acts in time and in 

isolation from the broader context from which that behaviour issued. These 

responses also impart a degree of revelation about the actual experience of art 

making as a life endeavour, rather than an isolated performance. No artist 

actually described a work as being concluded. A distinction is required here. A 

work may be 'stopped' but never concluded. 'Stopped' indicates that this 

representation is the artists idea at this stage of the process, but 'finished' 

implies that the idea has come to a conclusion. In fact, individual artworks are 

physical depiction of a particular stage of an ever changing idea across time. 

This conclusion is similar to other artists responses in the qualitative study of 

Marsh & Volmer (1991, pg. 111), "a successful piece is always a comma or a 

sense of calm - never a period." The essence of this sentiment is embodied in a 

statement by GB#ll; 

"Imagine if you thought that you were content, you might say you've finished and you'd 

stop it there and that would be it []. I might just retire if I thought it was all complete and 

finished. [] I'm interested in the path, not touching up that object made then, because I 
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would change so much, and I think I would go back to everything and make changes [] 

because I'll be trying to push that to what I'm doing now." 

Creative art making was also considered to be manifested as a need to make 

things. When conceived of as 'making', creativity becomes a process that is 

initiated by relatively intangible ideas, materials and the inspiration process. 

That is, conceiving of an idea that can be rendered physically and a desire to 

perform this activity. Many factors could be influencing this 'need to be 

making things'. Most obviously is the fact that art making is a major if not the 

major part of the artists life, and which has been so for many years since at 

least late childhood or early adulthood for all subjects. Art making is part of 

their identity, it provides reinforcement, an outlet for expression, physical and 

intellectual exploration and problem solving. Quite obviously, to not perform 

an activity which is essential to their very identity would undoubtedly result 

in an agitation to perform that activity. For example, GB#ll; 

"I have a strong need to make things and that happened from quite young[]. I get depressed 

if I don't make anything[] I'm starting to feel really agitated, like there's no point in life, ha 

ha, not quite that bad, but just everything feels temporary ... pointless. I'm not making 

something!" 

3.8 Conclusion 

The artists verbal reports add a dimension to the concept 'creativity' that does 

not otherwise exist in any theoretical definition of it. It is a conceptualisation 

that is complex and varied and critically tied to individual artists constructions 

of their creative behaviour. For example, the artists considered art making to 

be, and to result from; a different way of viewing the world; a response to the 

sensual qualities of the world; an elaborate transformation process involving 

conceptual problem finding redefining and solution; the unorthodox 

combination of previously unrelated concepts, objects and media; confusing 

contexts within an art work so as to suggest many alternative readings, the 

exploration, experimentation and enjoyment of that; and as an outlet for a 

need to make objects 

An exploration of artists conceptualisations of their artistic behaviour 

necessarily incites a curiosity about possible needs fulfilled by the performance 

of creative activities. This is obviously difficult to uncover because it involves 

the retrospective reconstruction of past experiences, usually of childhood, 

which is of dubious reliability. It is quite possible that the notoriety gained 
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from drawing and making things as children positively reinforced that very 

behaviour. Most artists indeed realised as children, that they were better than 

most at drawing. They might have been asked by other children to draw 

pictures. Adults may create a role or identity for the child as an 'artist', 

congratulating him or her on her activities and perpetuating that identity in 

conversations to friends and family. It is also possible that a child receives 

greater notoriety for being accomplished in art and drawing than any other 

endeavour such as maths, because of the general esteem in which art making 

is held, especially in childhood activities. 

Harrington (1990) highlights the importance of a fit between the characteristics 

of the creative person and those of the environment in which he or she works, 

in order to foster creativity, such that certain characteristics of an environment 

facilitate or interfere with the characteristics of the creative person. It is also 

conceivable that certain characteristics of a particular activity facilitate 

creativity in individuals such that those individuals are more suited or 

attracted to creative production within a particular domain, within a particular 

genre in a domain, and likely, to creative production itself. There are two 

avenues for further analysis here; explore the art making histories of the artists 

in an attempt to identify those things that led to art making being a positive 

experience; or look at the need to make things in the current life context. 

While continued art making may be due to past reinforcement to a certain 

extent, its present maintenance must be associated with current experiences. 

These could be; the enjoyment of making things, the production of personally 

novel products, the accomplishment involved in undertaking an activity 

completely of one's own initiative; setting task guidelines and boundaries; 

decision making and problem finding and solving. These issues will be 

explored subsequently in chapters four, five and six. 



Influences Of The Art World Upon Creative 
Production 

3.9 Introduction 
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In accordance with the principles prescribed by the systems perspective - that 

creativity is the result of the dynamic interaction between the creative person1 

the domain and the field in which that person operates - I endeavoured to 

uncover some of the elements within the operation of the art world that 

influenced art production. Because the information used in the ensuing 

discussion about art world influences was gained from one source alone - the 

artists - then the resulting discussion should be considered incomplete. 

Further, it became apparent during the course of interviewing and 

transcription that the questions asked tapped only a small portion of art world 

influences and as such1 the resulting reports and discussion thereof remain 

conceptually undeveloped. The reader should recognise that the verbal reports 

are based upon a single perception of art world operation and that perspective 

is from people who report that their personal needs are often in direct conflict 

with those who make up the art world. Thus1 the resulting discussion about 

art world influences should be considered constructed by the artists. Though 

this does not make that construction invalid1 it is rather a very real appraisal 

based upon the perception of those supposedly at the centre of art world 

operations - the artists themselves. Indeed1 as described by the ethnographic 

perspective (Hunsaker 1992), the utility of this sort of investigation is that we 

discover the way the actors perceive their own context and behaviours rather 

than the investigators perception of that. 

Recall chapter 3.4 for a discussion of the systems perspective. According to this 

perspective1 creativity is the result of three shaping forces; the creative 

individual; the domain; and the field. Briefly1 the domain is a particular area 

of knowledge or activity with a specific notation or symbol system. 

Information within a particular domain exists at a certain level of 

development and with particular research directives. Depending upon the 

nature of the symbol system of the domain1 innovation will be more or less 

likely. The structure of the domain is determined by individuals who make up 

the field. The function of the field is to preserve the domain1 direct its 

evolution through selecting new content and transmitting that to future 

generations. It is the field that determines the value of individual 

performance. Individuals within this field will hold greater or less power and 
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can differentially determine the likelihood of accepting and supporting 

otherwise creative performance. For example, the art world is a loosely 

organised field made up of artists, gallery directors, curators, critics, dealers and 

buyers, art historians, art theorists, art philosophers and the like. 

A more complete and satisfactory appraisal of the influences of the art world 

could be achieved through the careful observation of its operation and 

through interviews with those filling the various roles that constitute the art 

world. This endeavour is however, beyond the scope of this current thesis. 

3.10 The Artists Reports 

The artists perceived a dichotomous relationship between the functioning of 

the art world, the activities of the people within it (who are not artists) and 

their own artistic activities. Within the art world there exists people filling 

different roles - gallery directors, curators, dealers and artists - each who 

operate under distinct directives and who pursue distinct needs through the 

operation of that art world. While non-artist art world members may possess a 

concern for art, the artists perceive their concern to fulfil ambitions of career 

fulfilment and advancement which often operate in a conflicting way with the 

art making process of the artists. For example, BD#S reports; 

"[people in positions of power] want to do something in administration, or have ambitions in 

that area, and there's almost a force[] that runs against the natural art making process so you 

get to me what is an unnatural set of ambitions and pressures, that is very hard to ignore [.]. 

I'd like to think that I've actually got the will power to be able to stop it, but I'm pretty sure I 

haven't, I'm pretty sure that[] you can get an influential art curator who is choosing a range 

of artists and can get those artists into major exhibitions, books etc., and then you feel that 

because of you own need for audience survival, not monetary survival, just general 

recognition, you'd feel quite a pressure to subscribe to that. It's quite constant and it's only 

offset by your own needs, your own personal satisfactions, and I think the more you're 

involved in it, the more self confident you are in your own work, the more you can turn 

your back on that sort of thing, but it's very real." 

To function effectively as an artist producing work that is non-directed (which 

as we shall see in chapter four, is integral to the nature of creative 

performance), might depend upon the individuals ability to continue to 

produce undirected work within the imperatives of the art world. 
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BD#S: "it comes down to just the control you have over those [art world directives], 

whether you can deal with them or not deal with them and move away from them. It's like 

being involved in a family and having your children running around. It's whether or not you 

can create spaces to do things, you're never without those things." 

The conflict arises in that the majority of artists dislike their work to be 

directed and yet are aware that there exists trends of fashion which if 

strategically followed could result in success. Further to this, in order to 

function as an artist, their work must be exhibited, and to be exhibited the 

work must fulfil certain curatorial criteria. 

ST#8: "you're aware that there's certain things that are in favour, that get shown more or 

collected more, but[] I'm still doing what I'm doing[.] I don't do it for an audience, and so 

not really for a gallery." 

DC#lO: "I don't really care whether it fits into a fashion or not, I can't often help what I 

make, it comes out in a particular direction. Because I've stuck at it long enough guess now 

they're starting to curate me into shows, but to actually set out and get curators my side, I 

don't think that's my right to do that actually." 

The directives of the art world are illustrated by DP#12: 

"curators get certain precepts and they regard each exhibition they curate as a publication, 

and they write a catalogue thing, they try to slot things in, 'I will mount an exhibition of the 

influence of this or that on contemporary New Zealand sculpture', and so they lock out 

anything else. They've got a narrow perspective on something and they only include in that 

show the people whose work corresponds to this narrow idea. [.] They use the artist as a 

means of articulating an idea they admire, [] so they develop curatorial niches which can be 

interesting as long as you understand that it's something quite different from the creative 

process." 

Alternatively, some artists admit the impact a market driven art world has had 

on their work. 

SE#3: "when you' re showing in a gallery, usually there are restrictions, well a term broader 

than restrictions, about the size, materials or whatever, so things are easily consumable." 

PP#14: "I make much more wall work than I've ever made before now because it can 

function in a domestic environment. You can't make works that sit on the floor and have a 

bit of string that goes over there and expect to sell them to domestic users. [] I'm sure it 
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influences everybody. { a lot of artists would deny that}, but you just have to ask them do 

they sell anything, [] people don't buy things they can't live with." 

It is possible that an artists allowing his or her work to be influenced by market 

requirements is a function of their experience and reputation in the art world. 

Young artists might be desperate to establish themselves as viable and 

reputable artists and hence be more willing to concede some art world 

influence in their work at the outset of their careers. This is evidenced in their 

recognition of art world influences on their own and their peer's work. Older 

and more established artists are likely to be those that survived the initial years 

of breaking into art world circles, and having procured shows, have established 

themselves as reputable artists. Unlike younger artists, being established might 

indeed be a license to develop one's work without consideration of curatorial 

requirements, and without considering success determined by an external 

agent. Alternatively, being temporally distant from the beginning of their art 

making careers, older artists may simply no longer be conscious of any effect 

the buying and exhibiting market had on the direction their early work took. 

GB#13 (teacher and established older artist), offers a plausible explanation of 
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"I think that for young people, if they want to be taken seriously, they've got to sort out 

what's acceptable and work in that sort of way and try to add something of their own to it. I 

mean, plunging in and trying to do something new, it's unlikely that anyone would 

recognise that you're doing anything worthwhile if they couldn't relate it to anything they 

knew about, sounds a bit cynical but it's true." 

Further to the operation of the art world is the influence artists (established 

and non-established) have on other artists work. Using other artists as a model 

begins in art school and the operation of this has certain ramifications. 

SE#3: "we've been trained at art school to look at a model, to look at other people and use 

aspects of their work in your own, [] because you learn from you elders so to speak, people 

who have already done it, tried and true" 

and a response from a teacher; 

MR#9: "what a lot of is cmTently being reconstituted in a different form under appropriation 

and quoted and re-quoted, I find boring, dull, dreary and quite a yawn. [] rather than push 

my work in front of the students, I try to get them to think about themselves and discover 

what is important to them and help them find systems and ways of improving, making what 
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they're doing coherent. I mean other people teach from the 'me' point of view, 'this is what 

I do therefore it is what you shalt do because I know best', and I've never felt comfortable 

with that." 

BC#6: "I've actually marked on Bursary [art exams], and you go through and you look at 

the work and you're deeply saddened because you find that it does, everything actually 

influences and moulds - I've seen myself in their work. This person (should be) acting in 

their way, not in a clone of my way, which is not even necessarily correct. [.] young people 

being diverted away from what it is that they either intuitively and intelligently with some 

leadership actually do" 

Yet while these teachers express a concern with external directive impositions 

on young artists work, those young artists report enjoying appropriating other 

established artists work and ideas, which is part of the post modern 

deconstructionist directive (Gablick 1984). For example; 

PR#2: "it's influenced heavily by lots of different artists that I've seen - my work refers to 

lots of different artists, [] critiquing it, having a dialogue with it sort of. I think people and 

artists enjoy making connections between different works and one artist's career and another 

one, making links, [.] my work, because of the numbers and blackness, it has obvious links 

to Mccann, so it's part of that enjoyment of making links and creating art history. [.] I don't 

know why, [] it is probably connected to the ego." 

There exists a conflict in the artists need to be observed in order to function as 

an artist, and their recognition that certain styles tend to be shown more, while 

also attempting to prevent their work from being directed by trends of which 

they are aware. The artist may respond to this perceived conflict in a number 

of ways. He or she might choose to become involved in the mainstream world, 

selling work actively to dealer galleries, obtaining an agent, an exhibition and 

then completing work to fulfil that deadline. Indeed, this seems to be 

characteristic of many of the younger artists in this population and is probably 

a function of the competitive nature of the modern art world. Alternatively, 

the artist might decide to avoid career strategying if they find that their 

involvement in art world politics sabotages their independence and work, or 

alternatively, they might be more able to do this having developed a 

reputation. The artists ability to do this of course depends on their being able to 

finance their art making through a second job which does not encroach upon 

time set aside for art making. As a limited resource finance limits certain 

artists and enables others to produce work which would otherwise be vital to 

their artistic development. Many artists reported the lack of financial 

availability. 
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SP#l: "one of the big hindrances would be finance, and that's really a big hindrance 

because you might have an idea to do something and you just can't do it because you don't 

have the money to do it. [] you might want to do a really big work, and [] that big work 

might help develop your work, like resolve problems []. So the QE2 giving grants would 

help a lot - and being able to get them." 

Inevitably an artist cannot survive on the sale of work alone, and procuring a 

second job places times constraints upon both activities. 

Alternatively, the artist may use the mechanics of the art world to function 

and survive as an artist. 

PP#14: "since I've left art school I've had a noticeable change in that I've made works that 

are saleable. [] I see the art school [] like a shelter, it's like an environment that nurtures that 

activity, and that activity is almost pure, there are no outside influences that necessarily 

confine it, but now I function in a world that's buying and selling, it has shows and clients 

and dealers. [.] I'm quite commercial about art making, I suppose because I have a belief 

about working as an artist, and surviving as an artist as opposed to just functioning as an 

artist, and there's a huge gap there. [] The work still has to function to satisfy your own 

requirements, but other than that you have to make it work for its outcome." 

MR#9: "I've deliberately decided not to get involved or chase it [success], some of my good 

friends do chase it and have chased it extremely well, [], they would become quite defensive 

about my description or my perception of how they've behaved, but they have made some 

large changes in what they do to fit under the umbrella, that they saw as being, well one that 

would, you know, change situations for them." 

The political operations within the art world might function in the artists 

favour. 

PR#2: "I guess they use my work for their own political ends [] especially with Maori artists 

at the moment, they [art world members] are almost obliged to pick up on certain Maori 

artists to include them in shows, to address the bi-cultural balance. [] and because probably 

my work is more European looking than say your older generation of Maori artists, [] I fit 

more easily into their idea of what art is. [.] They say what's interesting [] is [] that my work 

[] can be both shown on a Marae and in the ait gallery at the same time" 

Artists may function in the art world with varying degrees of effectiveness in 

their ability to avoid compromising their own art making process. As 

discussed in chapter 4.6, this process is not goal directed, or product oriented 
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and is valued according to the personal standards of the artist rather than an 

external agent. This is the basic issue that the artists must confront - whether 

they can continue to produce the work that stems naturally from their 

developing art making process while also relying upon exhibitions to function 

as an artist. Given the artists emotional experience associated with exhibiting 

(chapter 5.6), it is no wonder that experience is largely negative given the 

nature of the exhibition. After a period of independent and personal effort 

which is self-directed, that work is placed in a context to be regarded and 

criticised by criteria that weren't considered during its production. It is 

therefore likely to be a period of great conflict for the artist. 

It is not sufficient for an artist to simply make art works in order to function 

effectively as an artist. An artist needs to procure exhibitions in order to be 

seen and recognised. Access to that audience is via exhibitions controlled by 

other art world members, for example, curators, gallery directors and agents. 

While these people may enjoy art, according to the artists they have concerns 

other than simply art appreciation. For example, dealer galleries and agents 

have a pressure to sell things in order to make their business financially 

viable. Curators organising exhibitions do so around certain themes, and 

thereby categorising art works which were not initially produced in order to 

fulfil such categories. This places a premium on certain art works at the 

expense of others. Furthermore, the various connections between members of 

the art world filling certain roles tend to influence the reception individual 

artists receive. For example; 

PR#2: "the sort of artist they select and the collections they put together, the way they curate 

shows, I think it's for their own ends really. [] moving up hierarchies, moving up gallery 

systems and things like that. I guess that sounds really cynical but I think that is actually the 

bottom line. But[] it's not as callous as that, they actually love and enjoy art, it's not just a 

career, I think they do really enjoy it and are passionate about it" 

SP#l: "the dealers,[] well they've got this pressure to sell things.[] Some other dealers will 

take that risk and not worry about that, but others will worry about whether a work will sell 

or not and whether they're gonna be able to make money from it. I mean that's gonna 

strongly influence them because it's a business like anything else, [] Also, [] whether 

they've talked to someone else who's thought that a person's work is better than others, is 

going to influence people a lot, and in art worlds that happens a lot." 

SE#3: "there's usually connections because the art world is so small, you find that some 

people [artists] get taken on by [] certain figures in the art world who push the artist into the 
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limelight so to speak - give them a good profile. [] [also] how much you've been seen 

before, how many shows, what sort of track record, [] a lot of it is personal taste." 

PU#4: "certainly for young artists of today, really the only way to success is to get the nod, 

to go to the school of fine arts, get the nod [from art school lecturers] and go from there, get 

into the right dealer galleries, work their blimmin guts out to fulfil what is required by the 

dealer galleries. For somebody like myself who's the wrong age, the wrong set of 

associations no doubt, there's no way you're ever going to break into that system, [.] and I 

think it's cost a lot of young artists dear, because if they buck the system it isn't easy. [.] 

and the dealer galleries of course just want to try and make money, they want to promote 

good artists of course, I wouldn't short change them on that, but they want to make money." 

A number of artists discussed the conflicting desires between them and other

than-artist art world members, and how the identity and reputation of an artist 

is constructed by those not primarily engaged in the production of art. 

BD#5: "there's quite a few people in curatorial positions who have quite a few of their own 

to serve, and they can and do through using and selecting art, so they're actually saying, 'I 

am such and such a person and I think in my opinion this' and so they' 11 select a range of art 

to subscribe to that theory. I don;t mind that, it's quite direct and guile clear. [.] one of the 

bad things is that only a certain type of artist is seen, and it puts the artist who makes that 

work of art into an uncompromising position as well, because when that particular person 

leaves the art world, it's left somebody else high and dry" 

DP#l2: "the artist is simply working according to his or her temperament and feelings and 

the difficult process of painting. Others come along and put that into categories and very 

often good artists are left out of exhibitions simply because they don't fit the narrow [] 

perspective of a certain gallery" 

MR#9: "some of them do seem to work on the basis of having their theory and finding the 

people to fit it." 

BC#6: "[decisions about the value of an artist's work] is dangerous, that's based on the 

disposition that the person has and also the credibility that accrues after a good number of 

people have written positive things about a particular person, so you can get a kind of 

homage to say Colin McCann [] and the poor man is dragged along as a model of artistic 

(success), [] it has a rubber stamp and that's there and that's a truth, that person then shows 

in a gallery, if the gallery sells the work it's said that it's the greatest work New Zealand has 

produced." 
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GB#l3 also describes the constructed nature of artistic success. 

"they write about it you see, [] or produce books about it, or magazines or television 

programmes, and so that becomes a kind of law. [] It's also a way of [] establishing 

standards, people selecting and defining all the time what they think is a true expression of 

what's happening at that particular time and[] the redefining continues ten or twenty years 

later as people look back and think yes that really did express that particular ... " 

BD#5: "if you looked at art historically, [] and the women's issue is a good one here, you 

know that there may be only men, but were there women doing work as well? but because 

they didn't have a profile they are not seen [] and that's a curatorial thing, so therefore in 

years to come, will we be looking at just those that managed to get into books at the time?, 

and that's the danger." 

These reports illustrate the constructed nature of individual artists reputations 

and highlights the critical influence that the field has over creative production 

and recognition and transmission of the creative production. Individuals 

within the field of the art world holding positions of greater or lesser power 

can differentially determine the likelihood of accepting and supporting what is 

otherwise creative performance. This illustrates that artistic success may not 

ultimately depend upon the technical skill or conceptual value of a persons 

work or the nature of the art making process as discussed in chapter four. For 

example, PP#14 reports that social interactions serve an important function in 

furthering the career of an artists and thereby allowing him or her to continue 

in art making. 

"there's a certain element of how good someone's work is obviously, but you will talk to 

some artists that function totally socially, their whole success is based upon whether they are 

a figurehead, whether they are someone who is known to be at openings, is known to know 

people in high places, who know directors of art galleries, or people on the arts council 

personally and socially, and that's a big factor in it. So the pure art is shaded by all those 

factors." 

This sentiment is supported in a longitudinal study conducted by Stohs (1991). 

Discriminant function analysis revealed that artists who's adult working 

careers were sporadic and who had low incomes were considered far superior 

in artistic potential and originality as young adults. Personality measures 

indicated that these same artists were less involved with or drawn to other' 

people than were fine artists with more predictable work histories. As such, 

those artists who were more normative in art school had more stable career 

patterns and experienced greater artistic success as measured by their art related 
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income. Although both populations reported overall life and career 

satisfaction. Though it is likely that many factors co-influence these results, 

Stohs concludes that artists with sporadic careers, may be less concerned with 

social norms such as, career expectations, they are less involved with other 

people, which make them more willing to take risks and shift jobs. Stohs 

proposes that upon turning within themselves and due to their superior art 

abilities, these artists are provided with a creative inner life. 

3.11 Discussion 

The artists' reports reveal the inter-dependant nature of members filling 

different roles within a particular art world. Not only is an artist's reputation 

and career constructed through the activities of art world participants, but 

actual creative production is subtly directed and channelled by the constraints 

and directives of the art world within which the artist endeavours to function. 

These influences are multiple. They come in the form of; market forces; 

conventions for artistic activity; the establishment, identification and 

dissemination of discourse about the value of an artists work by influential art 

world members; the availabiiity and distribution of financial and material 

resources; a particular art world's ability to accept, appreciate and support 

innovation; as well as the intra-personal elements that influence the activities 

of the artist themselves. In this way, works of art, rather than being the product 

of individual 'artistic' activities, become works of art through the co-operative 

interactions of art world members and diverse art world functions. 

Perhaps the greatest conflict for artists is their desire for self-directed autonomy 

in their art making while also being dependent upon coverage to function as 

artists, which is controlled by actors who operate according to different agenda. 

While that is to promote good artists and support and distribute good art 

works, these actors - agents and gallery directors - also need to maintain the 

financial viability of their business. The influence is broader and more diffuse 

than this alone, the organisation of the art world places certain constraints 

upon the activities of those who wish to operate within it. 

In a sociological account of the operation of art worlds, Becker (1982) explores 

how the organisational structure of the art world, and the functioning of roles 

that comprise the art world, critically influence the nature of art that is 

accepted and perpetuated within that institution. Artistic conventions, 

through establishing an agreed upon way of doing things within art, to a 

certain extent dictate the material and conceptual form that an artist's work 
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will take. These conventions are the recognised 'trends' and 'fashions' which 

the artists referred to in this study, which are constructed and perpetuated by 

dealer, critic, and collector consensus about the aesthetic and financial value of 

any innovation (Becker 1982). These conventions are embodied in accepted 

practices such as the way materials are combined, equipment used, training 

practices, etc. which specify a particular genre. These conventions are manifest 

in the support that agents and dealer galleries give to certain art forms because 

those market driven institutions are financially capable of handing only 

certain art forms - works that are domestically consumable, and thus, are not 

capable of sustaining possible financial loss through supporting work 

unacceptable to a buying audience (Becker 1982). An artist may break with 

existing convention ( and work outside of the art world as some artists reported 

doing here), and depart from customary practice in order to pursue the 

independent development of their own work at the expense of decreased 

circulation and recognition. 

Conventions though, must be perpetuated. According to Becker, this is 

through the practices of influential art world members (agents, dealer galleries 

and critics). The dealers show the work selected by agents and the critics 

provide the reasoning which constructs the aesthetic and appreciative 

acceptability of the art work. This is furthered by the academic application of 

aesthetic systems which articulate and explicate judgements of worth by critics, 

aestheticians and art philosophers. Presumably then, the development of new 

conventions occurs through the critical selection and acceptance of innovation 

and the dissemination of information about that by influential art world 

members who's attention to art world activities is firmly articulated, attended 

to, and accepted as concrete by other art world members (Becker 1982). The 

limitations of conventional practice are not however all encompassing, 

particularly if the artist's desire for freedom from conventional constraint is 

coupled with an acceptance of reduced recognition and distribution. If that is 

true, "we can understand any work as the product of a choice between 

conventional ease and success and unconventional trouble and lack of 

recognition" (Becker 1982, pg. 34). This is the dilemma articulated by a good 

many of the artists interviewed here. 

Given the desire to function as an 'artist', and in order to fill that role 

successfully, an artist must be recognised as such, then the distribution of 

artistic identity and art works critically influences reputation. Unless the artist 

is financially independent, then their art making is constrained by the 

financial agenda of agents and dealer galleries who's marketing of art works is 

restricted by the boundaries of financial and aesthetic acceptance set by those 
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who are buyers and collectors. This is further influenced if it is likely that these 

peoples buying decisions can in turn be influenced by the discursive creation, 

justification and perpetuation of aesthetic merit by other art world members -

namely art critics. It is also plausible that the artists themselves can influence 

the art world and its stylistic traditions, though only after establishing a 

reputation and dealing successfuUy with the concomitants of achieving that 

reputation. The verification of this hypothesis is however beyond the scope of 

this thesis and is rather more suited to biographical or longitudinal 

methodology. 

The artists descriptions of their art making behaviour and of the influence of 

the art world upon that behaviour lends considerable support to the 

development of a theoretical definition of (artistic) creativity that is multi

variably oriented. This is evidenced in their emphasis of and greater concern 

with the process of art making, which some call the path of experimentation 

and exploration rather than in the production of objects. This emphasis on 

process also suggest that the field of the visual arts is particularly useful in the 

study of creativity precisely because behaviour in it is process rather than 

product oriented. This is not to say that the product is not important in our 

understanding of creativity, but rather that the nature of the behavioural, 

cognitive and emotional processes that result in creative production still 

remain relatively unexplained. The examination of 'process' is the substance of 

the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4. 

The Art Making Process 

4.1 Product, Person or Process: the problem of where to investigate creativity 

There is considerable debate over how best to investigate creativity. The 

direction of any investigation is dependant upon where the determinants of 

'creativity' are held to reside. These alternatives are; the creative person/ the 

creative product, the creative process and the creativeogenic environment 

(Harrington 1990). Much of the debate rests upon a fundamental confusion 

about what exactly creativity is and, as will become apparent in the course of 

this chapter, adherence to one particular orientation at the expense of others 

results in a conceptualisation of creativity that is less than the whole. For 

example, Glickman (1978) argues that the determinants of creativity reside in 

the status of the product, and that the creativity of the product has logical 

priority over the creativity of the person and their psychological characteristics 

(Briskman 1981). Alternatively, Beardsley (1964-65) argues that a work is not 

fully a work of art until it is perceived, "the true locus of creativity is not the 

genetic process prior to the work but the work itself as it lies in the experience 

of the beholder." (pg. 302) This emphasises the interpretative and constructive 

role of the observer and undoubtedly, an art work exists only in the transaction 

between the observer and the art work. However, a product does exist which 

resulted from a certain process performed by a person possessing certain 

characteristics, and any truly useful account of creativity will consider variables 

from each locus. 

In this thesis I have concentrated on the variables of process in investigating 

creativity. However, the advantage of considering the process of creativity is 

not whole heartedly supported. Sparshott (1981) points out that conceiving of a 

process to creative production may be misleading because it is unintelligible to 

consider a beginning, middle or end, each with certain activities that issues in 

a creative product. Rather, the course that the creative work changes during 

and according to the making of the work as unforeseen possibilities (and 

problems) are revealed in the process of physical depiction. Indeed, the guiding 

factors are internal to the work. Sparshott asserts that we cannot speak of 

creative production as the result of following certain sorts of procedures but 

rather that, "certain sorts of procedures and routines have not been followed" 
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(pg. 66). However, while there may not be a single formula that, if followed, 

issues in creativity, it seems likely that there are patterns of similarity between 

the processes of individual creators working in a given field. Patterns of 

behaviour, which though they might not definitively explain the origins of 

creativity, might be suggestive and, if anything else, might be eminently 

interesting. 

There is a thesis that the determinants of creativity reside in the status of the 

product (Glickman 1978) and that the creativity of the product has logical 

priority over the creativity of the person and their psychological characteristics 

(Briskman 1981). This argument seems to be largely a response to an unease 

with the assumption that creativity consists in some distinctive pattern of 

thought or activity. Acceptance of a definable process to creativity would 

permit the active pursuit of creativity through ensuring an adherence to the 

behavioural components of that process. The preference for 'product' 

determinants of creativity is also, I believe, a response to the simplistic nature 

of the four stage model of the creative process, consisting of; preparation, 

incubation, illumination, and elaboration (Wallas 1926), (see section 4.10), 

which itself suggests that there is a definitive process to creativity which, if 

followed, would result in creative production. 

Glickman (1978) points out that activities the four stage model can describe are 

not limited to creativity. The model can also describe processes that are not 

attempts at creativity, for example, trying to remember a person's name, 

(involving an apparent period of incubation) finally remembering it 

(illumination), and recalling other concomitants of that person (elaboration). 

Perhaps the greatest criticism of the four stage process is that an individual 

may perform all the characteristics of the process, yet may not produce 

anything deemed creative. This calls into mind the evaluative nature of 

creativity, but it also highlights the existence of occasions when the outcome of 

an inspiration is abortive, "the 'got it' phenomenon whose sequel was a 'lost it' 

experience" (Sparshott 1981, pg. 68). Thus Glickman (1978) insists that it is the 

evaluation of the product that determines the creative (or not) nature of an 

activity or object. The core of the thesis is that it is because an activity cannot be 

considered creative unless the product of that activity is new and valuable, 

then any characterisation based upon the actions, thoughts and feelings of the 

artist is inadequate because such a characterisation cannot differentiate 

between activities that result in a new and valuable product from that which 

does not (Glickman 1978). The counter thesis offered by Tomas (1964) is that a 

work of art is judged creative depending upon its properties that fulfil 
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conditions of creativity, but that the existence of these properties is evidence 

that the creator undertook a certain type of process. 

An argument against placing all the determinants of what is considered 

creative in the product rests in the claim that a non sentient object such as a 

computer4 or a creature of comparatively less intelligence - a chimp, could 

conceivably produce a work of art, if only by accident. Glickman seems to think 

he can avoid this problem by making a work of art 'art' dependent upon it 

being produced by an artist. And a chimp cannot be an artist, for example a 

poet, without possessing knowledge of a language and ways to use that 

language to make sentences, nontheleast sentences worthy of poetic merit. But 

what is happening here? The determinants of creativity have been extended to 

encompass properties of the creative person, a situation which Glickman 

wished to avoid. Glickman continues to distinguish between making and 

creating. An object can be made, for example, a foundryman may make a 

sculpture, but this activity is merely the objectification of the idea that was 

created by the artist. In this way, creativity resides not in the fabrication of the 

object "but rather the idea or conception it embodies" (pg 156). This leads us on 

to further philosophical debate about whether a piece of driftwood can be 

considered art if it is intended and offered as such bv an 'artist"' (Batton, Fisher 
,/ ' 

Moore & Silvers 1989, Glickman 1978). 

Aside from becoming somewhat irritating, this debate makes it clear (to me at 

least) that the determinants of creativity should and can be investigated from 

all quarters, including the product, the person, the process and the 

environment. As we shall see (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990, Gardner 1988, 

Gruber & Davis 1988, and Harrington 1990), if we are to effectively understand 

creativity we must enlarge our conception of where its determinants lie, and 

develop methods for identifying how the particular interactions of those 

determinants give rise to creative behaviour and production. 

In this thesis I have endeavoured to promote such an ecological (Harrington 

1990) or systems (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 1990) approach_. Although the efficacy 

of examining the process that culminates in a product that is considered 

creative is manifold, the investigation of process rather than (or as well as) 

person phenomena is particularly advantageous because it enables us to clearly 

and more accurately determine the variables that culminate in a creative 

product through avoiding reference to the often unreliable variables of inter

psychic or cognitive phenomena. Furthermore, reference to actual behavioural 

4Indeed, there exist drawing programs for example, AARON, written by Harold Cohen, that are 
capable of producing novel pictures. (see Boden 1992) 
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data provides evidence that corroborates data obtained by reference to the 

creative product, data which are liable to be value laden and unreliable. This 

socially designated nature of creativity was explored in chapter 3.9. Indeed, as 

we saw in chapter three, the investigation of process is particularly instructive 

because the artists expressed a greater concern for the art making process over 

the achieving of a product. 

The investigation of process also permits the description of the formative 

procedures that result in a work of art, of which little is known from a 

psychological perspective. Secondly, the examination of process may reveal the 

factors that make a person and a product creative (Jung 1952/1985). The process 

of artistic creativity is made up of many variables, for example; those that 

determine what the work will be about - the concept or artistic problem; how 

this idea, concept or problem will be rendered physically; and what the artistic 

solution will be. There are also the numerous intervening variables that 

operate between these main process variables, such as; the problem finding 

and problem solving procedures brought to bear upon the initial growing 

concept; the decision making processes that lead to change in the art work; the 

processes that instigate the original concept and those that determine the 

completion of a work. These variables are not only cognitive processes, but 

also the behavioural activities which may be comparable across artists, and the 

environmental variables that impinge upon the creative process. 

4.2 Art Making As Problem Solving And Problem Finding 

Problem solving strategies are among the essential elements that make up the 

creative art making process. Ecker {1963) characterises art making as "a problem 

solution problem continuum" (pg. 285) - a learning sequence of problem 

development and solution of all of the elements of the art work which are 

"qualitatively related to one another in technique, style or theme" (pg. 285) and 

over which the artist enhances his or her control. Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood 

(1991), conclude that while the creative pro~ess is complex and elusive and 

involves processes that vary from individual to individual and from field to 

field, the one constant that is common across all creative performance is 

decision making. Decision making is integral to all parts of the creative process 

whether it be in science or the arts, and in art making this takes the form of; 

decisions about materials; the initial concept; changes made to that concept; the 

form the concept will take; when to discontinue, and how to advance from the 

conclusion reached in the current work. Ecker (1963) calls "the qualities artists 

manipulate orchestrate, modify and create in solving their problems . . . the 
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means and ends of artistic production" (pg. 285), which is evidenced in artists 

'shop talk', for example, "If you use a cool green here you can get this plane to 

recede." (pg. 285). The investigation of these decision making processes and 

how they interact and the relative importance of each might reveal the critical 

variables that are involved in creative performance thereby enhancing the 

understanding of creativity in the field of art making and possibly also, the 

critical determinants of creativity in general. 

While problem solving is a major component in creative production, there 

exists a relatively more important forerunner which might prove crucial to 

creative production - that of problem finding. This was recognised and 

investigated by 5Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976), after fruitless observations 

of the problem solving stage of the artistic process. Observation of the art 

making process from inception to conclusion led them to propose that it was 

problem formulation which preceded problem solving that largely determined 

whether a product would be creative or not. The authors differentiated 

between what they called a discovered problem situation and a presented 

problem situation in relation to creative art making. A presented problem 

situation is one that has a predetermined formulation and customary method 

of solution through which the problem solver must work to reach the 

solution, for example, the solving of algebraic equations. In contrast, a 

dis~overed problem situation has no known or established formulation, 

method of solution or a standard solution, even the problem itself is yet to be 

identified. 

This notion is similar to Ohlsson's (in Langley & Jones 1988, pg. 181-182), 

restructuring theory. Normal problem solving involves a search through the 

problem space, analysing the problems, analysing the goal and attempting to 

utilise known methods to solve the problem. Creative problem solving, 

however involves a search in the description space of a problem. Essentially, 

when confronting an impasse in problem solving, the creative solver may 

conceive of the problem from an alternative and new perspective leading to a 

new representation of the problem which may be conducive to solving the 

problem. In artistic creativity however, there is no accurate and predetermined 

final solution, only one that meets the demands of the original· problem 

formulation. Indeed, this status of the solution is thought to be a prerequisite 

for it to be considered creative (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976). 

5The work of Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976) holds a place of primary importance in this 
Thesis. Their 1976 work represents an advance in the study of artistic creativity and their 
research procedures and conclusions have directed a considerable amount of the current research 
in as much as this research determoned to test their findings and hypotheses through a 
qualitative methodology. 
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Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976), found that while fine art students worked 

from both presented and discovered problem situations, those who produced 

works evaluated as more creative by expert judges, worked from a discovered 

problem orientation. This orientation ensured that the artists did not produce 

a cliched art work through the application of a ready formulated problem with 

a ready formulated solution. The discovered problem situation was associated 

with the artist spending more time choosing and manipulating the still-life 

objects that made up the final drawing, that is setting up the artistic problem. 

Time spent working upon the drawing after the problem was formulated 

failed to increase the worth of the drawing. Questioning during the drawing 

process determined that discovered problem artists were actively concerned 

with the discovery of a problem in the situation itself and did not believe that 

there was a single correct method of solution. Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 

tentatively proposed that discovered problem artists might be more open to 

experiencing unusual thoughts and idiosyncratic experiences, and that their 

problem formulations were inspired by "more personal perceptions, more 

deeply felt passions, more unique memories and desires" (pg. 136). This is in 

contrast to presented problem artists who produced 'safer' and less creative 

objects through less risky problem formulation and subject matter. 

Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi' s other important discovery was that artists who 

produced work rated as less original tended to verbally define the artistic 

problem soon after drawing commenced, while more creative work was 

associated with the artist delaying the determination of the essential problem. 

This the authors called 'delay in closure'. Rather than being due to a lack of 

direction, this delay in problem closure was the result of the artist maintaining 

a level of interaction with the still life object and the drawing, an extended 

problem formulation process which ensured the artistic problem was 

discovered in the situation itself rather than the introduction of a superficial 

problem with a hackneyed solution. A longitudinal analysis revealed that 

artistic success was most related to this stage in the art making process; delay in 

closure. 

A major section of the interview guide was dedicated to test these conclusions 

and to identify any other significant variables in the problem formulation -

redefinition - solution process. A question or series of questions each 

pertained to a particular concept or part of this creative process. They included 

questions pertaining to; the source of ideas; how that idea is researched; the 

problem finding and problem solving strategies used and the relative 

importance of each with regards to the creative value of the final product; the 
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decision making strategies used; how the problem was re-conceptualised over 

time; whether the art making process was associated with delay-in-closure 

(Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976); the processes of person-product interaction; 

the degree of goal orientation involved; how a state of completion was 

achieved; and an assessment of the accuracy of Wallas1 s (1942) model of the 

creative process. Each of the aspects of the artists creative process will be 

explored in turn. 

Given the breadth of the art making process and the substantial body of data 

obtained, this process will be explored on the basis of the logical stages that 

constitute it. Although it must be realised that these stages are not 

discontinuous and neither is the problem finding - problem solving process. 

The actual determination of the overall process will be elaborated upon in the 

conclusion of this chapter. 

4.3 The Origins Of Artistic Problems 

Art works are often mistakenly conceived as isolated entities with a beginning 

and an end point This is not the case. Rather✓ individual art works are part of 

a larger ongoing art making process. Most, if not all, of the artists interviewed 

worked in series, which resulted in the accumulation of a body of work that 

revolved around a certain theme. This process itself tended in a proliferation 

of idea generation with sub-concepts and related tangents issuing from the 

main or current orientation of the theme. All subjects kept work books or 

journals for recording new ideas prompted from current work, which 

provided a huge body of resource material and prompted the fertility of idea 

generation, indeed, many artists complained they had too many ideas. 

SE#3: "I try to make a body of work just so it's easier to regenerate ideas [] from different 

source material, [] through theory and different works that I've made before, so I can draw 

from them." 

Some artist's careers may consist of a progression of separate series of art 

works, while for others, their work represented a lifelong endeavour which 

evolved over the course of their career. 

GB#ll: "Well I've been working for many years on one thing, and how I hit on that I 

suppose has been a process that has evolved and focused for quite a while, but even back at 

art school I was dealing with a figure moving within a rigid environment, and I've been 

working steadily away on the in's and out's and up's and down's of that particular theme, 
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although many of the works are different, but it's focused, it became more and more focused 

and more recently it's been focused on New Zealand." 

ST#8 elaborates the operation of working in series; 

"What tends to happen is that I have an area that I'm interested in, but I don't know how 

long it's going to last. but what seems to happen is that once you start, one idea leads to 

another and it sort of progresses, and then sometimes you might pick up something that you 

think has got something to do with the idea that you've got at the time, but it sets you off on 

another tangent." 

The artists found it difficult to isolate any particular source for their art 

concepts. This is undoubtedly a result of the generative nature of the art 

making process, where one idea triggers others and a related idea might set the 

artist on a search down a different but conceptually related tangent of 

experimentation. This fertility is a product of the tendency to work in series 

and the recording of ideas. It also can encourage the positive experience of that 

very process which may further enhance the fertilisation of ideas, for example; 

BC#6: "It's one of the wonderful things about it [art], it goes off for these mad nature 

rambles[], I'm just now trying to track something down, but I keep on getting side tracked 

and test this and test that, try things out and see how it works, now if I was in something 

more empirical there would be no chance that I was doing that." 

Generally there are many sources that give an overarching theme to a series of 

work. The sources for these themes come from topics of interest to the artist or 

life experiences of particular importance, for instance; 

ST#8: "lately a lot of it has been from books I've been reading. [] I decided to do a whole 

lot with[] bodily adornment[] because it fascinated me [] I like tattooing [] I can't explain 

why, I've just always found that fascinating, why people have tattoos. [] and I've done a lot 

of figure drawing [] and the idea of drawing on the figure [] set that one off [] then I started 

looking at other forms of bodily adornment and manipulating the body, like stretched necks 

and corsets." 

PU#4: "Once upon a time it used to be the universe and all that stuff you know,[] I've been 

an art critic for five years [] so I spend an inordinate amount of my time in galleries, and in 

actual fact I find now looking at my work, once as I say I used to go outside and challenge 

the world, but now I would say that 'art' is the subject of my art." 
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GB#l3: "It's hard to actually pin point, [] obviously they're things that appeal to me, [] 

Everything I do is autobiographical [], I mean the images that I use and the language that I 

use come from me, for example, when I did [a book], I set it in Christchurch and in 

Canterbury, and during the summer that I did it we had this amazing drought and TV news, 

news papers and radio was full of information about the drought, [] I remember driving up 

through North Canterbmy [] and the place was absolutely devastated [] and I used all of that, 

and I didn't even intentionally do it, but when I started to draw the landscapes [] I actually 

drew and used all that North Canterbury drought landscape." 

That the changing life concerns of artists may affect their work is particularly 

illuminated in PR#2' s response; 

"the work that I was doing was self referential, essentially modernist based and [] the work 

for me was drying up and I needed something to respond to. [] I started working in an 

environmental sort of way [] then [] this fella [] saw one of my works and he actually 

thought that it was my intention to make what is called a Porahui, which is a Maori form that 

sort of demarks places of tapu and restriction, and he also thought that possibly I might have 

Maori blood and then he invited me to put this piece into a show, and that was a significant 

point []. I first started making art works that had references to Maori objects and concepts. [] 

As soon as I took that step my career stasted soaring." 

The sources for ideas are various within and amongst artists. They could be; 

life experiences; childhood experiences; inspiration from teaching; children; 

the domestic situation; artists exhibitions; reading; every day discourse; the 

media. Though rather than involving the deliberate choice of a certain concept 

and rendering that physically in a given medium, the process of conceptual 

development is much more reflexive, evolving over time through a series of 

transformations and manipulations of that concept. This process of evolution 

might occur during the actual making of an art work, across the making of 

related art works or through contemplation. 

SP#l: "Well it's funny, you don't actually decide, it sort of happens through experience of 

things or through other people, or reading things, um ... it's a lot of things brought together 

[]. I didn't go out there and say, 'I'm going to make my work about this', it just sort of 

came through in my work while I was making it." 

BD#S: "It's a bit too hard for me to isolate that now [the source], it's been an ongoing thing 

[] a lot of it comes from past art works and things, of historical things through reading, [] 

life ·experiences, huge chunks of it come from childhood experiences, more in terms of 

almost like a purity of play, [] you tend to remember the uncomplicated areas of childhood, 

of playing, and trying to get back into that, trying to throw off adult responsibilities." 
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DC#lO: "presently [the source] is from reading and reality, but it can also come from things 

I've actually heard on the radio or television, so often ideas just evolve out of comments or 

reading, because you see pictures with them. [] I find too that you get an idea that you can 

actually turn into a series, but also in that process, its likely to go slightly down another side 

street because the previous work has suggested something [] something else evolves out of 

that and then you grow for that, and so it actually will change direction even though you 

might have gone through a process of filtrate - infiltrate - infiltration and so on to get the 

idea." 

DP#12 suggests a possible function of working in series, why and where an 

individual's concepts might emerge from; 

"When you are a person that has been painting for a long time [] you come to build up a 

working context of some sort, since you can't do everything [] and each individual person 

through temperament and degrees of perception, I think, divines or creates [] possibly 

subconsciously in his or her own mind, a working context, now if you don't devise and 

work from a certain framework then I think your work would be amorphous and 

furthermore, you would have no criteria against which to judge the success or failure of your 

painting." 

Working in series creates a theme with logical boundaries created by the theme 

itself, This provides a degree of determination but without functional 

constraints upon the conceptual possibilities of that theme. The function of 

working in series may prove a fruitful area for research on possible 

determinants of creativity and how the thematic context aids or detracts from 

creativity within the arts. 

4.4 Resourcing An Art Concept 

A crucial factor in art making is the development of an immense resource base 

from which to work. Most artists tended to resource an idea and record ideas in 

a workbook. The artist would read about the concept, attend libraries and 

museums to gather information, draw relevant artifacts, learn about the 

culture, or the history of a particular medium, object or concept. As well as 

developing a large resource base, this exercise leaves the artist well experienced 

with researching and determining the relationships between otherwise diverse 

concepts. Furthermore, this process means that the artists are very experienced 

with idea generation and recording, indeed, this is a part of the process they 

tend to enjoy the most - the possibilities inherent in and deriving from a given 
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concept and anticipation of conceptual fertility. This activity might be alien to 

less creative individuals and might prove a crucial behaviour in creative 

production. 

MR#9 describes the resourcing process in a recent series of work; 

"A lot of them [the ideas] begin by reading, and then after that point [], becoming more 

informed []; researching in the museum, drawing artifacts from that region, the indigenous 

people, accumulating information in that way and then combining the visual and the written 

material and then sort of final pieces of work." 

A function of resourcing is to make connections between what may otherwise 

be disparate objects or concepts and bringing them together into a single art 

work in an innovative way. For example; 

BC#6: "I play around with words and images, [] but I do find that a great number of sets of 

words and images, too many of them to believe it's all just inconsequential, and these things 

can be made to meet each other, some of them with greater or lesser success, [] it is in fact 

linking up these steps with words and images, and I find that utterly fascinating." 

This conceptual convergence might prove to be similar to the homospatial 

process, a form of mental imagery which involves, "actively conceiving two or 

more discrete entities occupying the same space, a conception leading to the 

articulation of new identities." (Rothenberg 1988, pg. 444) This is not a simple 

process of addition or connection of aspects of discrete visual elements, but 

reorganising the existing spatial constructions to produce a new object. This 

process has been documented in the activities of musicians, poets and 

playwrights to produce new metaphorical structures and literary characters, 

and amongst the activities of physical scientists who produce new and 

meaningful conceptual metaphors by uniting images and sensory 

representations in the same mentally represented space. An experiment based 

upon the drawing activities of art students showed that drawings rated as 

highly creative were those where diverse elements were brought together in a 

way that resulted in a merging or a fusing of those elements in the same 

spatial location, rather than the simple addition of the two elements in one· 

picture plane." (Rothenberg 1988). This is also evident in the drawings of 

subjects rated highly creative in Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi's (1976), 

investigation of the artistic process. A major component of creativity might 

prove to be an ability, or indeed a preference for manipulating ambiguous and 

complex visual elements to produce a new visual and conceptual form. 
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A series of questions were developed with the intention of addressing Getzels 

& Csikszentmihalyi's (1976), conclusions about the relative significance of the 

problem finding procedures that preceded problem solving which determined 

the degree of creativity in the final product. While the research participants' 

verbal reports about personal tendencies towards one or other stage in this 

process were not compared to objective creativity ratings of their work, that all 

the research participants were working artists with reputations significant 

enough to be asked to exhibit is, I believe, sufficient evidence for their general 

creative ability. This aside, it was the intention here to determine if there was 

actually a distinction between the finding and solving stages of the art making 

process and the important variables of each, rather than attempting to 

quantitatively determine whether creative artists tended towards problem 

finding behaviours and cognitions. 

At the outset of the interview it was agreed amongst the artists that art making 

was essentially a problem solving process which involved formulating ideas 

and finding ways to reformulate and depict that idea. These two stages of the 

art making process will be considerably elaborated. 

Problem solving is the stage typically associated with creative behaviour. In art 

making it involves formulating a concept and re-defining that given critical 

consideration of the effects of using certain materials and combinations of 

those, while working on depicting those in the art work. It involves the artist 

responding to problematic situations within the current version of the work. 

Knowing when the problem is solved however, is determined by the problem 

finding process. Indeed, there may not be a problem formulation - problem 

identification - problem solving process, so much as a process of simultaneous 

problem discovery and solution with ensuing evaluation of both depending 

upon other determinants in the work. 

Problem finding pertains to the initial formulating and structuring of the 

conceptual problem which itself may comes from an idea, albeit a currently 

intangible one, that a previous work has suggested. Problem finding includes 

the resourcing/researching process of gathering relevant information, all 

which influences and transforms the original concept. Indeed, this may not be 

so much a process of transformation, but of the articulation of a previously 

intangible problem or concept into a more lucid symbolic one. If this is the 
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case, then a solution will not be achieved until the artistic problem is fully 

conceptualised and identified, if it is at all. Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976) 

suggest that the creative problem cannot be pre-formulated but instead is 

"discovered in the interaction with the elements that constitute it." (pg. 247). 

The artists interviewed here unequivocally agreed that art making was a 

problem solving process and accepted the existence of a problem finding and a 

problem solving stage in art making. Though rather than existing as distinct 

stages in a linear process, these problem manipulation procedures interacted 

continually throughout the production of individual works and across related 

works. Although the placement of definable problem finding and problem 

solving within the process might differ amongst artists, the majority of artists, 

when questioned, determined an equal importance of problem formulation -

the searching, choosing and manipulating of concepts to be used in the work, 

and problem solving - the rendering of the articulated problem, in 

determining the value of the final art work. This illustrates the 

interdependent or responsive nature of these two parts of art making. What is 

also interesting is the suggestion that problem formulation and solving may 

occur consecutively or even simultaneously in a cyclic fashion throughout the 

production of a single work. For example; 

BD#S: "I think that they're of equal importance, and I think the more I work now the less 

that I have a research - stop - making process. [] What tends to happen now is that the works 

are so structured [] that change occurs throughout the whole process so that I will conceive 

of a direction, or possibly a theme, I'll start doing some images, then I'll go out and research 

and add images to that and possibly modify it that way, so the thing has becomes so 

intermingled that I don't have a stop - start." 

The artists reported much variation in the placement of problem formulation, 

problem finding, and problem solving in their particular art making process. 

Some artists may do numerous preliminary drawings before rendering that in 

a final form and others may tend to work the problem out in the final piece. 

This process may be a long involved one of reformulation or of relatively brief 

duration, though inevitably a vast amount of preliminary conceptual 

formulation preceded a work of brief genesis. This variation in placement is 

likely to be the result of the interactive nature of problem formulation and 

problem solution - such that either could occur anywhere in the art making 

process. 

GB#l 1: "and sometimes right at the end of a huge body of work [] a lot of thinking has 

been going on, something can happen, and invariably it does [], it may not get into the 
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show, but I'll have made some decision and I'll largely get something completed in a very 

short amount of time and it's because it's been boiling and simmering away and all sorts of 

other decisions have been made and it's ultra clear and sharp. [] I usually feel very pleased 

about those, those have been some of my best things." 

While these two phases of the art making process might be of equal 

importance, artists tended to suggest that it was the problem finding and 

formulating process that gave them the most pleasure. 

DC#lO: "the finding is the exciting part and the more liberating I suppose, and the freer 

aspect of it, and there's problem solving, [] the technical side of how, what processes you're 

going to use to make it visual. I don't know which outweighs the other. [] I don't place a 

great emphasis on the technical side." 

BC#6: "I'd say that it would be equal, absolutely equal, and the end point is the least 

important - the final work. It ceases to exist from the time that you've made it, but those two 

things, the looking for and the quite period of making it, or the exciting period of making it 

if you actually catch something in a mark, and then you go along for the adrenaline ride, 

they're both terrific times." 

It is apparent that we cannot clearly isolate distinct stages of art making; the 

searching for; formulating the problem; and the physical rendering of that 

problem, because the process is not made up of discreet stages. There is not so 

much a process of searching and defining the problem and then a period of 

rendering it physically, as being aware of a perceptual or conceptual conflict or 

problem; research and formulate that; render it physically; respond to its 

conceptual and aesthetic qualities and problems; further research; reformulate 

the concept; render it, and so on. The particular medium that an artist uses 

may critically influence this process and either tend to aid the reflexive 

transformative nature of the process or hinder it, such as in printmaking, 

carpeting or sculpture. Conceivably, an artist may utilise his or her experience 

in alternative media to aid the articulation of the current concept. For 

example; 

BD#S: "I think part of the process is this constant change that is occurring throughout the 

whole process. You see it ve1y strongly in painters because the physical process allows that 

much more than the sculpture process. In the sculpture process there are aspects that may 

have to be sent off somewhere else to be made, or like in the case of the carpets, there is a 

point where I've got to say, that's finished. But I've watched painters who have worked 

with carpets as well and they're virtually hanging over the guy tufting it, [] changing it." 
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4.6 Goal Orientation And Decision Making Processes In Art Making 

A problem finding - solving orientation is logically related to goal orientation 

and decision making processes throughout the making of an individual work. 

Exploration of this may help to illuminate the nature of the relationship 

between problem finding and problem solving. These issues were directly 

addressed in the interview. 

Before exploring participant responses, some terminological matters need 

clarification. One of the original interview questions was, 'Do you make 

decisions in your work or does it make them for you?' This question was 

intended to uncover the conceptual re-definition strategies used by the artists, 

which was also addressed. The artists reported that they made some of the 

decisions about conceptual and aesthetic phenomena in the work and that the 

work also made decisions. Obviously, decision making is an interactive process 

between the work and the artist who recognises (while working), occasions for 

particular courses of action given their previous experience with certain 

conceptual, aesthetic and material occurrences in a previous art work. So while 

artists talk of the work suggesting things, it doesn't of course do so. The work 

doesn't so much suggest things, rather the artist recognises occasions for a 

particular course of action, or recognises that something they may have done 

to the work has detracted from it and they must experiment with ways of 

working out existing problems. This indicates that the decision making process 

is one that is responsive in nature. Decision making exists as a responsive 

interaction between artist and work, with varying degrees of conscious 

awareness of that process on the part of the artist. It is, of course, difficult to 

determine whether subjects who claim they direct the work and those who 

claim that the work directs them actually exhibit the same degree of 

responsiveness, without actually observing the artists at work. This 

responsiveness is crucial given Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi's (1976), conclusion 

that delay in foreclosing problem articulation is indicative of long term artistic 

success. 

A question pertaining to the degree of goal direction characteristic of art 

making was asked in light of Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi's conclusions that 

delay in foreclosing problem orientation enhanced creativity. While objective 

measures of creativity were not determined in this research, it nevertheless 

may prove fruitful to uncover the processes of goal orientation to enhance our 

understanding of the art making process. A further question which directly 
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addressed Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi' s delay in closure concept was asked and 

responses to this will be explored subsequently. 

There was much variation in subject reports about the degree of goal 

orientation, across artists and also within an individual artists art making 

experience. Some artists possessed a relatively clear idea of what they wanted 

to depict and deviated little from that, except for resolving technical or 

aesthetic problems as they occurred. Other artists started with a clear idea of the 

artistic problem, but in the process of making the work, other ideas occurred 

which changed the nature of the problem and the resulting art work. Still 

other artists started working with only a vague idea of the problem which was 

formulated during the making process. 

It is possible, if not likely, that the determinants of decision making - the artist 

or the work - can be exchanged during the course of making a work, for 

example; 

ST#S: "I guess it depends [], well it can be both ways I suppose, because you can start out, 

like working on the tattoos at the moment, I was just looking at the traditional ways they 

were usecL hut then vou start readinQ' other thinQ's. and vou find vou start chan2:in2: it and - - - - - - - 7 - - - - -- - -- .,/ - - '-' (,...l ., ., ., ,_, ._,, 

turning it into something else that isn't what tattoos are used for at all, over elaborating what 

they said on purpose, so that in some ways the idea starts to take off by itself." 

SP#l: "It's a bit of both really, sometimes what's happening in the painting will make me 

make a decision about it, like I might decide to make a change in it if I want that colour to be 

a different colour or something like that, so it's the relationship between what's going on in 

the picture is what I make decisions about." 

It seems reasonable that the early stages of making and initial inception are 

characterised and determined by the artists decision making processes. For 

example, the sort of materials used, the initial concept, where to research the 

concept, what research to use. The physical rendering process may be 

characterised by a greater degree of artist - art work interaction, arising from the 

need to respond to physical problems. Due to the growing accumulation of 

ideas pertaining to the original idea, that idea and the work might be perceived 

and experienced as taking on a life of its own. It still remains that different 

artists are more or less directed, more or less amenable to change, and this may 

or may not relate to long term artistic achievement. PU#4 describes her 

experience and the nature of the decision making process; 
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"Definitely it changes (the conceptual problem), I think I know when I start, [] I think that's 

the beauty of painting because, and I have made some real boo boos in the past in that I 

conceive of a problem and then conceive of an answer, so I paint it or do it, and of course 

there's all those hidden relationships in the painting that I haven't allowed for. So yes 

certainly, as you conceive of a painting, the problem defines itself partially out of your 

control, out of your total lack of knowledge of this problem. [.] rve learnt this the bitter and 

hard way, I think[] I've made the problem clear, I think I know the theme clearly, but in 

actual fact, once you start to paint you realise that the paint and the paint concepts have to be 

addressed as well as the ideas and themes, so I do think I have a clear idea, but it always 

changes." 

BD#5 reports when I insist that he must start with some idea; 

"It can be really loose, you see I could start working now, I could take a piece of paper and 

start making something. I don't have to have anything in mind to do it. I just pick up a piece 

of paper and start doing something and usually it's at that point that what you've done before 

starts to come in. [] Usually I don't have the ideas and then set about making the work, 

remember I was saying that you actually have a process, that I say with the thing that I do, 

is, I make art, that's what I'm about." 

DC#lO articulates the problems associated with self directive decision making; 

"more and more now I think I go with the flow a bit with it. Sometimes you actually try to 

push something in a direction you think it should go in and it simply won't because either 

the subject [] or the idea you' re working with just simply won't bend in that direction. Often 

I find that with particular ideas, one print for example, I made it and I put it away, it just 

defied me. Then I left it for months and took the plate, and this has never happened before, 

and I fought it, and it was simply because I was trying to bend it in a direction that it simply 

wouldn't go in and just didn't want to go in, it was almost like it was invested with its own 

voice and mind, whatever process or technical way that I tried to take it just didn't work with 

the particular idea and image that I had, until I did something that was absolutely rash, I just 

went out there, looked at it, I went with it and I worked in a way that I hadn't worked, 

hadn't anticipated that I was going to until that particular day and it suddenly came out 

alright, and because of the fight I had with it, it actually opened up another door (]. In some 

ways it was probably one of the better works." 

This commentary illustrates the value of the way in which the artist- responds 

to the requirements of the work. Through working with it directly and letting 

that solution develop through a communication with the work, rather than 

applying a known solution, the artist was able to solve the presenting problem. 

This is reflected in the artist's goal directed orientation; 
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"I would have an idea of only the external look of it [the work]. If it was something that was 

actually in front of me I would rely upon those experiences [.] I try and experience it from as 

many different angles as possible, in other words, like a child who would touch it, feel it, 

smell it, eat it, in order to enlarge that experience [] I would try and find out as much as I 

could ahout it in order to be able to make a drawing that captured what I considered to be the 

essence of that particular object, which isn't just a visual, it's a total emotional sensory 

[experience],[.], in order to actually depict it []. I could get it to look like an apple for 

example, but I would hope that I would actually bring out the quality of crispness, of 

freshness or whatever." 

Further to the responsive nature of making and goal orientation, GB#11 

reports; 

"I never say to myself, 'This is it, now I'm going to sit down .. ', it's under constant 

revision. [Changes are] usually to do with appearance. Because sometimes in a sculptural 

thing, it's one thing to think about it and [] do a drawing, but when I see the components in 

relation to each other, it needs to be more this way [] and so from the beginning it's quite 

different from what it ended up, and another thing is the limitation of materials, somethings 

just can't be done, [] forcing materials to do things that they weren't wanting to do [and I 

have to think] what is a more appropriate way of making it." 

The reflexive nature of art. making is a natural consequence of another 

variable, that of a greater concern and pleasure in the experimentation process 

over the final product. 

GB#ll: "sometimes I think I've got a goal, this large sculpture that's forty metres long. I've 

worked out more or less what I wanted to do, but in the path of making it I worked out 

dozens of other things, and that would be sitting to solve a problem and suddenly you saw 

an inspiration or something associated with that and go off on a tangent, and it's the tangent, 

the path that's more interesting to me than the results, the trajectory of just going places, and 

all these things happen along the way, but I'm much more interested in where I'm going 

than all the little bits that are left behind." 

4.7 Exploration In Art Making And Delay In Problem Foreclosure 

Recall chapter three and the excitement the artists reported experiencing in 

idea generation and developing their existing ideas (This is discussed further 

in chapter five). Indeed, for some artists, there was a preference for this 

experimentative stage of the making process. It seems likely therefore that 

excitement with a making process that is experimentative and responsive in 
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nature may motivate and enhance a lack of concern for goal orientation, 

thereby enhancing the likelihood that the product will be a creative one. This 

would ensure that the problem and the solution are not pre-determined but 

are instead discovered in the interaction of the elements that make up the 

creative product and the artist, a characteristic which Getzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi (1976) regarded to be critical to creative endeavour. Cetzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi (1976), regarded three dimensions; "openness of the 

problem, exploratory behaviour while drawing and changes in the structure 

and content of the initial problem" (pg. 91), to be critical in determining 

whether the artist continues to be engaged in essentially problem finding 

activities even during the solution stage of the art making process. These 

dimensions are characteristic of a large group of artists identifiable in this 

population. 

An emergent problem finding orientation is logically related to the status of 

the artistic solution. Most of the artists denied that a work ever reached a 

solution as such, an assertion which lends further support to the discovered 

orientation of the formulation of the artistic concept rather than there existing 

a pre-set solution which meets some established criterion of rightness. There 

may in fact be many possible solutions for one particular artistic concept, 

GB#l l reports that his final product represents one solution, but invariably he 

has seen many others during the process of making an art work. Recalling the 

notion of process, it is possible to conceive that the solution of the artistic 

concept and its physical depiction will vary depending upon which stage in an 

extended making process it is physically rendered. GB#l 1 bemoans the fact that 

he has limited time to render all of his ideas physically and must suffice with 

recording them in work books. I would argue however, that the process of 

constant conceptual re-evaluation and re-formulation is vital in determining 

the value of the final rendition of the concept. Through a process of re

evaluation the concept may be elaborated, explored and reduced to a form 

which might be regarded as its best instantiation. 

BC#6: "even though one is working tightly, it is still impulses which are in a sense 

undirected[], it is just grabbing random impulses and I think it is largely undirected { so you 

don't really know where you are going?}, no and if I did I doubt whether I'd want to do it. 

{How do you go about redefining?} I don't know, maybe it I tracked that I wouldn't need to 

know what it's about [] that might be part of the interest. I don't think I know. There's no 

real problem you see, it's not of great consequence to anybody whether I do or don't finish 

something." 
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MR#9: "I think the element that often keeps you going is if there's not a very specified end 

point, the element of the unknown and discovering something along the way is a good carrot 

or incentive to keep you going." 

BD#5: "It tends to take on a life of its own, that [] this situation occurs where you have a 

picture in your head, oh but it can be quite vague, but you have this picture in your head that 

makes you interested in (different types of things) and when you actually start to render that 

in drawing terms and you've got this image down, and suddenly what I had in my head 

dissolves and this think on the paper looks horrible, doesn't appear to be anywhere as nice 

as the one in the head, so you tend to look back at that, look down at that, and then that in 

itself will reflect back another image so you're actually responding to the marks you made 

there, so the whole process, it continues to take on new form through out all stages of the 

process and unless you put a few checks on yourself you never get them finished." 

One subject reported a concern with reaching a solution because of the 

constraints it places on the art work. 

GB#ll: "I put off as long as possible finding the solution cause I'm scared that once I've 

found the solution then that seems to take over and the book is then shaped in that particular 

way for the rest of the time I'm working on it. [] I even put off drawing the characters or 

anything like that because I'm scared that once I start drawing a character it will get locked 

into that image too soon." 

Other artists may require a goal direction in order to start. 

ST#8: "it can change as you go, it doesn't necessarily end up how you think it's going to, 

[you have some idea] otherwise you'd flounder around. I think that you've got to have some 

certain plan of action, and then if it doesn't work or it changes then that's OK." 

PR#2: "usually I have a work set out in my mind or on a piece of paper ready to go and 

once that's done you've got a problem because it never seems to work and you always have 

to rego over it and sometimes change it completely. [.] it varies a lot, sometimes it's 

completely and sort of one hit and it just happens and other times it just depends [] not so 

much on the goals of what you want to obtain in the work but in terms [] that you have to 

complete things for certain shows, sometimes that will make decisions for you and make 

you work more efficiently." 

It is possible that the degree of goal direction in a particular work is dependant 

on where it occurs in a series. Works produced at the end might be experienced 

as being goal directed relative to initial works in a series, because much of the 
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preliminary experimentation has already been carried out in the works 

occurring earlier in the series. 

Of all the artists, two were adamant that their making process was goal 

directed, and that their work started with a formulated concept. 

PP#14: "[goal directed] definitely. I don't make things without knowing what I'm going to 

make[] that was the problem with the creativity based thing, it's like, 'here's lump of clay, 

make something out of it', you know? I mean I can't do that, that's just mindless activity to 

me, it's got to be more, you know what your going to make and you go out and make it, 

you might find out things along the way of making it that will change what the outcome will 

be, but you don't start something without knowing. [.] I've got a reasonable understanding 

of form and therefore I can understand what resolution I have in my head, and I don't have 

to go through odd processes to get there, though I probably should." 

Working from a body of work means that each work relates to the other 

systematically, so a goal does exist as a conceptual problem that issued out of a 

previous work. SE#3's response diverges from all others, he insists that the 

process is a goal directed one where he solves problems that occur to that 

unchanging goal along the way. 

"I'd say it would be [goal directed] its always towards a final piece of work that has to fulfil 

certain criteria." 

These two artist's goal orientation processes are similar to that of other artists 

in that they also confront and resolve problems that occur in the making of the 

work, but they differ in that the occurrence of those problems does not seem to 

force a reformulation of the original concept. In this way, it can be concluded 

that the processes of these two artists is not the dynamic responsive process 

which is hypothesised to be a critical determinant of creativity, where the 

problem and solution is discovered in the interaction of the elements of the art 

work and the artist. 

The relatively goal directed nature of these artist's process may be a function of 

the sculpturing process, the medium they use Sculpture is relatively 

intractable and unresponsive to change and therefore may detract from the 

transformation of the original concept through working out and therefore the 

concept/problem requires much working out in preliminary drawings (though 

other artists, for e.g. BD#S and GB#ll also work in sculpture but deny a goal 

directedness to their process). Furthermore, these artists are relatively fresh in 

the field, their careers remain to be established. While long term artistic 
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success ( or lack of it) might be evidence of and determine the differences in the 

nature of artist working processes (responsive or not), artistic success may not 

always be based upon creative ability, but other variables (see chapter 3.9 for 

instance, and the characteristics and operation of the wider art world). 

4.8 The Artistic Solution: Deciding When To Conclude An Artwork 

It has been stated that problem finding and problem solving go hand in hand. 

Indeed, problem finding or formulation may not be obvious until what is 

conventionally considered to be the solution stage. The determination of the 

place and existence of an artistic solution is important in order to aid the 

clarification of the creative process. There are four general areas of concern in 

the ensuing discussion about the artistic solution: 1. A 'stopped' - 'finished' 

distinction. 2. The actual status of the artistic 'solution'. 3. Contentment with 

the solution. 4. The concern with process over product. Each of these topics is 

critical in establishing the exact problem finding - problem solving nature of 

art making. 

It became apparent that there was an unanticipated distinction between a work 

being 'stopped' and it being 'finished'. A work may never in fact be 

satisfactorily finished, although it can be stopped. The status of a work as 

'stopped' implies the nature of the work as a certain rendition of the artistic 

concept at a particular stage in a wider artistic process. 'Finished' implies that 

the idea has come to a conclusion when in fact, no artist describes it like that. 

In fact, the art work may come to a conclusion, but the idea might not. For 

example; 

DC#10: "I don't consider anything finished, simply because it's up there, to me it's not 

finished. Yes [I would like to make changes] but I think I take the experience into the next 

work and hopefully contact some of the things that I mightn't have in the previous work, 

actually bring forward in the next work. So I don't, nothing' s ever finished, it's just a 

rolling thing." 

DP#12: "I would never say that a work is finished. No no I would stop then [if he.thought 

he was content]. I could stop painting then. No I'm also reaching, reaching and falling 

over." 

GB#ll: "am I ever content? That's similar to saying .. well the answer to do with the path 

sort of answers that. Content to leave it alone[]. It's been concluded - the work in it, but the 

idea I don't think [is],[] It depends on how you mean content. If it's decided not to go back 
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and do anything else to it and you've said yes I think that's finished or at least as finished as 

I want that particular object to be, then I suppose you're saying your content. But there's 

levels of being content. But then on the other hand if, imagine if you thought you were 

content, you might say that you're finished and you'd stop it there and that would be it. I 

might just retire if I thought that it was all complete and finished, and I'm happy to exhibit it. 

I'm content and that's as far as it's going" 

PP#14: "no usually not, because really it's just one. [] I guess the way that I would describe 

it is your going through a train of thought which is always continuous and each work is just 

a stop off along the way and a work is never an arrival, a work is just a sign post I guess." 

These comments illustrate the nature of a finished work and further 

emphasise the inclusive nature of the overarching art making process and the 

mistake of considering works of art isolated creative entities. Rather, art works 

are part of a wider art making process which involves idea formulation, 

articulation and representation of a solution to that problem. The nature of the 

work being stopped rather than concluded goes hand in hand with a greater 

concern and pleasure in the making process in preference to the final product. 

While the conceptual nature of a particular art work might not be finished as 

such, the artist might or might not wish to change that art work. For example; 

DC#lO: "I get an absolute buzz out of pulling the print or working on the plate, putting it in 

the acid, taking it out and realising that I've actually caught something there, it's suddenly 

become a tangible thing to look at." 

BC#6: "It need not ever be finished and it can go on belching and belching [], at a point at 

which clarity departs so does the justification for making the work, because all one wants to 

do is make it more clear, what it is that you had as an idea, so at a particular point there has 

to be a cut [a mark] somewhere where your over decorating [.] I'll get on with something 

else because there's more pleasure in it, and if that's said even half of what you wanted to 

say well that's all right [] I very seldom abort work [] I take it through and see whether it 

will tell me something along the way to take it further.' 

BD#S: "I don't know whether it's just habit but there's always sort of possibly an unreal 

expectation when you begin something, or whether you tend to get past the high point in the 

process and starting on the downward track and you decide to call it quits then and your 

energy is sta1ting to go to the next work []. The process, the constant process is just as 

impmtant because you almost get to the point where it starts to fade and then I think you tend 

to look back at your past works, if you can be impartial about it, [] with enjoyment rather 

than trepidation." 
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This enjoyment of the process, a gradual acceptance and even enjoyment of 

the final product, an emotion replacing the trepidation and feeling of exposure 

at exhibiting work all converge to enhance the recognition of the process of 

growth that is evidenced in, and culminates in the creative response. 

Trepidation might be experienced upon exhibiting ones work because the stage 

of the artists aesthetic/ artistic development that is being exhibited is current, as 

the artist continues the process of developing the artistic problem(s) 

conceptually and aesthetically, the advance from the exhibited work means 

that it is not as personal as it once was and criticism and anticipated criticism is 

less personally relevant and threatening. Similarly, a negative response to a 

past art work might be due to a comparative skill improvement, or to viewing 

it from a perspective temporally distant and of advanced growth in the process. 

The final solution evidenced in the final rendition of the artistic concept 

might be best conceived as one amongst many possible solutions. That 

particular solution can be seen to be the culmination of all the artist knows 

conceptually and technically at the particular point in time in which the art 

work was physically rendered. While a satisfactory solution as such might 

never be achieved and changes could conceivably be made to past works given 

the artist's growing conceptual and technical sophistication, the artist does not 

wish to change a past work because those possible variations that manifest the 

change become a part of the most current art work. For example; 

GB#11: "If I made that decision at the time, that I think it's finished, then I like to think well 

that's finished because, well again, I suppose I'm interested in the path, not touching up that 

object made then because I would change so much and I think I would go back to everything 

and make changes, particularly sculptural work, [] because I' 11 be trying to push that to what 

I'm doing now, and obviously the most recent work I feel is the most successful and it's 

better than something I thought before [], I think that's sort of like a milestone I suppose." 

4.9 Conclusion 

It is apparent from the artists verbal reports that there is a great deal of 

diversity in the nature of the art making process; when, where and how 

problem formulation, redefinition and solution occurs. Rather than simply 

stating that there exists a diversity in the art making process and claiming that 

this is undoubtedly the result of its complex nature, there is a need to explain 

it. This variation in placement and nature of the constituent elements of art 

making could conceivably be the result of the interactive and responsive 

nature of problem formulation and solution such that the elements of art 
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making can occur consecutively or simultaneously within that process. If the 

constituent elements of art making are not fixed, but can occur anywhere 

within the process of art making, then this can give the appearance of diversity 

when considering the art making processes across artists, when this diversity 

might in fact be due to the responsive and simultaneous nature of the 

constituent elements of that process. In this way it is futile to hope for a simple 

model of the art making process, because one does not exist but in an abstract 

form. The inadequacy of models is illustrated by that of Wallas (1926). (See 

chapter 4.10.) 

The tendency to engage in a discovery orientation in artistic problem solving 

enhances the likelihood of creative production by ensuring the occurrence of 

the concomitant activities of delay in closure, experimentation and problem 

reformulation. The tendency towards these behaviours enhances the 

likelihood that the artistic problem and the evidenced solution is found only 

upon the process of art making, enhancing the likelihood of producing a 

creative response rather than forcing a pre-formulated solution upon a 

particular artistic problem solving situation. 

The artists' insistence that there is no correct artistic solution to an artwork 

illustrates the ongoing developmental nature of the entire art making process, 

where individual art works, rather than being isolated islands of creativity, are 

instantiations of a particular stage of the ever changing, and growing artistic 

concept. Indeed, the provisional nature of the solution goes hand in hand with 

the discovery orientation of the problem. Only if problem definition can be 

delayed, can a solution be formulated in the experimental art making situation 

itself, as the artist responds to physical renditions of current conceptualisations 

of the artistic problem, ensuring that the very problem to be addressed 

continues to undergo conceptual redefinition. The tendency to delay problem 

fore-closure ensures that the artist meets the emerging conceptual, aesthetic 

and technical challenges in the developing work, by encouraging a reflexive 

and responsive process. 

The tendency to enjoy the experimental nature of this process might provide 

further motivation for a discovered problem orientation aiding the likelihood 

of a creative response through encouraging a questioning approach to the 

artistic situation. If the artistic problem is discovered in the process of art 

making itself, then "there is no single right way of solving it, because there is 

no exact precedent that can certify the solution" (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 

1976, pg. 180), which allows the discovery and formulation of new problems 

and concomitant solutions. Indeed, the determinants of the nature of the 
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solution are internal to the creative process itself. "Each individual process 

that eventuates in a work of art generates its own direction and momentum" 

(Beardsley 1964, pg. 297). Beardsley articulates well the tentative nature of the 

artistic problem and the solution, "once the work is underway, with a tentative 

commitment to some incept, the creative process is kept going by tensions 

between what has been done and what might have been done. At each stage 

there must be a perception of deficiencies in what now exists, plus the sense of 

unrealised possibilities of improvement." (pg. 298-299). 

In this way, artistic creativity might be said to differ from creativity in other 

fields (though this cannot be qualified because the researcher has not 

investigated creativity in other fields), in that in the visual arts, the problem is 

not clearly defined before starting work. In the sciences, the problem to be 

addressed may be relatively clear. Artists have the freedom to choose and 

formulate their problem, and the art making process encourages the delay in 

problem foreclosure, which aids the likelihood of a creative response. Thus the 

characteristics of art making tends towards a discovered (rather than a 

presented) problem orientation. Within the sciences, it might at first be 

counterintuitive to work in a discovered problem fashion because the problem 

may already have acquired an accepted definition or articulation. In a field that 

is comparatively goal oriented and characterised by empiricism, then it may be 

relatively difficult to perform creatively within it, or at least it might be that 

creative behaviour within the sciences differs in subtle ways from creative 

behaviour within the arts, given the different characteristics of each. 

The nature of the art making process raises some important questions, 

especially with regards to function. Specifically, what is the tendency to engage 

in problem finding or a discovered problem orientation over a presented 

problem strategy evidence of with regards to the cognitive orientation of the 

creative person? Why does the creative person engage in these sorts of 

activities at all? Is it a function of the ability to manipulate ambiguous and 

complex visual elements to issue in new being, and a preference for that? 

Using the homeostatic model of motivation, Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 

(1976) conclude that while exploratory behaviour (as manifest in artists 

behaviour), is directed by conflict, that behaviour is not intended to achieve a 

former condition of equilibrium, but to reach a new emergent status of 

equilibrium. Through a delay in problem foreclosure and a tendency to 

formulate problems in a situation made of ambiguous tensions not yet fully 

articulated, the creative person is able to discover new relationships between 

conflicting elements, when motivated by an appreciation of and excitement 

with the facets of exploration and experimentation. Getzels & 
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Csikszentmihalyi consider an adequate explanation of creativity will arise 

when it is understood "how vague tensions are transformed into articulated 

problems and how they are expressed symbolically" (pg. 246). 

Perhaps the question ought not just be one of how, but also why. Why do 

artists engage in essentially problem finding activities of the discovered 

problem orientation rather than a presented problem orientation? The answer 

to this question is likely to reside in an understanding of the creative artists 

appreciation and preference for constructing a problem situation inspired by 

personally felt problems of an existential nature, which the artist tries to 

confront in his own terms (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 1976). Constructing a 

reality that is self initiated, self indulgent and self absorbing permits a depth of 

involvement that allows and indeed results from a positive emotional 

experience associated with a problem finding - solving process which is 

exploratory and malleable. These concepts will be explored within chapters 

five, six and seven. To varying degrees, creative people enjoy the basic freedom 

of constructing their own problem finding solving situation. In the arts this 

freedom is enhanced. 

4.10 Testing a Model of Creative Production 

Perhaps one of the most influential theoretical explanations of the creative 

process is Hadamard's (1945) model of creative insight, which is based upon 

Wallas's (1926) representation of the production of creative thought. This is a 

four stage model consisting of preparation, incubation, illumination and 

verification. A standard example of the insight argument and model is as 

follows: 

1. Preparation. This is the initial stage of problem formulation, or conceiving 

of a theme that would culminate in an art work. In the case of art making, 

this stage is held to be preceded by the artist being in an excited or 

sensitised emotional state. (Sparshott 1981) 

2. Preparation is followed by Incubation, a period of largely random search 

which is considered undirected and largely unconscious. 

3. Following incubation is the occurrence of illumination, the traditional 

flash of insight often exemplified by Archimedes 'eureka' experience. This 

may be accompanied by an emotional release from otherwise suspenseful 
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4. The final stage in the process is the deliberate elaboration of this insight 

and the work; scientific theory, poem, art work etc. into a larger theme and 

then critically refined into a solution. 

While Hadamard's model was intended to account for scientific creativity 

which tends towards a process of problem solving and convergent thinking 

(Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood 1992) and variations of it have been used to 

account for instances of insight in the history of science (for example 

Hadamard 1949, Gruber 1974, Koestler 1964), it was my intention to determine 

its utility in accounting for artistic creativity. According to Cawelti et al (1992) 

scientists tend to follow a series of stages when using scientific methodologies -

formulating and testing hypotheses as they solve scientific problems. They 

maintain that artists tend not to engage in the same problem solving strategies 

of scientists but rather "their primary purpose involves creating original works 

that express what they see, or feel, or know" (pg. 85), with a secondary 

consequence of having to solve technical problems. However, according to the 

problem finding-solving procedure, although admittedly it is one that may 

enjoy fewer constraints than does the field of science. If art making has a large 

problem finding - solving component, then a derivation of Hadamard's model 

might prove fruitful in uncovering the mechanics of artists problem finding -

solving activities. 

During the interviews a schematised version of Hadamard's model (see 

appendix) was presented to the artists who were requested to comment upon 

its accuracy in describing their art making process and to clarify any similarities 

and deviations from it. For the sake of clarity these reports will be presented in 

the sequence presented in the model above, although, as will become apparent 

in the course of discussion, the actual art making process can in no way be 

conceived as a linear one made up of distinct stages which must be followed in 

a strict sequence. While Hadamard's model seemed grossly over simplified 

and somewhat rigid, it was nevertheless considered reasonably accurate in its 

underlying principles by many of the artists. The most widely held belief was 

that the placement of the constituent items is not fixed. For example, different 

artists may experience 'illumination' earlier or later in the process, and its 

placement may differ amongst the art works of an individual artist, or the 

duration of a particular identifiable stage in the process, such as incubation, 

may vary in the production of different art works. 
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The artists commentaries will be first presented, this will lead to a discussion 

of their reports and the ramifications for the four stage model and conclude 

with the development of the specifications for a new model. 

Preparation. 

The discussion will start with the analysis of preparation, although, as I stated 

before, it is not the first stage in what is an otherwise linear process, rather, 

when conceived as an overarching art making process discussed earlier in this 

chapter, the theme setting stage is one part of a cyclic process and one which is 

influenced by factors that would be considered subsequent or preceding 

incubation in a linear conceptualisation of the art making process. For 

instance, a theme may arise from ideas contrived from a past work which are 

logically related by an ongoing concept. The theme may be only vaguely 

conceptualised and only upon researching the indistinct theme, does it become 

fully conceptualised and refined into a workable theme for artistic production. 

In this account, 'preparation' as such would be the result of a process of 

researching, experimentation, and reformulation rather than as an event 

necessarily occurring prior to incubation, illumination and then elaboration of 

that insight. Rather, it would occur simultaneously with them. 

Some artists started working with a relatively clear idea of the theme of the 

work and the direction it will take. For example; 

SE#3: "I always try to know where I am going" 

PP#l 4: "you set up a problem, you set yourself boundaries to work within. [] You might 

say, I'm going to work with tension physically and that's what I'm going to work with, yet 

that concept might go through a redefinition through a process described as; you break it 

down [] if you're going to use a certain element then you run through all of the things that 

they symbolise or are signs of. I mean like a bird or a plane, it has so many things that it's a 

sign of. Its transp01tive nature, and you can decide what side of the fence to go on, you can 

combine organic and man made, you can combine still with moving. [] I enjoy the whole 

thing of giving a little bit of information about a very large subject and I think this is part of 

it, the formulation of a problem is in essence stripping the problem down into its absolute 

basics, and what you can get away with using[] it's part of coming to the idea or coming to 

the work that you want to make." 
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Other artists reported starting art making with only a vague conceptual theme 

which was further refined during the making process of researching and 

experimentation and involved the artist responding to how the work was 

progressing visually and conceptually. DC#lO reports that beginning an art 

work is usually characterised by an insight experience rather than it occurring 

further into the process. The image appears as vague and must be made 

tangible through a process of researching and attempts at physical depiction of 

that. 

"you might see something or hear something and you suddenly get some sort of image 

whether it's an actual sort of, it's an idea that appears, so I guess in that way that's the flash 

of something that you've got to then chase in order to actually make it more visible, and then 

I would say that there's a period of searching and trying to gather the information and put it 

into some sort of order so you've got something tangible to work from." 

Though, rather than being a recognition of how to solve a problem, it is the 

discovery of a way to initiate an art work which may have arisen during the 

making of another art work which triggered a realisation of how to explore an 

additional concept. Hence this artist's experience is not truly one of 

illumination as outlined in the process, which an experience of the discovery 

of a solution to a problem, although it is experienced as illumination like. 

PR#2 reports that he tends to start with an idea that has evolved over months 

of work, or an idea might arise spontaneously from his ongoing or past work; 

"when I make a work, I make what I've thought about, then I stand back from it and nine 

times out of ten it doesn't work, you know, the piece is sort of still-born or something, it 

doesn't have the right thing to give it visual excitement or whatever ... it's hard to put into 

words, but the work doesn't actually do anything for you. [] It's quite often taking a risk or 

sort of sitting on the work and thinking, oh I can do this, and do it" 

SP#l describes the developing nature of her otherwise vague concept; 

"each year I sort of start off with an empty idea of what I'm going to do [] it always comes 

out of the work that you've done before, it's sort of regenerative of the work that you've 

done before, [] you might have seen some show or something that has given you some 

encouragement to try something else in your work, [] I always start off with drawing and 

writing down ideas and stuff, I do that all the time anyway, but that always starts me off and 

doing smaller drawings and stuff and then slowly I go into doing works like this." 
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The Theme 

According to the original model, the conceived theme of an art work tends to 

be associated with the artists personal life. Over all, the artists report much 

variability in the degree to which the theme of the art work is associated with 

their personal life. However, if the theme is not personal then it is likely to be 

a theme the artist is interested in or heavily involved in. For example; 

PU#4: "I would say I formulate problems and of course one conceives of a theme but 

they're not issues to be resolved in my personal life. [] I formulate visual problems. I 

formulate visual conundrums. I formulate impossible resolutions to impossible visual 

problems. [.] Art is the subject of my art." 

While this artist doesn't deal directly with personal problems in her work, 

given her level of involvement in the art world as an artist and an art critic, 

the theme she has chosen, 'art', is indeed very important to her and integral to 

her life. Similarly ST#S conceives of an "area of interest or fascination" rather 

than exploring and resolving personal problems. Alternatively, some artists 

admitted a good deal of personal involvement in the theme of their art; 

GB#13: "It's hard to actually pin point because obviously they're things that appeal to me. 

If I don't think they are interesting, or I don't think it is something worth my spending some 

time on then I don't bother with it. Everything I do is autobiographical" 

BC#6: "personal life is actually interwoven with what it is I'm looking for, if it's a 

melancholic day I have no way of going out and looking for a joyful item to respond to, if 

we've had dreadful arguments at home or something, I will go out in this state and I don't 

find something nice, I generally find negatives, so one couid actually read the mood from 

what it is that I've (produced) on that particular day." 

PP#14 articulates the thematic nature of art works and how they relate to the 

creator. 

"I translate things that I see and the things that I experience from life in a way that only I 

could. You wouldn't make work that I would make and I wouldn't make work that you 

would have ideas about, so it's really just about realising those ideas." 

According to Sparshott (1981), preparation is the stage of problem formulation. 

In art this would involve the setting of a conceptual theme, though that 

concept might be somewhat vague and upon further refinement during the 

process of art making differ considerably from its initial instantiation. At this 
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stage the artist tends towards a process of experimentation, of exploring the 

possibilities of their growing concept and leading on to a process of focusing 

and setting the boundaries of the theme through researching. The artist may 

tentatively decide on a medium to work with and what elements to use. 

Conceptual formation occurs other than at the initial stage of preparation, as 

we shall see, it continues into the illumination stage which might be better 

conceived as a process of idea formation and refinement. In this way there is 

but an indistinct temporal point of starting, rather than an identifiable stage of 

preparation such that the original concept of preparation does not-adequately 

capture the nature of initiating a work of art. 

Incubation 

The incubation period is normally taken to be a period following thematic 

preparation and preceding illumination itself, which is the discovery of a way 

of solving a problem (or an awareness of that discovery). Incubation is 

generally described as the unconscious working out of problems which 

becomes manifest when "the unconscious mind presents the conscious mind 

with creative ideas which the conscious person puts to use" (Vv7eisberg 1986, pg. 

2). Reliance on unconscious problem solving in an explanation of creativity is 

limiting because it results in a premature and unsatisfactory termination of the 

investigation of the origins of creativity. Furthermore, Sparshott (1981) 

suggests that because unconscious activities are unobservable and thus 

"merely hypothetical constructs" (pg. 57), then all that is observably happening 

when an artist is undergoing a period of painful incubation, "is that one is 

interrupting ones work with a bad conscience. 11 (pg. 57). Indeed, Sparshott 

describes (and rather prettily), the concept of unconscious incubation as, "a 

gratuitous piece of psychologizing embroidery." (pg. 70). Recently cognitive 

psychology and the field of artificial intelligence have provided means to 

study, and theories to account for, the occurrence of incubation and its co

occurant - illumination. These theories are based upon information processing 

models, memory and retrieval, analogy, and more recently models of human 

memory as semantic networks involving indexing, spreading activation and 

retrieval (Boden 1992, Langley & Jones 1988). Limitations of space excludes an 

elaborate discussion of these cognitively based theories (for an overview see 

Langley & Jones 1988), in favour of a phenomenologically based description of 

the occurrence of incubation and illumination in the hope that such an 

approach would provide additional information about the creative process. 
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The presentation of the concept of incubation yielded interesting results which 

may in part be accounted for by variation in the artists terminology and also 

the varying degree to which the artists are aware of their own working and 

cognitive processes. There was also a lack of agreement about the degree to 

which the proposed incubation search (involving problem formulation) is 

random and the degree to which it is unconscious. It seems that the search 

performed during 'incubation' isn't random but operates within the 

boundaries of the theme and the sorts of problems the artist has set him or 

herself in relation to this theme. Setting a theme acts to create a structure for 

the artist to articulate the artistic problem, while also allowing degrees for 

freedom within that. 

DC#lO: "I'm not sure that it's unconscious, I don't think it is actually. I think it's quite 

conscious, but in that conscious search [] you might go off down a lateral tangent but it's 

still relatively conscious." 

Similarly BD#5 comments; 

"It's very hard to say that the search would be random, generally the sorts of problems you 

set yourself would be largely around an ongoing theme. [] You tend to know what interests 

you, there is a randomness about it because I think that's the more lateral thinking approach 

to a problem. [] I'm not sure random would be quite right. I think that I could connect all my 

(ideas) some way, the problem is that if I had a pen and said, ah such and such a thought 

and that lead into that, then the actual act would (destroy the process)" 

This commentary indicates that any apparent randomness about the search for 

solving artistic problems appears as random only because the artist is relatively 

unaware of how they reached a solution. Indeed, according to BD#5, 

association between otherwise disparate items can be recognised after the fact. 

The nature and effect of the artists awareness of the process of idea generation 

is further exemplified by BC#6's response. He reports that his working process 

is largely undirected, with no awareness on his part of what that final 

resolution might be, he adds that he doubts he'd want to reach that point of 

resolution if he knew what it would be. This artist's experience of idea 

formulation or the incubation search coincides with his preference for a 

working process that is experimentative. In this way, rather than involving 

the unconscious working out of problems as such, unconscious incubation 

might be better conceptualised as the experience of the lack of awareness of 

one's conscious cognitive and behavioural processes. 
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One artist described incubation as vital to the art making process. 

GB#13 "I find the incubation period for me takes place when I'm working here at school 

and I've often said to the kids that I'm teaching, you know you've got to actually think about 

a project and tuck it away in your mind, [] its just there, brewing and ticking away and you 

may not be thinking about it very much, but I don't know what happens, but I think that past 

memories or some kind of thing shuffles all this information in your head and sorts out some 

things which are going to be suitable for that project, and that happens a lot. When these 

things come to the fore I often go and write them down quickly [] on a bit of paper [] and 

then I try to force it a bit more [] by actually writing the story as well as I possibly can at that 

point, knowing of course that it's nowhere near the finished state that it will finally take." 

and further; 

"then I write is all out and put it away for a while and then say a month or so [] later or a 

couple of weeks or something, I'll take that story out again and re-read it and instantly I'll 

see the things that need to be fixed or changed or something and I'll go through it again, but 

it's always in the back of my mind- that idea." 

seen to provide temporal and personal distance from the work. By reducing 

emotional and conceptual involvement it is likely that the artist is able to 

view the work more objectively and apply his or her standards for change in 

order to improve the work. 

GB#13's report can be accommodated within Simon's (1977, see Langley & 

Jones 1988), theory of familiarisation and selective forgetting based on models 

of human memory and information processing models of problem solving 

(discussed also in chapter one). The procedure of familiarisation is used to 

describe the human ability to form "chunks" to describe regularities in a 

particular domain and to store them in memory. When consciously solving a 

problem an individual builds up structures that describe regularities in that 

problem space as one becomes more familiar with it. As problem solving 

continues these chunks get stored in long term memory while the goal 

structures and methods for solving the problem at hand are held in short-term 

memory. If the individual finds that they cannot solve the problem 

adequately, they may temporarily abandon their efforts. The structures in short 

term memory fade while the chunks held in long term memory remain which 

is the selective forgetting component. At a later date, one may re-examine the 

problem, however this time one has a repertoire of chunks in long-term 

memory which describe the regularities in the domain, but has lost the goals 
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and heuristics stored in short-term memory used previously to solve the 

problem and which proved futile. This time the search might go down a path 

quite different from other occasions and given the loss of previous search 

structures, one may hit upon a solution immediately. This may even occur so 

rapidly as to produce the experience of illumination. 

Relating this to GB#13' s reported experience when he is undergoing what he 

considers to be a process of active and unconscious incubation, what might 

conceivably be happening is that the period away from conscious thought of 

that art project encourages the selection of elements ( concepts, theories, media, 

textual content) that are most suitable in articulating that concept which might 

conceivably be defined by the very concept itself.6 This would be achieved 

through the elimination of superfluous information that would otherwise 

detract from the 'telling of the story'. It might be that the initial stages of 

conceptualisation (for this artist) are characterised by an abundance of 

superfluous 'noise'. Over time, the artist may establish more clearly the 

boundaries of the creative project, developing some elements and rejecting 

others. During what this artist calls 'incubation', he is likely to be thinking 

about the art project from time to time. This could involve expanding the 

elements of the art work - developing ideas about possible ways of depicting 

the images etc., in a conceptualisation that is at present only abstract. It is upon 

the conscious articulation of these that the elements take form. At this point, 

the process has left what the artists considers to be the stage of 'incubation'. 

Illumination 

The occurrence of 'illumination' varies m intensity and in its placement 

throughout the process. According to the four stage model presented, 

illumination occurs after a period of incubation and as the discovery of a 

method of solution after a period of fruitless attempts at problem solving. 

However, here the artists reported a variability in the placement of 

illumination in the art making process. For example, DC#10 places insight at 

the beginning of the making of an individual art work. 

"I'm not sure that the flash of insight actually happens quite like that. It usually happens at 

the beginning. You might see something or hear something and you suddenly get some sort 

of image whether it's an actual sort of, it's an idea that appears, so I guess in that way that's 

6Conrad (1990) suggests that, "The art work, its meaning grasped, makes its own demands, 
suggests its own proper or optimal instantiation in and through which the meaning appears most 
clearly." (pg. 115) 
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the flash of something that you've got to then chase in order to actually make it more visible, 

and then I would say that there's a period of searching and trying to gather the information 

and put it into some sort of order so you've got something tangible to work from." 

MR#9 reports having an illumination experience towards the end of the 

process. 

"it's by having them sitting around and putting the different components in different 

relationships that suddenly a much better link is made than I had originally intended, and the 

original intention was quite weak or of no consequence. Yes I think that [illumination] is the 

end point where suddenly I can see that there's a much better way of making the message 

clear than I've done before." 

The variation in the placement of illumination in the reports of these two 

artists suggests the need for a clarification in the nature of illumination. It 

seems that there are two parts to the illumination experience. One is the 

phenomenological experience of discovery which may come about through 

the sudden recognition of an idea that might prove fruitful, or possible 

discovery of a successful resolution to an artistic problem. The other 

Hadamard's model - is that the illumination is the final stage in a process of 

problem solving and resolution, that is, it is preceded by unsuccessful problem 

resolution and possibly a period of avoidance of that problem (incubation). In 

this way, MR#9's experience is more characteristic of the illumination 

experience outlined in the model. There is of course no reason to have the 

artists experiences conform to the nature of Hadamard's model, rather, it is 

apparent the model is inadequate in describing the nature of the artists 

experiences. This will be addressed at the conclusion of this chapter. 

The artists preferred a model in which incubation and illumination were 

intertwined. Indeed, they co-exist in the creative process. The way the artists 

used the concept illumination differed in degree and in kind. For example; 

ST#S: "illumination is like that classic idea of the artist, and I don't know if that happens 

very often. I think what happens, like the next two [incubation and illumination]Td almost 

put them together. I wouldn't call them great flashes, but I'm sure that as you're searching, 

you'd get little pops of ideas, not great crashes or whatever, but yeah, it's like that whole 

thinking and working out process, the more you think about it the more it comes together 

and something happens." 
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SP#l's experience is similar; 

"that kind of 'eureka' thing [] that sort of happens during the process of making the art 

work. You might have tried something out and it actually works, it usually happens to me 

after I've done it, because I think a lot of the time making art works is like experimentation 

and you're always experimenting, finding different ways of doing it and that's how you get 

those 'oh this worked really well' [experiences]" 

PU#4's response adds a further dimension to the small scale illumination 

experience. 

"I'd call it more like, not so much eureka but bits of jigsaw puzzles, [] partly a eureka, it 

doesn't really remind me of the troublesome theme, but it reminds me of endless little myriad 

resolutions of the theme that I've set myself, so I'd call it more like bits of jigsaw coming 

out of the blue as indicators of how you can solve the particular problem that you've set 

yourself' 

These experiences offer an account of insight that is an experience of discovery. 

This is the discovery that something worked very well and the realisation of 

this - an experience of ideas coming together, which occurs continuously 

throughout the process, rather than of final problem resolution. This 

conceptualisation gains further support from the artists insistence that art 

making never reaches a point of conclusion. 

There is also an illumination experience that is more intense in degree. 

PU#4: "In fact this [insight] is going on all the time, I mean, you'd be worn out by the end 

of the day, what I'm trying to say I spose is this is also part of the ongoing theme of your 

everyday life, like as you go to the shops you see these things, it's not so much 'oh my god 

I can't stand it', it's [] a bit more mundane cause it's always sifting into your brain [] 

sometimes you get genuine insight when you've been really wrestling with a problem and 

just as your about to tear the damn thing out you think, 'my god', that's what I'd call 

insight." 

The differing experiences of insight could be based upon a difference of 

intensity or of kind. If an artist is finding it difficult to solve a particular 

problem in an art work, then he or she is likely to be emotionally and 

physiologically aroused. If this is so then the discovery of a resolution to that 

problem is also likely to be accompanied by emotional and physiological 

arousal. The resolution itself need not be any better than resolutions gained for 

smaller insights such as ST#S's 'little pops of ideas', though DC#lO, GB#ll, and 

DP#12 report that a work that resulted from a difficult making process was 

significantly better than one which did not. Genuine insight then might prove 

to be a result of the experience of a big conceptual and technical advance from 
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that of previous art works and is experienced intensely because the 

breakthrough required laborious extension of thought. 

The artists reports suggest a basic inadequacy with the concept of illumination 

as outlined in Hadamard's model. It fails to capture adequately the nature and 

variety in the artists experience of conceptual discovery and resolution. This 

suggests that, rather than a stage of illumination preceded by a period of 

incubation, the experience of discovery is not integral to the problem finding

solving process as a method of problem resolution, but rather, it is an 

additional part of a process of conscious problem formulation and 

reformulation which might be accompanied by the production of ideas and 

positive emotional experience at the recognition of those ideas. These 'ideas' 

might come in the form of an image (which itself may have derived from a 

previous art work or indeed, the current art workt which suggests possibilities 

for a new work, or the experience might be one of the recognition of a better 

way to depict the concept of the art work. 

The models failure to adequately describe the artists art making experience 

highlights the need for the development of one that does and serendipitously 
ff .cl ' ' ' 1-..' ,1 r 11 a~~ora.s suggestions as to 1ts constituents, tueu arrangemern tnereor ana a1so, 

what art making is not. 

Discussion 

According to Hadamard's (1926) model (and Sparshott 1981, Wallas 1926 and 

Weisberg 1986), illumination is a stage of problem solution and discovery 

which goes hand in hand with incubation, a period of unconscious problem 

solving and exploration. Indeed, if incubation is the unconscious process of 

establishing the problem and searching for solutions, then illumination is the 

logical conclusion of that process - the conscious realisation of a method of 

solution. Conceiving of illumination like this necessitates conceiving of 

incubation as an unconscious process and similarly, conceiving of an 

incubation process which is largely unconscious entails a point of conscious 

resolution which is experienced as 'eureka' like. However, any efficacious 

discussion of the art making process rests upon a conceptualisation of 

illumination as an experience of discovery or realisation of a way to solve a 

problem or an appropriate method of solution which may be accompanied by 

emotional arousal. It is the recognition of a breakthrough during or after a 

period of conscious experimentation and researching of concepts and their 

constituents and attempts at physically rendering the art work, rather than as a 
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spontaneous solution after a period of unconscious problem solving, which 

makes it all seem rather like an idea coming out of the blue and smacking the 

fortuitous person in the head. The concept or image may begin in varying 

degrees of intensity and clarity and may be transformed again and again upon 

critical reflection. 

In this way, the concept of 'illumination' might be better conceived as 'idea 

formation' and the recognition of a successful instance of this, which may be 

accompanied by emotional arousal. Idea formation then, takes two forms; a) 

the emotional and physiological arousal associated with, (and), b) the 

formulation of an idea, resolution of a problem, or the recognition of a 

breakthrough in one's work. Idea formation is an ongoing process occurring 

throughout art making and relates not only to individual art works, but to the 

process of reformulating, refining and extending the wider theme of the 

individuals artistic life. 

One other important characteristic of the creative process is that it is a non

linear one. Rather, the identifiable stages of; thematic preparation, researching, 

idea formation and reformulation, influence and are influenced by each other 

Indeed, in Walias (1926) original outline of Hadamard's model, 'Walla8 himself 

recognised that in daily problem solving activities these four different stages 

constantly overlap. This nature of the process is further evidenced by the 

artists reports that a work of art is never concluded, which is outlined in 

chapter 3.5. This process might be conceived more as a cyclic process with 

many feedback and feedfoward loops. Furthermore, this process is not 

contained within the production of a single work but overarches the artists 

entire art making experience. The intertwined nature of the process of art 

making is not an entirely new discovery (see for example, Cawelti, Rappaport 

& Wood 1992 and Patrick 1935 in Beardsley 1964), although it is one that is 

often ignored. This is unfortunate because a failure to recognise the 

dynamically interactive nature of the art making process results in the 

unsupportable belief that a particular process can be identified and that there is 

a formula for creativity. This inevitably arouses the ire of those who wish to 

terminate the psychological undressing of creativity and results in the sort of 

debate outlined early in chapter 4, (Briskman 1981, Glickman 1978) over a 

theory that considers the ecological nature of creative production (Harrington 

1990). 

What we have now is a perspective of creative art making as the product of a 

dynamic system of behavioural interactions and as resultant of the causal 

interaction between various subsystems of influence (the individual and the 
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environment that impinges upon creative production). The following chapter 

serves as an exploration of the emotional experience associated with creativity 

and art making, which conceivably is another variable in a dynamic model of 

art making. 
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Chapter 5. 

Emotion and Intellect: Experiences upon 

Beginning, Making, Completing and 

Exhibiting an Art Work 

The combination of the concepts 'creativity' and 'emotion' inevitably invokes 

the entertainment of the popular stereotypes of the emotionally consumed 

artist producing work in a creative fervour directed by his or her 

overwhelming passion. While there have been attempts to debunk the myth 

of the emotionally consumed genius (for examplef Weisberg 1986), there have 

been no attempts (known to this author) to understand the actual nature of the 

emotional experience associated with the production of art? This is of course 

not the case for the nature of aesthetic appreciation, but the experience of art 

appreciation does not conform to that of art making. This gap in the literature 

led this researcher on a search to discover the nature of emotional experience 

associated with art making, a search which had very interesting results 

In this chapter I shall discuss emotion in a general way, and how emotion and 

intellect interact in art making. I shall then fracture the art making experience 

from the beginning to the end of the production of an individual work, in 

order to explore the occurrence, status and types of emotion experienced 

during that activity. This discussion will be followed by an in-depth discussion 

of the theoretical implications the emotional experience of art making has for 

contemporary theories of emotion. 

5.1 Emotion 

There are many emotions associated with the process of art making. This 

includes beginning a work, the process of making, the completion and in the 

exhibiting of the work. This is more often than not a response to how well the 

artist perceives the work to be or not to be progressing. Most artists did agree 

that there is an emotional aspect to the art making process, but a few did not. 

7 Although Averill and Thomas-Knowles" (1991) work on emotional creativity and Conrad's 
(1990) ohenomenological appraisal of creative experience comes close. 
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Obviously any variation regarding the level of emotional experience involved 

in art making is possibly due to personality factors and may not be just, or even 

partly due to the process of art making itself. Logically, given the variation 

amongst artists, we would expect varying degrees of emotion to be experienced 

during the art making activity and transmitted into the art work itself. 

Nevertheless there may be certain types of emotions associated particularly 

with the art making process. This is what this study in part is attempting to 

elucidate. However, it is likely that any emotions elicited during art making 

are as much a product of personal dispositions as performing art making itself. 

In fact one subject suggests just this. BD#5 argues that emotion is a natural 

response to any activity that means a lot to a person, be it rugby, art making or 

possum skinning. He believes that any emotion or passion experienced by the 

person who makes art is possibly due more to the personality of the person, 

and is as variable in the arts as it is in any other discipline, profession or 

enterprise. He suggests it is popular myth that perpetuates conceptions of 

artists as highly emotional people. In fact, among this population sample, 

there were some people who gave quite calm and unemotional descriptions of 

their artistic process. There were those who seemed highly emotive about it 

and those who fell at neither extreme. Furthermore, the emotion that is 

exhibited may not be exclusive to the arts as such but maybe due to a 

conducive combination between person and field variables. BD#5 suggests for 

example; 

"I don't think it's exclusive to painting or art making but it could be exclusive to you, if 

that's what your chasing, if that's what you need. I think you should aspire to that, but I 

have seen people in other fields who get really excited." 

This artist suggests that excitement and talent in a particular profession is not 

due to any special factors in that person or profession, but in the conducive 

combination of person and profession factors, such that anybody in any 

profession could achieve a similar positive experience through performing 

that activity. BD#S suggests that any emotional variables come down to 

combinations of the activity and the support received from other people for 

performing that activity. He suggests that people are liked for the activities that 

they do and perpetuate the identities of individuals through that support and 

the communication of that identity. This has the effect of leaving the person 

feeling positive about themselves within that particular role. 

This is likely, although the combination of variables that make up the 

emotional experience would be more complicated and between many more 
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factors. However, it is possible that the activity of art making is more amenable 

to the exploration, depiction, expression and experience of certain types of 

emotional phenomena while not actually being performed to fulfil those ends. 

That is, art, in being of 'the arts', may afford a particular angle or slant through 

being an introspective, reflective discourse on one's own life, or socio-cultural 

phenomena in general. Indeed, emotion might be an inherent part of that 

process. Like any activity or hobby that people perform of their own accord, 

one might feel a sense of freedom and personal involvement in performing 

that activity. It is this issue that is a major thread of this thesis and will be 

further explored in chapters 6 and 7. 

The idea that the arts may be particularly conducive to creative production is 

not unusual. It has often been considered that creative leaps come about 

through the workings of unconscious thought processes, and due to an 

extraordinary sensitivity and openness to emotion on the part of creative 

people (Boden 1990, Weisberg 1986). This in itself probably perpetuated the 

myth of the 'creative genius', walking a fine line between being extremely 

sensitive and being mentally disturbed. Weisberg in fact rejects this conception 

and instead proposes experience and the acquisition of skills as more 

important in the production of creative performance. This emphasises the 

incremental nature of the creative response in opposition to the genius view. 

It follows logically from this that the evolution of a new style within a 

particular field can be better understood as being the result of the incremental 

development of a creative person's past interests and working achievements 

and the environmental variables that encourage, direct or sustain certain types 

of creative behaviour. 

In this study there is a reported variation in degree of emotional experience 

and the varying levels of importance of emotion in the production of art. 

However the existence of variation does not exclude the possibility that for 

some people emotional experience is a major part of the art making 

experience, and which may in fact aid art making in some way. Indeed, it may 

be the intensity of the experience, whether emotional or cognitive, that aids 

the creative experience. This conclusion is of course dependant upon 

considering that what this population of artists produces is creative. !tis also 

apparent that there is a wide range of individual differences in people's 

abilities to discriminate and accurately label emotional expressions (Haviland 

& Goldston 1992), and that this reflects emotional intelligence or sophistication 

rather than being a direct reflection of actual emotional experience. This may 

also account for the apparent variability of emotional experience of art making. 
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Emotion and Intellect 

These individual differences aside, intellect and emotion are involved in the 

art making process to varying degrees and at various levels of integration. Two 

subjects reported that their work and their working process was largely devoid 

of emotion. For them, for example, SE#3 & PP#l4, art making is not 

performed in order to explore or depict their emotions for others to see. They 

considered their message to be more an intellectual and social commentary 

than an expression of their emotions. Intellect here may be considered to be 

the interrelationship between objects and ideas. For example, 

PP#l4: "I don't know that emotion does for me [come into the art making process]. Emotion 

comes under the banner of vehicle []. I don't make works because I'm angry about 

something, the only emotion that I ever want to incur upon viewers is of laughter, or that 

kind of catch twenty two situation where you see two things combined." 

This is the recognition of juxtaposed phenomena which give a different third 

concept. Both subjects reported that the only emotions associated with their 

work would be that of laughter and that would be related to some concept in 

their work and which would possibly aid the demonstration and 

communication of that very concept. For them art does not serve as a vehicle 

for emotional expression as such although they may have an emotional 

reaction to the work, for example SE#3 says, 

"The working process is really void of emotion, apart from going through things and not 

liking something. It's not putting my emotions out there for every one to see. It's not like 

that. [I'll feel] elation if the work looks good [] but this is not transmitted into the work, [] 

you stop and think, oh fuck it's terrible, and you've got to do whatever to fix it up." 

Similarly, PP#14 will feel a positive emotion if he thinks that the work looks 

good, and reports that if it is not he will throw it away. Rather than being 

representative of all artists, these responses are merely at the lower end of a 

broader scale of emotional response to producing art. Thinking of the artists 

themselves, this probably is largely a function of their personalities, and their 

enjoyment of the art making process may simply not be manifested as great 

gouts of emotion whereas for others it might be. Essentially for these two 

subjects, the work is not about emotional phenomena and they do not respond 

emotionally to the making of it. 
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BC#6 however, reports becoming excited about being involved in what he 

calls "the chase" - the travelling down tangents, the exploration of ideas, and 

indeed the very act of coming up with ideas and traversing those tangents. 

BC#6: "but the time that you have actually grabbed something, its a bit beyond [] that which 

in the beginning you aspired to, so when you actually start the work you take off[], and one 

hopes that there might be something along the way that has a germ of more than just making 

something for an audience. You don't stare at something and [then] say 'oh, what's going 

on here', and think, 'oh, this can be something' It's an incoherent phase actually because its 

not actually able to be whittled down to something else. I suppose it's just an emotional 

response, an emotional flood of some sort, not necessarily a great buzz of endorphins or 

synapses, just simply a well being, a discovery sensation." 

This a response to a particular part of the activity, and one that might be 

considered to be the creative part, rather than being merely a function of 

personality factors. Similarly BD#S reports: 

"the main feeling I think [] is getting excited about something so you tend to be driving in 

that direction most of the time, to seek that out, that feeling of anticipation, which I think is 

going back to that childhood thing again, thaf s sort of more anticipation of just the next day 

in your life - the getting excited about coming up with something" 

In sum it appears that there is a great deal of diversity with regards to the 

emotional experience of producing art, and indeed that artists fall along a 

continuum of the degree of emotional expression reportedly involved in the 

production of art. This diversity is supported by an empirical study performed 

by Cawelti, Rappaport and Wood (1992). They developed three elaborate 

models of artistic creativity after consultation with a population of five 

academic artists. Two virtues of this study are that they actually consulted 

working artists and that they used the artists to construct models which they 

considered to most accurately represent their experience of art making. The 

five artists generated 43 elements they considered to be essential to their 

creative process. These were in turn arranged into models based upon order of 

importance, order of occurrence (considered to be more accurate of their 

creative process), and a third complex multi-dimensional model which was 

also considered to be representative of the creative process. The crucial aspect 

of creative art making which was common to all models was the high level of 

simultaneity among the elements that occurred in the process. The artists 

experienced a sense of many things occurring at once, "working out new ideas, 

trying old ideas, experimenting, going backwards, going forwards 

simultaneously" (pg 92). So, rather than there being distinct demarcated stages 
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in the art making process1 there was a complex interaction of the components 

that made up the problem definition and the problem solution1 a conclusion 

also reached by Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976). 

While these researchers did not explore emotion explicitly1 some of the 43 

elements that made up the creative process can be considered to be part of an 

emotional experience. These elements are similar to some of the response8 of 

the present study. For example1 six elements were considered to form an 

'umbrella' over the process and to occur simultaneously. They were; finding a 

more powerful and genderless self; sensing, seeing1 hearing romance; feeling 

centred in oneself and the world; losing oneself; feeling empathy for life; 

feeling simultaneously separate and involved. Other elements; feeling fuelled 

by the promise of unfolding; riding on momentum1 are similar to the current 

studies subject responses. For example1 the excitement invoked from idea 

production such that the artist seeks out that very feeling of anticipation. Other 

responses, for example; entering a deeply altered state of consciousness; a 

heightening of perception and becoming more aware; feeling the shock of 

leaving a deeply altered state of consciousness1 are reminiscent of the current 

subjects largely negative emotional state upon the completion of an artwork. 

This experience was at times described as a sense of disappointment and relief 

which BD#S suggests is because he has moved beyond the high point in the 

process of making a particular work. This high point might be considered to be 

at the height of exploration1 when the artist is still enjoying art making because 

it is still in a stage of experimentation and may retrospectively recognise that 

point as the best rendition of the art concept. 

5.2 The Integration Of Emotion And Cognition 

One of my concerns was whether emotion and intellect operate in an 

integrated or a separate manner in the art making process. That is, whether 

emotional experience influenced the artists' decision making strategies. Some 

report their being absolutely entwined1 others reported the process as being 

relatively devoid of emotion. Still others reported that they operated separately 

and perhaps consecutively. For example MR#9; 

"They're both in the work, but they do tend to operate separately. There's a sort of enjoyable 

emotional stage of making and doing, but at that stage I don't feel I'm being particularly 

objective about what's going on, it's a creative frenzy if you like, and then you sort of step 

back from it, look at what's there and try and become objective about whether its working, 

you know, whether its doing what you intended." 
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And further; "there's the initial enthusiasm and energy to deal with something new and 

then there's the cold reality to make it work and do something worthwhile[], the rest of it 

[accumulating information and preparatory drawings] is quite a long slog to get to the final 

end." 

It would be interesting to uncover whether this experience differs for other 

artists, or whether it is more entwined. That is, if there is a real difference or if 

MR#9 has distortedly elongated the process introducing distinct demarcations 

for ease of illustration. Yet another subject, GB#13 claims that intellect has 

more influence than emotion. This is because his working process is so drawn 

out that an emotion could not be sustained for the duration. This of course 

does not mean that an emotion can't trigger an idea, or the exploration of an 

emotion. While a mood could be sustained for the duration of the work, the 

artist did not report that it did. He is referring to an immediate emotion here -

the emotional experience that leads to and influences the making of an art 

work, which would conceivably be triggered upon returning to the work if 

many of the factors that elicited the emotion in the first place still exist in 

interactions between the artist and the work. 

Three other subjects address the topic of intellect. For example, BD#S, reports 

that while intellect is important, great intellect isn't a prerequisite for art 

appreciation. 

"I think it's so wide ranging that I wouldn't like to say that you need a massive intellect to 

enjoy or paiticipate in it" [art] 

DP#12 suggests that a person who knows more about art and who studies it in 

a serious and sustained manner, is likely to take more to the art experience and 

will therefore get more out of it. Similarly PU#4 suggests that an artist requires 

a good intellect to assess and address their work. She considers that an 

awareness of current art concepts is necessary, especially for today's artist (and 

arguably modern art appreciators), who have to understand current art theory. 

She suggests that they would enjoy the painting process more, find it more 

enriching if they had an intelligent approach and an awareness of current art 

concepts. 

PP#l 4 made an interesting comment; 

"I can have an experience by something going through the sky, or just seeing something 

that I Haven't seen before, and I can use that in my work [] and that is the amazing thing 

about it," 
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He reports enjoying the luxury of being able to conduct himself in an activity 

which has no restraints or requirements (relative to many other professions). 

He describes it as being a totally frivolous activity that serves no purpose, it has 

no rules and no set ways of making art. He enjoys being able to bring any 

experience into his work and this cannot be done in other professions. 

Arguably he could introduce anything into his work, where as people 

involved in other professions cannot do that. It is this building of something 

personally meaningful, and working for oneself that gives him pleasure, as 

opposed to working towards the goals of an external agent. 

The relationship between emotion and intellect in art making will be further 

explored in the subsequent section considering the theoretical implications the 

emotional experience of art making has for the construct 'emotion' (5.8). 

5.3 The Experience Of Emotion During The Art Making Process 

It seems viable to break the art making process down into discrete stages as 

subjects had little difficulty differentiating between the stages regarding the 

emotional manifestations associated with those stages. Though it should be 

recognised that these stages are demarcated to aid discussion and that they are 

not as distinct in experience as they may seem to be here. The stages are; 

beginning an art work, the making process, completion and exhibiting. 

Beginning an Art Work 

There are quite definite emotions associated with beginning an artwork, which 

included both positive and negative emotions. DP#12 sums up the difficulty of 

beginning as he describes his students experiences of being unable to start. 

Whether it is being bereft of ideas or not, he describes the experience as a form 

of blocking. 

"they'd sit in front of their painting and think god!, I'd sometimes get a bucket of water and 

throw it on the painting, it doesn't matter what you do, do something, I'd come back in half 

an hour and they're going" 

PU#4 feels a mixture of anticipation and trepidation when starting a new work 

which she describes as being afraid to make a mark and ruin a prepared canvas. 

However once started she enjoys getting lost in the work and being focused 

only upon it; 
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"yes, full of trepidation, you think, why the hell do I do this, no, a mixture of anticipation 

and trepidation, no not really trepidation, you know when you've got a really beautiful white 

canvas in front of you that you've stretched yourself, [] it looks perfect, and I think, god I'm 

going to muck up a perfect piece of white canvas, so there's always that feeling, but of 

course once you get lost in it it's great." 

Similarly DP#12 illustrates how difficult it can be to start; 

"I often go down to the studio and think, I wish someone would ring me up for a game op 

tennis, you know, what am I doing here, and you can sit around in your studio scribbling, 

reading for half a day and then suddenly you look[] at a couple of marks, doodles you've 

made and you get going. On another occasion you [may be] well into a certain painting and 

you go down [to the studio][] and have a definable starting point." 

Other subjects talk about starting in a positive fashion. SP#l finds it much 

easier to start a work than resolve it and this may well be associated with her 

attitudes towards starting. This is the period in which she can enjoy 

exploration of ideas. Given that she works in a much looser and much more 
· 1 1 - • 1-, 1 J... · · t.. · _:i r , • , • expenmenta_ 1A1ay - tnat is, sHe on_.y ..,egms vv1tu a vague 1uea or wnat sne 1s 

going to do, then it is not surprising that she is courageous about beginning a 

work. 

"so at the beginning[] your just not afraid to go and you've got a blank canvas for instance, 

and you've just gotta go and paint something on it, you're not gonna be scared to mark on it 

[], and you just go and do it, and it's much easier than having to resolve it." 

Similarly, BD#S reports that his main feeling is excitement with producing an 

idea for an art work. He seeks out that feeling of anticipation and likens it to 

what he calls 'the childhood pleasure of simply anticipating the next day of 

ones life'. Similarly BC#6 enjoys the chase, the experimentation, what he calls 

the 'mad nature rambles'; 

"that's one of the wonderful things about it [art], it goes of on these mad nature rambles [], 

I'm just trying now to track something down but I keep getting side tracked and test this and 

test that, try things out and see how it works" 

ST#S enjoys the excitement of getting one ideas down and actually being able 

to show what her concept is. MR#9 enjoys what he calls the "creative frenzy" 

of beginning - the unself-conscious exploration. 
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Summary 

Beginning art works involves a variety of experiences amongst the artists. It 

seems that the enjoyment of starting is associated with exploration - the 

pleasure and anticipation of producing ones own ideas and the possibility of 

physically rendering that, and the realisation of that possibility. This sense of 

anticipation associated with beginning an art work is reminiscent of Ghiselin's 

(1952) commentary. He proposed that creation typically begins with a vague or 

a confused sense of excitement which itself is associated with the potential of 

resolution. This is one of the many possible metaphors gleaned from the 

writings of and about creative individuals that related to some state just prior 

to the creative act. A state which can be described as a sense of potentiality - a 

need or urge which is accompanied by some unidentifiable emotion. In a 

phenomenological analysis of artistic creativity, Conrad (1990) describes what 

this state might be. It is the exhilaration of watching the art work unfold. "The 

writer feels towards it (the story) knowing quite clearly what it isn't yet still 

unable to see what it is" (pg. 112). Conrad emphasises the undirected nature of 

creative production in a vein similar to Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi's (1976) 

concept of delay in closure (see chapter 4.7). "There is a sense of not creating 

the story, but of watching it unfold. Vvhen it begins to rolt there is a 

tremendous excitement, one is keyed up with a feeling of wild exhilaration. 

Everything clicks, one writes maniacally to get it all down before the spell 

wears off, the trance lifts." (pg. 113) 

While other artists experience trepidation at beginning. Of interest here is why 

these artists experience trepidation and how they differ from those that do not. 

This could possibly amount to a difference in degree of idea elaboration when 

anticipating and beginning a work. It may be that some artists have relatively 

elaborate ideas about what the work is going to be about and others do not. The 

response to this may be the result of a fit or a lack of fit between individual 

artists requirements when starting, and what the art making process actually 

allows them to do. Verification of this is required through further research 

with the artists. 

5.4 The Process Of Making An Art Work 

Similarly, emotional experiences vary during the process and generally this is 

a response to 1. How well the artist perceives the work to be going, and 2. A 

function of that very process itself, that is whether it is a process of continued 
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exploration, decision making, redefining , or simply the comparatively 

mundane process associated with rendering the formulated idea. A good 

example is PU#4. After beginning an art work she experiences a series of; 

"ups and downs, being thrilled when things work out [] (and being) despondent when I 

cannot resolve a problem" (a response to an area of the painting not working aesthetically, 

or as she describes it - being dead.) 

ST#S articulates well the variety in experience in her art making process. 

"I think some times it's almost an excitement of getting your idea down and being able to 

show what your trying to show, there's always a period where I'm bored with it [after 

drawing] [] and when I start painting, it seems like it will takes so long to finish. I go 

through this stage of thinking "sigh", often after that I get totally involved in it." 

BC#6 experiences what he describes as being an incoherent phase of general 

emotion while responding to the work. The activity is more than just 

producing something for an audience, for him there is an intrinsic enjoyment 

in performing the activity itself. 

[he thinks]"what is going on here [] It is not necessarily a great buzz of endorphins and 

firing of synapses, but a sense of well being, a discovery sensation,' [the recognition of 

actually capturing something.] 

GB#ll experiences a number of emotions in response to the working process; 

"well any object that I'm making has a number of emotions associated with it, from total 

despair and depression to elation. If it's going wrong, if it went up the wrong path, or if it 

didn't work or fell apart, and it was all made and it was ugly, then I'd get reasonably 

frustrated and low, but not as low as if I'm not making anything at all, but the excitement 

associated with something going well and the ball in motion sort of thing where everything 

else sort of scatters off into the periphery and I'm very focused on something. Its irritating to 

get tired and fall asleep, and I can't wait to wake up again and get on with it, that sort of 

feeling, that sort of elevated, sort of tall and light, and my studio up top helps me a lot, that 

tearing up the stairs suits my feeling, going back up the stairs, back to that idea, and looking 

down on things, [] on everything else going past is quite good, I like it and it sort of 

parallels the feeling." 

For this artist, art making is obviously a very emotional activity and this I 

believe is largely a function of his personality and level of emotional 
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sophistication and that the art making experience is all encompassing in his 

life. 

MR#9' s emotional experiences during the process vary a great deal. There is 

the; 

"initial enthusiasm and energy associated with dealing with something new and then there is 

the cold reality [] to make it actually work [] it is quite a long slog to get to the final end" 

This is essentially accumulating all the information and the preparatory 

drawings into something he deems worthwhile. 

AM#7 experiences almost a love-hate relationship with his art making 

process; 

"for me, my work is really colomful, it is intense within it's colour[], and I feel the intensity 

of what it is to get involved in it [], yeah, it has a lot of emotion, but then you also have to 

feel what it is to remove yourself from that too." 

5.5 Completion 

The end of the process, that is deciding when a work is completed, is 

associated with varying emotional experiences, from disappointment, or relief, 

to a sense of satisfaction. Negative emotions probably dominated this 

particular population sample. For example, SP#l; 

"When you've completed it[] you're not feeling really good about it[], sometimes you don't 

ever feel really good about your work because you know that you can do something else 

from that and it's just trying to go on and on until you get that sort of satisfaction [], it's still 

not finished I think until it's presented [to an audience]" 

For SP#l it seems inappropriate even to conceptualise a positive emotional 

state at the completion of a work because she doesn't feel positive about the 

final product. Rather than being a negative emotion, her experience is related 

to the status of her work, which she describes as never being concluded. She 

describes herself as constantly, thinking about what to do in the next work, 

which will inevitably be generated from the present one. In this way, it is as if 

the work doesn't exist properly on its own, and that it is inappropriate to 

consider it being finished. Therefore it would be inappropriate to feel positive 

about that solution because it is a part of a larger ongoing artwork whose 
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constituent parts are those individual works. This conclusion is supported by 

that of Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood (1992). They concluded that the creation of 

art works does not occur in separate definable stages, moving from art work to 

art work, but rather that each work was a part of a larger unfolding vision. 

Similarly PU#4 reports; 

"[she thinks] I'm never going to touch another brush, and while I'm actually saying this I'm 

tearing into Brush and Palette to buy some more brushes[], it's almost like self-punishment 

[], so you get tired and worn down, but you can't wait for the next day to start." 

BD#S' s experience is similar and he has an interesting theory why; 

"[when it's finished] usually for me it's quite a feeling of, sort of disappointment, but 

disappointment sounds a bit cliche, but it is a feeling of s01t of disappointment, and then you 

pick yourself up and start getting excited about the next piece. {It's disappointment] because 

it's gone past the high point, unless you have the tremendous ability to be able to stop it [the 

work] at that point in time, we always seem to drive a little past that point and start on the 

downward climb and so stop it." 

This he describes as his most common emotion associated with finishing. He 

then enjoys thinking about the next work as did PU#4. This 'high point' might 

be considered to be the point of resolution of the problem or concept which the 

art work is about. It might represent the end of exploration, the realisation of 

creative innovation and the beginning of resolution, where the making 

activity now becomes a process of rendering that resolution. 

PR#2 talked about an experience five to six weeks prior to the interview. He 

experienced a range of negative emotions during a period of inactivity before a 

final burst of work before the exhibition. He reported feeling anxious, 

depressed, angry, hard to live with and admits to getting quite wound up in his 

work though he wouldn't like to admit that to others. These emotions are a 

response to; the work inevitably not working during the process of making; a 

concern that he has lost control of the work or the idea; concerns that he may 

not be making the work he thinks that he ought to and pressures of the 

exhibition deadline. These were experienced during a period of setting up 

problems for new works. However at the time of the interview he described 

himself as feeling quite euphoric and this is because the work was being 

resolved visually and conceptually with regards to the idea he wanted to 

communicate, such that there was a pleasing balance between form and 

content. He reported that his greatest excitement is observing the visual 
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properties of the art work - one part working with another. So his emotional 

response to the working process varies depending upon which stage in the 

process he was, and whether or not the work and the working process was 

successful. 

AM#7's experience of art making involves a great deal of emotion, and he 

experiences a great intensity of involvement in the work. However, at times 

he gets frustrated with art making. 

"sometimes it can be a [] noose around your neck. It can be your cross [] your crucifixion, it 

can whatever you make it out to be" 

Thus, there can be resentment with the ties that this artist feels to his work 

such that he requires time away from it. He points out that he has lasting 

feeling associated with the art work, He may look back at previous work and 

responds to it positively realising that it depicts his own changes with maturity 

- illustrating where he has been and where he is moving to in his art making 

and personal life. 

The experience of completion is also dependent upon the level of difficulty the 

work presented, for example; 

ST#8: "sometimes it is a sense of relief, if it's been a battle it's a very big sense of relief, 

and if it's worked then you feel pleased, and there's always something else to move onto[] 

you want to get on to the next one anyhow." 

DC#lO feels almost a bodily sensation of relief upon the completion of a work, 

"it is actually a relief to get it out, so and then something else starts to grow inside there 

again." 

It appears that responses differ depending upon how successfully the work was 

perceived to have been concluded, while also recognising that the art making 

does not end with that work, for example, upon completion, MR#9, 

experiences; 

"a sense of satisfaction, although I find that becomes increasingly more fleeting (laugh), and 

then it starts to niggle away about what you could have done better." 
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Summary 

It is apparent that upon completion, emotions range from satisfaction and 

relief at finishing and at the recognition that a work went well. But also a sense 

that the work does not end there and that other concepts that issued from that 

work can be explored in a new work. Disappointment may also be associated 

with the process. Going past the pinnacle of the work and having ones' mind 

turning towards new works and ideas. These two are possibly experienced in 

conjunction. This finding is supported by that of Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood 

(1992). They found that the completion of an artwork was an anti-climatic 

ending. Cawelti et al (1992), and Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976), also found 

that the creative activities of artists could not be explained in terms of stages of 

development. They concluded from their subject responses that there was no 

definite beginning and ending or a clear middle stage in the process, and that 

the whole process was a free flowing dynamic one where one work flows into 

another. They in fact rejected any conceptualisation of creativity occurring in 

stages. 

5.6 Exhibiting 

Emotional experiences upon exhibition are interesting. Half of the subjects 

enjoyed exhibitions to varying degrees and the other half despised them. 

Most of the young artists enjoyed exhibiting their work, which included the 

social side of exhibiting. Exhibitions are more than just showing one's work. It 

is a time to meet people who occupy different positions within the art world 

and discuss art issues. It involves determining opinions about different 

peoples work, including one's own. Even those subjects who did not like 

exhibitions realised that they had to exhibit, not for financial gain, but to be 

seen by members of the art world and therefore recognised as a viable artist. 

Exhibiting also represents a stage in the art making process. It might be 

important to see the work framed, looking at its best and to be able to see a 

body of work together without having to hire an equivalent space to do so. To 

a certain extent then, the positive or negative experience of exhibiting is going 

to be due to personality factors. Exhibitions require confidence and bravery at a 

time when the artist is most vulnerable. One's work which is essentially for 

oneself and which represents an exploration of ones own personal aesthetic, is 

suddenly available for everybody to view and comment upon, so an ability to 

cope with this will depend upon personality factors. 
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I shall explore the positive feelings associated with exhibitions first. SP#l and 

PR#2 both enjoyed exhibiting their work. While they may be nervous, they are 

interested in hearing and discussing people's comments and reactions to their 

work. PR#2 enjoys the socialising, which puts him in good stead for clinching 

deals. 

"usually I feel pretty good, quite excited about it [exhibiting], it's one of the real buzzes you 

get." 

PP#14 reports that success in his work is a personal measure. This experience 

may be relative to how well his work is received as he reports that he has not 

had an unsuccessful exhibition. 

"I guess I'm confident enough to know that if I like it, and if it succeeds for my own set of 

rules, then it doesn't really matter if other people don't like it." 

BD#5' s experience is similar. 

"I feel I'm quite courageous in that area, I can do some quite experimental piece and feel 

quite comfortable about putting them out, mainiy I think because I'm quite secure in the 

activity of art making[]. I don't really care ultimately what people think, I get hurt by it, I've 

had criticism that really hurts, but I don't really care in the long term because I enjoy what I 

do and I've set up a life style around what I do." 

The inevitable question that arises is how the emotional experience of 

exhibiting is related to how well the show is received. The three young artists 

are relatively successful, their careers taking off. While others may be just as 

successful for e.g. DC#lO and BC#6, they report negative feelings associated 

with exhibiting. 

The most prevalent negative emotion associated with exhibiting one's own 

work is related to exposure and vulnerability. Suddenly the work is under 

scrutiny by others for whom it apparently wasn't primarily intended._ 

MR#9: "[when it's on exhibition I feel] paranoid, because it's exposing yourself, ifs all the 

.things that you've done for your own personal aesthetic, your own needs [] and how other 

people will receive it you don't really know. So I do feel sort of very exposed" 

Similarly GB#ll, while being tired after completing a series, and feeling a relief 

and excitement at things coming together and having completed a body of 
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work, at exhibitions he feels vulnerable and naked because what was 

previously private has suddenly become public. 

" .. its all private before and now its all public and everyone's looking at it really hard and 

invariably people are saying things, but they only ever say positive things and you often 

wonder what they really think, or do I really care" 

BC#6 articulates well artists' concerns at exhibitions. 

"I won't even go to shows, I can't stand it. [It's] hopeless, absolutely hopeless, (I'm a lost 

cause). I've been along to my own personal shows under great duress[]. It's being asked to 

do what it is we are doing now [at the interview] [], but I'm not in protection mode and I'm 

not in lyrical flight about it all, and your asked to be in one of those modes when your 

actually accompanying your children [the art works] [], they go there by themselves, not 

me." 

This feeling of trepidation and exposure might be a function of the temporal 

proximity of the exhibition to the completion of the work. If completion of a 

series of works or indeed individual artworks, elicits a series of emotional 

responses; being excited about it coming together, relieved, in lyrical flight 

about the work - being altogether sensitised about that work, then if that period 

coincides with the showing of that very work, then it is likely that exhibitions 

themselves are received negatively. Similarly GB#13 dreads the waiting for his 

work to be returned from the printer and experiences a sense of horror when 

he does see it, because only then does he notice things for the first time that he 

would otherwise have done differently. 

"there's dread, waiting to see the thing, and there's a kind of horror when you actually do 

see the work, and think, oh hell, but actually if there is any emotion attached to the work that 

I've produced it probably comes later, years later. When I see some of the earlier things [] 

they were quite successful and I feel really quite pleased because I don't even see them as 

my work any more, I can't even remember doing them" 

DC#lO and PU#4 give interesting responses. 

DC#lO: "I don't know what you might think of this, I have to consciously say to people that 

I'm having an exhibition. I have to consciously say exhibition and not funeral, and I don't 

know why. I guess it's [] come out, it's there and after a certain time it has to take off in its 

own direction, I've got no control over it. [] After a while I just look at it and have really no 

opinion about it." 
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PU#4: "I hate it, absolutely hate it. [] I just hate it, people come up and ask dumb questions, 

I've had people come up and say, how do you price your work?, oh I hate those sorts of 

questions, and they say, 'if I bought two, could I have them for two thirds of the price? [], I 

mean it's just horrible, I hate it." 

She suggests that this is because women are more self conscious of the 

products of their brains than the products of their bodies. According to her this 

is because the production of children follows a predictable path. A similar 

structure isn't set up for artists - or for her at least. Her friends and 

contemporaries being art un-informed do not offer the same support as if she 

were producing children. Which is why she and two other women show 

together at least once a year, an experience she describes as being almost 

pleasurable. 

Another issue is the feedback received at art exhibitions. Most artist were 

concerned with a lack of feedback, critical feedback and hollow positive 

feedback. GB#ll, 

"it's all private before and now it's all public and everyone's looking at it, and they're 

looking at it really hard and invariably people are saying things, but they only ever say 

positive things, but you often wonder what they really think, or do I really care. But there's 

stuff all feedback, sometimes you get piddly little articles in the newspaper which says 

nothing for all the work that went in, and a couple of immediate friends will say that went 

quite well and that's about it, []so it can be quite depressing if you let it." 

While criticism may be painful BD#S and ST#S, report that reviews can be 

useful at a later date when she can see some truth in them, although she 

doesn't enjoy them at the time. 

ST#S: "the reviews, well I guess you've got to read them properly, and if[] you don't like 

what they said, you've still got to sit down and think about, well is there some truth in this 

and see if it can help, although it doesn't feel like that at the time." 

5.7 Summary 

While it is misleading to carve up the artistic process into discreet stages, this 

was done for ease of description and reporting. In fact, the process might be 

better conceptualised as a spiralling free flowing one where each stage of 

problem finding and problem solving interacts with each other. Many subjects 

in fact reported, in response to the presentation of Wallas's four stage model of 
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creative production (see chapter 4.9), that while it was a reasonably accurate 

description of their process, the stages; preparation, incubation, illumination 

and elaboration were not distinct, but instead interwoven in a spiralling 

process with many feedback and feed forward loops to other stages. This may 

actually be an important conclusion in that the very interwoven and spiralling 

nature of the process may aid creative production such that it provides a 

system of constant checks and references to earlier parts of the creative process, 

thereby enhancing creative production. Similarly, Cawelti, Rappaport & Wood 

(1992), rejected a demarcated linear model of the creative process in art making 

(such as Wallas's), in favour of a complex process of simultaneous exploration, 

experimentation, elaboration and going back to old ideas concurrently. They 

concluded that the stages of problem definition and problem solution need not 

be considered as discreet stages in a linear process. The positive emotional 

experience of art making may be integral to this spiralling process. It is 

plausible that emotional experience associated with exploration, recognition 

and the appreciation of reaching "the high point" in an art work further feeds 

into that process, thereby enhancing the positive experience of what is an 

important stage in art making and possibly creativity in general - the 

responsive process of exploration, experimentation and referring to and 

combining old and new ideas. 

The degree of simultaneous interaction of the stages of creative production is 

of critical relevance and therefore provides a direction for further research. 

Furthermore, how emotion is implicated in a dynamic model may illuminate 

a source of variability in the emotional experience of art making. This 

variability is interesting. It may indicate the existence of sub-populations 

within this artistic population, for whom the equation that makes up art 

making may hold different weightings for different paris of the equation. It is 

possible that the products - the artwork- differs in1 as yet unknown ways, for 

those artists with more or less emotional involvement and experience in their 

work. While conclusions cannot be reached from this particular study, it is 

possible to hypothesise that a certain combination of cognitive-emotional or 

'person1 factors result in a certain type of product. This is conceivably 

analogous to Cohen-Shalev's (1986), (see chapter one) conclusion that 

particular literary genres have intrinsic properties that are relative to particular 

stages in the life span which results in a tendency to produce works of a 

particular genre during a particular stage in the life span. For example, that a 

higher degree of emotional experience in art making results in a product that 

pertains to subjective experience, where a lesser degree of emotional 

experience in art making results in a product that is more of an intellectual or 

social commentary - a product that communicates at a macro level. It is of 
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course also possible that if certain combinations of person factors results in 

certain types of work, and depending upon criteria of evaluation and support 

for the production of certain types of artworks, then a certain blend of these 

person characteristics and the artworks that result from them may gain more 

credence as artworks in the wider art world. 

It is also possible that the apparent diversity of emotional experience in art 

making is the product of different abilities to recognise, discriminate and 

accurately label emotions, such that the difference is not a real difference in 

emotional experience, but in ability (and willingness), to recognise and 

describe that experience. This provides a fertile beginning for further research. 

5.8 Theoretical Implications For The Construct Emotion 

While we may colloquially understand each other when we talk about having 

emotions, it is not entirely obvious what an emotion is. In the past, emotion 

was usually considered by psychologists to be a primitive and fixed biological 

and behavioural response independent of higher thought processes. 
r t h 1 · 1 •...J • c ,. 1 , , . • _on_emporary psyc.uo.Log1ca.L cons1ueratwns or emonon nave aavanced to the 

extent that cognition is now given an integral place in the experiencing of 

emotion. Recent accounts of emotion emphasise the interactive nature of the 

emotional and cognitive processing systems (Fridja 1993, Parrott & Schulkin 

1993), or that emotion is part of a multi-component cognition-motivation

emotion processing system (for example, Buck 1991, Lazarus 1991, Leventhal & 

Scherer 1987), and that emotions serve an adaptive purpose in dealing with 

life tasks, goal states and personally relevant stimulus events (Davidson 1992, 

Eckman 1992, Johnson-Laird & Oatley 1992, Stein & Trabbasso 1992). 

While this may not be the place to get deeply involved in the current debate 

about the relationship between cognition and emotion, theoretical 

considerations of the relative status of emotion and cognition have certain 

implications for this study, for it is clear at least that an emotional experience 

of art making involves a cognitive component. For example, recall BC#6' s 

comment, (he thinks), "what is going on here [] It is not necessarily a great buzz 

of endorphins or firing of synapses, but a sense of well being, a8 discovery 

sensation", (the recognition of actually capturing something). Clearly, the artist 

is reporting experiencing a certain manifestation of emotion, and that that 

8I have used BC#6's "discovery sensation" as an example because that experience appears 
integral to the emotional experience of art making. I shall use this example further throughout 
the rest of this chapter. 
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emotion, let's call it a "discovery sensation", incorporates a cognitive 

component. That cognitive component is the process of exploration, 

recognising possibilities for certain types of action (in the making of the work), 

experimenting with those ideas and the excitement of realising those 

possibilities physically, and indeed in the very process of coming up with those 

ideas in the light that a major artwork may result from them. Furthermore, 

the cognitive activity of coming up with the ideas, elaborating them, and 

rendering them physically in an artwork, is part and parcel of that very 

discovery sensation. Indeed, the cognitive component of this 'discovery 

sensation' may enhance the experience to make it qualitatively different from 

relatively simple emotions such as joy. This experience may be understood if 

we consider current conceptualisations of the relationship between cognition 

and emotion. 

The current debate about the relationship between emotion and cognition 

(Lazarus, Coyne & Folkman 1984, Le Doux 1989, Zajonc 1984), has been 

considered by some to be a definitional dispute (Leventhal & Scherer 1987), 

involving differences about what is considered to be a cognitive process and 

what is considered to be an emotional one. This has resulted in two areas of 

contention; 1. The relative dependence-independence of the mechanisms that 

generate emotion from those which generate cognition, and 2. The antecedent

consequence relationship between emotion and cognition. Recent 

clarifications and advancements in the theoretical considerations of emotion 

can help illuminate the role of cognition in the emotional experience of art 

making. And that is by considering the possibility of different types of 

cognitive processing. (for example, Lazarus 1991, Le Doux 1989, Leventhal & 

Scherer 1989). 

The Neurophysiologist Le Doux, considers affect and cognition as separate 

information processing functions that are mediated by different brain systems 

but which often interact. Le Doux distinguishes between the two types of 

computations on the basis of their computational consequences. Cognitive 

computations give information about the stimulus and its relationship to 

other stimuli, while affective computations yield information about the 

relation of the stimulus to the individual. The emotional system is the 

network that computes the affective significance of a stimulus and emotional 

responses and experiences are the consequences of these affective 

computations. While the affective and cognitive computations occur without 

conscious awareness, only the computational products actually reach conscious 

awareness. "Emotional experiences occur when stimulus representations, 
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affect representations and self-representations coincide in working memory." 

(Le Doux 1989, pg. 267). 

While the determination of the level of dependence and independence 

between the emotion and cognition systems is dependent upon neurological 

evidence, it appears that at a phenomenological level, emotion and cognition 

operate together. The phenomenological experience of the occurrence of 

emotion and cognition can be understood via the processing of information by 

the brain structures, the amygdala and the hippocampus. Briefly, the 

hippocampus is regarded as the key brain structure for cognitive processing 

and the amygdala for affective processing. While both the amygdala and the 

hippocampus receive information from the sensory processing areas of the 

cortex, the hippocampus is slower to respond to the sensory inputs than is the 

amygdala, due to additional processing (in the cortex), which enhances the 

complexity of information reaching the hippocampus. "The hippocampus 

thus receives and operates on inputs regarding the same stimulus as the 

amygdala, but the inputs undergo more processing before reaching the 

hippocampus" (Le Doux 1989, pg. 276). This may result in the experience of the 

affective significance of stimuli before experiencing their cognitive 

significance, which can be seen to parallel the actual experience of emotion 

when confronted with a certain affect producing stimulus. 

This distinction between types of information processing and different levels 

of cognitive processing is elaborated by Buck (1991), Lazarus (1991), Leventhal 

& Scherer (1987), which provide an insight into experiences such as BC#6's. 

For example, Leventhal (1984), and Leventhal & Scherer (1987), developed a 

hierarchical model of emotional processing, which includes; sensory motor 

processing, schematic processing and conceptual processing. 

Sensory motor processing are a set of innate expressive motor processes and 

cerebral activating systems which are activated automatically by internal and 

external stimuli. It is these mechanisms that are responsible for the infants 

primary emotional response capabilities, and observable emotional 

behaviours. It is thought that these unconditioned reactions are the basis for 

schematic processing. 

Schematic processing is the result of the integration of sensory motor 

processes with prototypical schemata of emotional situations. Schemata are 

concrete representations in memory of the positive or negative results of a 

persons interactions with their environment, such that consistent appraisals of 

a particular situation given the positive or negative adaptational outcome of 
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that situation, will form inseparable connections between stimulus knowledge 

and appraisal. These schemata may result from a memory of a prototypical 

class of person-environment outcomes, and result in an emotion that occurs 

automatically and without complex cognitive activity. 

Conceptual processing involves conscious and deliberate forms of abstract 

reasoning, giving the capacity to reflect upon ones emotional response to the 

environment. Conceptual processing then, involves the activation of 

propositional memory structures through the comparison of a number of 

similar emotional episodes to the present situation. Leventhal's (1984), and 

Leventhal & Scherer's (1987), model of emotional processing is essentially a 

hierarchical one that differentiates between levels of cognitive processing in 

emotion with regards to the relative complexity of the information processing 

involved. It highlights that what is regarded as cognitive processing should be 

enlarged to encompass more than just complex reasoning processes, to include 

simpler appraisals, recognition processes and perception. 

Another model of emotional processing is offered by Fridja (1993). Fridja (1993) 

differentiates between primary emotion eliciting appraisals and the processes 

underiying secondary eiaboration appraisals. The primary appraisals that 

pertain to goal satisfaction result in the manifestation of emotion per se, and 

the secondary appraisal is responsible for the specific emotion that occurs. 

Similarly, Lazarus (1991a and 1991b), makes a distinction between levels of 

cognitive processing by differentiating between knowledge and appraisal. 

Knowledge is that which a person believes or knows about specific contexts 

and also the world in general. This Lazarus calls 'cold cognition', because there 

is no personal stake in the outcome of any encounter with the environment. 

Appraisal is an evaluation of the affective significance of such knowledge in 

relation to an individual's stakes in the outcome of a person-environment 

transaction. That is, the relative benefits, costs, losses or threats of such 

transactions. Thus, Lazarus incorporates a motivational component in his 

cognition-emotion equation. Lazarus (1991b), also differentiates between 

classifications of emotions, and suggests that emotions should be regarded as 

'fuzzy sets' rather than definitive emotions such as anger, joy etc., because 

invariably, real life emotions are examples of prototypical emotions only to 

varying degrees. Indeed others, for example Eckman (1992), consider the 

experience of emotion to be made up of 'families' of related states. 

How does the emotional experience that results from art making fit into all of 

this? Firstly, in a general sense, the processes of a cognitive-motivational 

relational theory of emotional experience are analogous to the actual 
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phenomenological experience of art making and this must be a positive factor 

for any theory. It is conceivable that with regards to Leventhal & Scherer's 

(1987) hierarchical model of emotional processing, some of the emotional 

experiences of art making, such as BC#6's remark discussed here (the 

'discovery sensation'), qualify as a case of schematic processing. It may be 

considered schematic rather than conceptual because through constant art 

making and experience of the emotions that result from that activity, the 

consistency of that behaviour-environment outcome the emotion - "discovery 

sensation", may result in the connection between the knowledge (following 

paths - using this technique has certain results), and the appraisal (this 

technique might result in my travelling a path that has positive consequences -

producing a valuable work), such that the processing that results in the 

emotions is instantaneous and results in the experience 'discovery sensation'. 

Here the 'discovery sensation' is not to be confused with the experience of 

insight or illumination (Sparshott 1981, Sternberg 1986), which is an 

experience that results from something else - namely the experi~nce of coming 

up with a solution to a problem, indeed it is an artefact of that experience. The 

'discovery sensation' is the product and the direct result of experimentation. 
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environment appraisal relation is in the art making process. Clarification of 

this is critical given the central place that appraisal is given in Lazarus's 

theorising about emotion and in his distinction between knowledge and 

appraisal. The status of knowledge in art making is the most simple to clarify. 

If, according to Lazarus (1991a), knowledge is those beliefs about generalities of 

the world and of specific contexts of it, then knowledge in art making might be 

such things as knowing the results of using specific techniques, for example in 

etching, that the technique 'aqua tinting' results in subtle shading, and that 

'hard-ground' results in a more linear effect, or that using clay results in a 

three dimensional object that has its own ramifications. These are indeed 'cold 

cognitions'. However, if emotions are considered to be the result of computing 

the affective significance of a particular stimulus then it is not clear how 

emotion can be generated in the art making process. 

Using Lazarus's (1991b), classification of emotions, emotion results when a 

person-environment encounter is appraised as having positive (benefits) or 

negative (harm, loss or threat), consequences for that person. He considers 

states such as grief, depression and confidence to be ambiguous fuzzy positive 

or negative states, and labels them non-emotions. Those states such as 

curiosity or interest, he considers as pre-emotions, because they mediate 

appraisals from which full blown emotions might derive. There is also the 
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category he considers to be borderline cases of emotion, such as hope, 

contentment, compassion and the aesthetic emotion. While the experience of 

art making such as the 'discovery sensation' may not always be, or just be, or at 

all be, an aesthetic emotion, it would probably be slotted into the category, non

emotion, or borderline emotion because it is not a clear case of emotion per se, 

but instead may lead to an emotion or be resultant of one. I argue that this 

would be an inaccurate placement because the discovery sensation can be quite 

clearly a case of full blown emotion such as for BC#6, or a relatively 'soft' 

emotion as for DC#lO. This not only highlights the limitations of a simple 

classification of emotional types/states into affect resulting from the threat or 

benefit of an environmental encounter, but indicates that emotions may be 

more than simply the result of positive and negative appraisals that are 

generated as the result of transactional interactions in the environment. 

If, as according to Lazarus, without there being a stake in the outcome of a 

transaction, no emotion can occur, then an emotional response to art making 

is difficult to conceive of. It isn't however if we consider that the stake might 

be that of the potential outcome - the anticipated success (or indeed failure), of 

the particular art work that one is working on. Then the emotion experienced 

would be in relation to that anticipation. However, as I have elaborated 

elsewhere (chapter four), the artists (appear to) have a lack of concern for the 

environmental consequences of their work and rather than being measured 

against external criteria, success is a personal measure. This indicates the 

existence of a personal relevance in the outcome of the person-environment 

transaction. However, in this case, the emotion experienced is in direct 

relation to the process of art making - the experimentation and the possibility 

of discovery, not the possibility of success, or just that the artist is performing 

an activity which is personally meaningful. 

Perhaps reference to Frijda (1993) can illuminate the problem. Frijda also 

considers the concept of appraisal and how it relates to the emotional 

experience. However, he considers two kinds of appraisal, the initial elicitors 

of the emotional event (which may also be the emotion), and the secondary 

cognitively elaborated appraisal processes that elicit the resulting emotion. 

(Lazarus (1991a & b ), does also, but for him, the secondary appraisal concerns 

the options and prospects for coping with the situation while for Frijda, the 

secondary appraisals result from the uptake of additional information from 

the stimulus event). Frijda considers the primary appraisal process that elicits 

the resulting full blown emotion to be quite elementary. This primary 

appraisal might generate a general arousal such as excitement, which may 

result from the anticipation of a primary satisfier, but it is the secondary 
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appraisals that involve cognitive elaboration that form that arousal into a 

specific type, such as the 'discovery sensation'. 

This would help in our dilemma. Rather than having to be an appraisal that 

relates the significance of a particular activity in art making (such as 

experimenting and exploring paths), in relation to oneself, this activity may 

generate a general arousal. This itself may be the result of performing an 

activity which in the past has resulted in success, such that current experience 

of the same process recalls schemata, from memory, of similar occasions. Or 

alternatively, an arousal in response to success measured against personal 

standards, or in performing an activity which is integral to ones self 

perception, identity, and belief systems. It is important here to recognise that 

emotional experience is not necessarily the result of the same appraisals that 

formed the actual antecedents of that emotion. Parkinson and Manstead (1992) 

also suggest that introspective verbal reports may not be reliable evidence of 

the emotion antecedents, although those same verbal reports might accurately 

reflect the detail of the emotional experience. If we consider appraisals to be 

cognitive processes which relate the personal significance of a stimulus, and 

which are interposed between the stimulus and the emotional response, 

which subsequent cognitive elaboration's shape into an emotion of a particular 

type over time, then it is possible to have a 'discovery sensation'. 

If we conceptualise emotions as experiences that result from appraisals and 

schematic recall of past events, and as involving continual elaboration given 

information input during the emotional episode, then depending upon the 

degree of cognitive elaboration (which may feedback to enhance affect), if the 

current experience is interpreted as being personally relevant - because a 

similar past experience resulted in a major work/ success, or may simply result 

in enhancement of arousal at the anticipation of having a major 

breakthrough, then we can have varieties of emotional experience in the 

process of art making. Using BC#6's example, (he thinks), "what is going on 

here []. It is not necessarily a g(eat buzz of endorphins or firing of synapses, but 

a sense of well being, a discovery sensation" (experienced during the 

exploration stage of the art making process). The current experience (exploring 

alternative techniques and possible products) may result in an unconscious 

appraisal such as "I'm art making - personally relevant activity", which 

produces affect, lets call it excitement, which, upon cognitive elaboration such 

as "in the past this process resulted in original and successful ideas, I wonder 

what will happen if I do this", results in excited anticipation and a conditioned 

enjoyment of the activity/ experience that has resulted in success in the past. 

Indeed, the experience is more than that, it is an excitement with the actual 
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process of experimenting and the baited potential of discovery. It is the 

element of surprise, of experimentation without the constraints of producing a 

successful work, which is enjoyed (and which apparently may result in a more 

creative product, see chapter 4.7). The whole process would be a spiralling one 

where further cognitive elaborations feed into the affective arousal (or not), 

changing the colour, shape and experience of the emotion 'discovery 

sensation' into 'cautious anxiety' ("this experiment might be the wrong one"), 

or dismay ("it is"), or a euphoria at producing a successful work. Thus the 

emotion becomes more than a simple emotional type, but instead a rich and 

diverse emotional episode. Indeed, Davidson (1992) takes issue with the idea 

that there are distinct emotional types, and instead emphasises the dynamic 

nature of emotion in its temporal unfolding as the organism responds to real 

world challenges. Stein & Trabasso (1992), emphasis that specific types of 

antecedent conditions and content inferences made before and during the 

experience of emotion, affect the thinking, reasoning, talking and experience 

during an emotional episode. In the case of BC#6, if cognitive elaboration was 

minimal, which I have elsewhere suggested is likely (delay in closure), then 

the resulting emotional experience may remain diffuse and inarticulate, a sort 

of discovery sensation. Indeed, often emotional experiences are indefinable 

derivations of prototypical and established types of emotion. 

5.9 Conclusion 

From an example such as BC#6' s 'discovery sensation', it is apparent that the 

emotion he is experiencing cannot be reduced to a singular emotion such as· 

joy or happiness. But in fact that it is a reasonably complex emotion. (Instances 

of joy and happiness are probably also complex emotions and their 

manifestation dependent upon appraisals of environmental circumstances in 

relation to the potential threat or accomplishment of personal goals.) This 

highlights the complexity of the experience of art making, and not just its 

emotional complexity. Doing a full circle now back to a suggestion I made 

earlier in the chapter, that the emotional experience of art making is variable, 

then this is not a surprising outcome. If we define emotion as a sequence of 

experiences or behaviour that results from an appraisal of environmental 

occurrences that may affect the status of certain goal states ( desires to attain, 

maintain or avoid), (Stein & Trabasso 1992), then given that each individual 

will have a relatively different history of experience to draw upon then ones 

experience of art making will differ from another's. This is because each 

individual has different belief systems, desires pertaining to goal achievement 

in art making, and habitual responses to stimulus events, which will all 
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impact upon a current experience of art making. What is of interest here is 

what is particular to art making with regards to the emotional experience of 

that activity. 

While the emotional experience of art making may be variable, some of that 

variability may be due to individual differences in ability to label emotions. 

For instance, Haviland & Goldston (1992), found very little semantic 

exploration of ways to describe subjective emotional experiences amongst their 

subject population, and a wide range in peoples' abilities to discriminate and 

accurately label emotional expression, leading them to conclude that 

individual differences in ability to label emotional experience is representative 

of an emotional intelligence. Similarly Johnson-Laird & Oatley (1992), 

conclude that differences in ability to label emotions might reflect that, rather 

than describing and differentiating emotions on the basis of the components 

that make up emotion, people instead discriminate emotions on the basic 

level of happiness, sadness, fear, anger and disgust. It might be the case that 

BC#6 has a relatively sophisticated emotional intelligence compared to other 

subjects, and rather than there actually being as much variability as appeared, 

that instead, that variability is an artefact of peoples relative lack of 
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BC#6' s description of his emotional state upon performing a particular stage of 

the art making process (discovery sensation), might be representative of 

creative emotional ability, the development of emotional syndromes that are 

novel, effective and authentic (Averill & Thomas-Knowles 1991). While the 

current study did not explore subjects creative emotional abilities, it seems 

reasonable to suppose that there may be a degree of incidence of that behaviour 

in this population. Researching the possible existence of emotional creativity 

would be an interesting area for future research, but it is of prime importance 

to clearly establish the source of variation and the existence of any sub

populations who share factors in common with regards to the emotional 

experience of producing ones own artwork and how these variables impact on 

the final product. 

If anything, the variety and inconsistency of emotional experience m art 

making undermines the myth of the 'emotional artist'. While for some artists, 

the experience of art making is an intense and emotional experience, the 

experience of those emotions may be a function of performing a task or 

behaviour of personal relevance rather than a function of art making per se, 

though arguably, art making may allow considerably more freedom in that any 

experience can be brought into the work and carry more kudos than other 
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domains, and that art making allows and indeed encourages the inclusion of 

personally relevant material. 

This myth continues in various forms today, For example, Haviland & 

Goldston (1992) seem to suggest that in order to be exceptionally creative in a 

particular field, one must be emotionally sophisticated to enhance the 

experience of work related events. This feeds back into the work and increases 

the person's involvement and motivation in their work. This is a pre-requisite 

for creative production because they suggest that a person will not become 

sufficiently addicted to their work in order to make creative contributions 

unless that work is connected with most types of emotion and provides many 

varieties of intensely experienced emotions. While this may be the case for 

some creative individuals, it might not be the case for all (This statement is 

only speculative at best, because there is no measure of the creative ability of 

the artists used in this research, I cannot dismiss Haviland & Goldston' s 

proposal that emotional sophistication is integral in creative production.) It 

now becomes apparent that to talk about degrees of types of emotion 

experienced in creative production is actually misleading, because that 

experience is not just emotional, it is intellectual and motivational - words 

that themselves require a complex analysis in order to accuratelyT describe t}.le 

experience. This leads me to conclude that the way we use emotion in 

everyday language and thinking is misleading. Rather, it is a complex 

experience that results from and aids the individual's ongoing adaptive 

interactions in and communication with his or her environment. Analysing 

emotion by isolating it from other 'mind' activities results in a failure to 

accurately describe that experience and renders it something less than it 

actually is. 
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Chapter 6. 

Part One: How Art Making lvlight Serve The Artist's Psychological 

Needs: 

Is Art Making A Quest For Self Discovery And An Attempt To 

Understand And Master Reality? 

6.1 The Psychosocial Function Of Art Making 

The inquisitive psychologist inevitably will wonder what the artist achieves 

personally through art making? In fact, why does the artist engage in the 

production of art at all? Creative activation does not materialise out of thin air 

and the inevitable auestion becomes; what psycho-social benefits is the creative 
i ~ ✓ 

person seeking? Studies investigating the personality factors of those who 

embark on an artistically creative career and who succeed in it, indicate that 

each successive step towards becoming an artist results in an increasing lack of 

regard for money and status (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). They are willing to reject 

goals that are valued by their culture and possess the motivation and 

independence to challenge accepted ways of thinking, accepted art forms and 

have the ability to contribute truly new ones (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi 

1976). It has also been concluded from a study of young American fine art 

students that, for the majority, the central goal was the pursuit of self

knowledge, of other people, themselves, time and death (Getzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi 1976). It is possible that artists make sense of their world via 

their art making activities, but this is just as a natural scientist might through 

his or her work in the field of science. Being concerned with what it means to 

be human, their concerns are similar to those of the psychologist, but their 

perspective may be different. Their exploration of these concerns may differ 

and the solutions they provide might be represented in a mode that provides a 

sense of a related but alternative meaning. 

I desired to know whether art making served certain psychological needs in a 

way that was exclusive to art making. That is, whether art making as an 

activity provided a special avenue for self-exploration and self-understanding. 

These issues were also addressed in order to verify the results of the 
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psychological and philosophical investigations in the area of artistic creativity, 

which seemed to suggest that art making did indeed serve a special function; 

that of understanding and establishing self identity and that creative people 

can be identified by distinctive personality traits. (For example, Getzels & 

Csikszentmihalyi 1976, Ghiselin 1953, and Rose 1991). However, these sorts of 

statements about the psychological functions of art making result in 

conceptualisations that are narrow and somewhat cliched because they fail to 

consider and establish that the creative process and the art making process is 

multi-dimensional in its function and purpose. In fact, art making is more 

than challenging accepted ways of thinking, more than a process of self 

discovery, not necessarily in a qualitatively different way, but in a 

quantitatively greater way. The richness and diversity of function of the 

creative process is highlighted in a study by Marsh & Volmer (1991), which 

involved consultations with artists themselves. Their research resulted in the 

formulation of models that portrayed in detail the experience of the process of 

art making. Results from the current study suggest that while art making and 

creative activity may serve many and diverse needs, and many of these 

indirectly, for this particular population, producing art did not represent a 

quest for self discovery and if it did, it was a minor by-product of that activity. 

While art making might set up an environment for self questioning, 

introspection and be reflective by its very nature - these things are not a 

purpose for performing that activity. It is just that the working process entails 

that one spends a certain amount of time in self-reflection. 

For example, BD#S: 

"I think that [self-discovery] is a component of it [ art making] because I think that the more 

[] intent you become on responding as honestly as you can to things and then finding out 

why that's interesting- the way you respond, so you tend to discover more about yourself." 

and further, "I guess that one doesn't set out as an artist on a journey of self-discovery, I 

just think it's one of those things, that you tend to spend a certain amount of time with 

reflection, and again I'm [] convinced that other people do as well. [] Art is one of those 

fields that because the goals are not quite as defined, not quite as obvious, there tends to be a 

little bit more contemplation, or you tend to feel a lot more comfortable with contemplation." 

Because art is an activity that involves responding to and interpreting the 

environment and one's relationship to that environment, then upon 

performing that activity, those responses and interpretations may act as 

sources of evidence about the self. The more experience one may have with 
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self-reflection, the more one may feel comfortable with it, such that it may 

become an inherent part of the art making process. 

SP#l's response is similar, she says; 

"it does make you think about yourself a lot [] because it makes you think about why we 

choose[], why we like those sorts of things in [our] work, why you use them, it sets up a 

lot of self questioning [], but you don't actually think about it in that way [trying to make 

sense of yourself], you don't go and make art works and think, 'I've got to try and work 

myself out', [] it's almost like you [] make art works to not deal with that." 

This suggests that art making for this artist may provide an alternative means 

of self-exploration, but a means that is not consciously directed at self

exploration. While art making might provide an opportunity for self

exploration1 if the artist decides to take up that opportunity1 one subject, BD#51 

suggests that the excitement he feels in producing art is not exclusive to art 

making per se1 but instead is exclusive to his interactions with art making. 

BD#S: "I don't think it's exclusive to painting or art making, but it could be exclusive to 

you, if that's what your chasing, if that's what you need then I think you should aspire to 

that, but I have seen other people in other fields who get really excited." 

This artist suggests that excitement and talent in a particular profession is not 

due to any special factors in that person or profession1 but in the conducive 

combination of person factors, such that anybody in any profession could 

achieve the same level of experience and create an identity for themselves 

within that profession. Ghiselin (1952/1985)1 suggests that the artist and the 

creator creates the structure of his or her psychic life through his or her work. 

Arguably though1 this is just as anyone does through their own activities 

whether that be art making1 farming, home making or whatever. 

BC#6: "yes making sense of mine, but other people create a world that I have to respond to 

[]. I might be off on some hedonistic trip at times, [] but most of the time [] I feel it's 

necessary to report certain sorts of things as I perceive them []. I feel I have a duty to report 

some of the things I've seen in my mind. I want people to look at them." 

This report indicates that a by-product of art making for this artist is to make 

sense of or to establish his own reality, that is, the way he perceives the world 

that is created around him. He describes his work as a desperate attempt to 

communicate to the audience through his work such that they can understand 

his perspective. While communication may not be the express purpose of art 
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making, it is an important part of that activity, and one which many artists 

alluded to. This communication can take various forms. Art making can be a 

form of exploration and problem solving that satisfies intellectual, emotional 

and even sexual needs. DP#l2 is vocal about the benefits of a visual education; 

"They learn so many ways of imaginatively approaching life. sorting out the dross from the 

pertinent factors, building something constructive and personally meaningful, and possibly 

beyond that, meaningful in a broader sense, upon your particular ways of seeing and doing 

things. Always looking for new combinations, fresh ways of looking at a problem and 

putting the results together." 

PP#14 suggests that art making is an intelligent activity which involves lateral 

thinking. He reports that the way he solves problems in his art is analogous to 

the way he solves all problems. 

"I mean it's only a way of thinking. It's only a way of solving problems, and I think that I 

solve all problems in the way that I solve art problems simply because it's the way that I 

think and it's the way that I approach the world." 

Art making offers the opportunity to explore and solve problems, and solve 

them in a certain manner which seems to involve lateral thinking. For 

example MR#9 reports that his art making involves examining what he has 

read in a different mode, and interpreting it, not in a methodical orthodox 

manner that parallels what he read, but giving it an alternative meaning and 

understanding. These artists want others to recognise and understand that 

alternative meaning. Indeed for some, art making may allow and enhance 

access into communicating ideas, for example; 

DC#lO: "It's the only form of expression that I know I can do with a reasonable amount of 

ability." 

PP#l 4: "I have a desire to see my work and strangely enough I have a desire to make other 

people see it too." 

BC#6: " I hope it's not overly obscure because it is a desperate attempt to communicate. [] It 

might be possible if their [the audience] world was pulled slightly to one side and then one 

would think then that if everybody make this in-road into somebody else's life (then we 

could understand each other)." 

Related to the communication of an idea, is the desire to make contact with 

people, and with people from diverse areas of society. For example, AM#7 
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reports that his work has drawn him into diverse areas of society; art schools, 

polytechnics, Maraes, setting up shows in various parts of New Zealand, and 

setting up shows in other countries. His contact with people draws him into 

stimulating conversations which he enjoys. Similarly, GB#13 emphasises the 

enjoyment of making contact with people and illustrates a special avenue for 

communication that art making may afford. 

GB#13: "I think the contact thing is important. You actually make contact with other people, 

you can say things you can't say in conversations because [] perhaps they're too obvious or 

they don't take on a form that is appropriate in a[] conversation or discussion." 

Art making gives the artist the luxury of being able to respond to, analyse and 

be critical about concepts and events. SE#3 suggests that art isn't necessary to do 

this but is as good a medium as any for critical discussion. PR#2 suggests that 

art making is a small part of a wider spectrum of dialogue. That it is a different, 

self indulgent and propaganda part. The artist may get away with saying things 

in the art work that couldn't be said elsewhere. Similarly, it is a medium for 

voice not suited to any other medium. Thus art making serves as a connection 

between the self and the wider world, and that connection serves as a reality or 

a reference point for understanding. Art making as that connection may 

provide a secure environment for exploration and establish an identity. For 

example, 

BD#5: "I feel I have that ability, most people do, but a lot of people don't as well. I think 

it's virtually creating a reality in buffer zones around you." 

Indeed, one's identity in one's occupation may be perpetuated by others 

through the support they give for the behaviours and abilities the person 

possesses and performs within that occupational capacity. 

BD#5: "It comes down to combinations of the activity and the support you get for the thing 

you're doing, [] people like you for doing that, they like the things you do and you like 

being in that, so you feel good about yourself, and I think that's important." 

With regards to the self, artists describe art making as a self indulgent, self 

centred occupation, and many enjoy the freedom and luxury that it gives. 

BC#6 enjoys the notoriety that art making has brought him throughout 

adulthood and childhood. 

There is also achieved a general sense of satisfaction in making something, or 

performing something that is important to oneself, or indeed in setting ones 
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own standards, rules boundaries, recognising what challenges you, and setting 

ones own levels of commitment. It is an activity that is characterised by self 

direction. ST#8 reports enjoying being focused and emersed in her own work -

the sense of being lost and time otherwise slipping by unbeknown to the artist. 

There is a great deal of personal satisfaction gained, and no doubt many artists 

enjoy the luxury and the freedom that art making allows. Indeed it is 

considered by some to be a form of occupational therapy, with a pleasure 

inherent in the physical making process itself. 

PP#14: "It's probably the most enjoyable task that you can do, because [) it's totally 

frivolous, it has no necessity, it has no outcome, your not making a table because your 

family needs to eat off it, your making something no one needs, you just want it [], and I 

think it's fantastic to conduct yourself in an activity that is luxurious." 

Art making also establishes and explores developmental milestones. For 

example DC#10 suggests that in a broad sense, art making is plotting her levels 

of maturity. AM#7 also describes this purpose, but elaborates that it creates an 

identity for himself within which he can set personal and professional 

challenges. This is redolent of GB#ll's comments that individual works, 

represent milestones. In this way the latest work can be seen as representing 

the most recent stage in the artists personal and professional development 

where the sum of the person might be represented in the last work. 

BC#6: "the last work might be quintessentially me." 

Conclusion 

Art serves many purposes, but is not expressly performed for the purpose of 

self discovery, or understanding the world, though I believe this to be an 

important by-product of that activity. It can fulfil personal, intellectual and 

emotional needs and allows the artist the freedom and ability to direct and 

perform one's own self-directed problem solving activity, and to enhance the 

abilities that give rise to it. 

Art making for these committed artists becomes more than a problem finding 

and problem solving strategy, more than a form of communication and more 

than a form of personal and professional exploration and depiction. For 

example, GB#ll reports that he feels a real need to be making art and supposes 

that; 
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"there's something now that's grown amongst all these things that's part and parcel of 

existence now." 

Art making, as an activity, is part of their identity, and becomes so many things 

to them, fulfilling many needs and itself requiring fulfilment of. A possible 

function might be articulated as, "being aware of the personal metamorphosis 

and change in conscious awareness that comes about when in a creative state -

what is it - it is less a location than a balance between different modes of 

thinking - it's less thought as the use of tools of thought in service of 

something else." (Bailey 1993). 

6.2 Artists Impressions Of Their Role As Communicator: What Artists Think 

The Audience Do And Should Obtain From Observing Their Art 

It was surmised earlier in this chapter that a main function of art making was 

that of interpretation (for the artist), and transmission of this interpretation for 

contemplation by the audience. It was of interest to me what artists considered 

their communicative role to be and what they perceived the audience might 

and should get out of observing their work. 

It seems that while the artists did not make their work for an audience, they 

hoped that their work did communicate something to the audience, It seemed 

desirable that their art works could elicit some reaction - a negative or positive 

comment - any reaction was reported to be better than no reaction. Many of the 

artists reported a desire to challenge peoples ideas about world phenomena 

and human experience. This was articulated as a desire to stir up people's 

ideas, to disrupt 'everyday narrow vision' and challenging people's 

assumptions via the conceptual qualities in the work. The art work may 

contain a subtle social commentary - in the form of dialogue intended to be 

offered for the wider community. The artists may utilise humour to 

communicate their message. That message itself is likely to be of considerable 

concern to the artist. For example PU#4: 

"I like to stir up their ideas, [] to think about issues generally, especially art issues." 

As an artist and art critic, this artist's concern with exploring and transmitting 

ideas related to art issues, and reflects the level of importance art itself has in 

her life. 
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DC#lO, AM#7, and GB#ll reported a desire to make people aware of the 

natural environment, with a message that people are not independent of their 

wider environmental context. For example, GB#ll: 

"some of the concepts are associated with isolation and associated with the environment, and 

who am I, and who are we, and what are we doing here in New Zealand." 

Though these concepts are some of the things that his work is exploring, this 

artist did not specifically communicate these for the audience to receive, 

rather, his work represents an exploration of these concepts which is rendered 

in physical form. 

While art works are about exploration and physical depiction of the concepts 

inherent in the work, there exists differences amongst artists about the concept 

for communicating those concepts to others. One artist, BC#6, describes his 

work as a desperate attempt to communicate, such that he hopes the work is 

not overly obscure in its message. This artist appreciates the diversity of 

interpretation and hopes that the observer will reach their own conclusions 

about the subject of the art work. He describes his art works as vehicles which 

their world slightly to one side, he hopes that the audience can recognise and 

experience somebody else's world view. BC#6 describes a process whereby an 

observe~ might reach conclusions and this relates to the tradition of 

embellishment in print· making, the linkage between word and image which 

he is interested in exploring and using to communicate. 

"you get people first of all, you pull them in and look at the image, they work out what it is, 

they discern what they think, then read the title and they might find that it's absolutely 

diametrically opposed to what it was that they thought it was about, now they either reject 

you out of hand at that stage, or otherwise they'll realise that there's another interpretation 

and you might lure them to the next work, and they can find that the whole thing is free 

flowing, so it's like a waterfall and they can bounce around and analyse and have their own 

story, and that's the wonde1ful thing - the democracy of interpretation." 

In contrast, BD#S reports a lack of concern for what other people think of his 

work because he makes art primarily for himself. While this might be so, he 

hopes that a by-product of presenting his art work is that others can appreciate 

the work and divine their own interpretation from it. 

"essentially I do it for myself, but having said that, people mean a lot to me, so if people say 

it's great, I say well that's fine, but if people say it's really awful then I say that doesn't 
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really matter anyway []. But I think what Id like them to see is something for themselves [] 

and I'm convinced [] that no matter how clear your idea is and the image that you make [], 

because of their whole range of experience, people will see it slightly differently and 

interpret it slightly differently, and so if there's enough in a painting for them to go away 

with just a little bit of a spark. [] an idea, and a little bit excited about it, then [] that's quite 

fulfilling for me. [] one of the worst reactions you could get to something is no reaction []. I 

think it's important to see yourself in the context of society as a contributor[) and you begin 

to feel a part of the community." 

This artist suggests that people tend to bring their own emotions into their 

contemplation of works of art which influences their interpretation of it. This 

is more likely, he thinks, if the work is an honest response to the way the artist 

interprets experience and given the essential similarity among individuals, 

then appreciation of such art works is likely enhanced. 

The children's book writer and illustrator, GB#l3's response 1s interesting 

because his work is directed at a certain audience. However, he reports that he 

does not consciously think of any possible audience reaction, but it exists in the 

back of his mind that he is producing for a certain audience who may be 

i1lterested irt certairt issues and not interested in others. 

"I don't set out thinking, right I'm going to sit down and write something that kids are really 

going to love, I just write things and illustrate things that kids incidentally like. [.] When I 

first started doing picture books, one of the things that I wanted to do was reflect New 

Zealand society and the New Zealand environment, so that children [] could relate to the 

book [and think] I relate to this[], that's just like the house over the road[], or that street's 

like our street. [) I wanted to capture that in stories, and the other thing I wanted to do [] is 

create images [] that kids would remember for the rest of their lives, that they'd look at [] the 

picture and think gee I'd love to go there [] or know that person." 

This artist's ideals regarding the audience are obviously circumscribed by the 

fact that he is producing work for a certain audience and which has to fulfil 

certain requirements in order to be published. Yet while he is working on a 

book, he is not thinking about the possible audience reaction, but rather the 

integrity of the work and its related images and concepts. 

Education was raised as an important factor to enhance the full appreciation of 

art. This was the result of the recognition that appreciation of art forms has a 

learned component. For example, DP#l2: 

"you have a better chance of getting something out of art if you take something to art[], if 



you spend years and years looking at art of all forms in a serious and sustained way and 

develop an awareness of nuance and dynamics, [] then this must be different from the 

person who walks into a gallery to shelter from the rain once eve1y five years [], so if you 

have a developed awareness, you'll get more from it." 

PP#14 also recognised the need for a learned appreciation of art. 
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"no art can never be accountable to the general public, it's totally exclusive and that's only 

because it's a learned thing. The art world is a totally exclusive world, normal citizens have 

no access to it without an education or an introduction." 

Overall, there was a concern with a lack of response to their art works by the 

art world and the public. Any response, whether positive or negative, was 

considered better that no response. Feedback is important especially if the artist 

considers his or her work to be a form of communication, Hence inadequate 

feedback can be a frustration. GB#11 reports that it is the lack of feedback and 

the implied negative comments that chips away at his confidence, and this is 

probably because there is nothing for him to actually respond to. 

"There's stuff all feedback, sometimes you get piddly little articles in the newspaper which 

says nothing at all for all the work that went in before, and a couple of immediate friends 

might say that went quite well, and that's about it, and you might sell a few things, so it can 

be rather depressing if you let it." 

Discussion 

Conceptions of audience response are interesting in that while the art works 

are not made specifically for an audience or even with an audience response in 

mind, most artists would like to communicate, challenge and disrupt peoples 

ideas about the world. This is interesting because it appears that there is a 

greater concern with achieving and maintaining integrity in the art form, a 

goal placed over and above the role of communicator. Indeed, there is a 

deliberate attempt to minimise external influences - such as possible audience 

responses. It could be argued that a sense of concern for the needs and possible 

reactions of the audience would compromise the very integrity of the art work, 

such that the artist would then respond to demands external to the art work 

rather than the elements of the art work. This is important, because while the 

art work is in essence the artist's interpretation and response to the outside 

world, the prime directives for the rendering of that art work seems to result 

from the artists interactions with the work at the time, in isolation from the 
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external world of other people. I could of course be wrong about this, it is but 

speculation, though likely. It does however provide a avenue for further 

investigation, an investigation that necessitates performing research during 

that actual art making process. 

The other issue that issued from this investigation is that of public 

accountability. Some of the artists abhorred the very idea that their art making 

role was one of public responsibility and expressed the view that their art 

making was totally void of the external influence of public phenomena, such 

as their need for interpretation. Other artists did express a concern for public 

acceptance and a primary need to communicate to the wider social world. This 

concern ranged in primacy amongst the artists. The source of this variation is 

unclear, and this is largely because there is so little information here to work 

with. I can only suggest at this stage that this variation can be reduced to 

differences in education about the status of art in the context of culture, and of 

personal values about personal responsibility in society and the variety of 

artistic conventions in post modern art making. 
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Part 2. The Interpretation and Transformation 

of Art Making and Artistic Experience: 

6.3 Artists Constructions Of Reality 

I desired to uncover the relationship between art making and the artist in 

terms of the particular construction of reality that art making might especially 

provide, and whether artistic activity in fact did provide for the development 

of a particular construction of reality for the artist. 

It has been argued by Langer (1942), that humans possess a basic and pervasive 

need to invent and invest meanings in their world - that the mind is a 

complex of impressions and transformations of experience which formulate 

meanings and create personal experience. Langer introduces the concept of 

semiotics, that signs and symbols are the key elements that create the structure 

of experience. For any item to have a meaning it must be utilised as a sign or 

symbol by a person, that is, it conveys a meaning or a cluster of meanings for 

that person and probably for other people also. For instance, words convey 

meaning by virtue of the meaning relations for which they stand. Langer' s 

example of the sign of 'sun' illustrates this well. The sun is a source of energy; 

light, heat and transformable power. It has also been interpreted as a god, 

another exemplification of the quality of power humans have invested it with. 

Further, it has been conceived as an ancient symbol of nature and growth, but 

also of harshness and destruction - the list is conceivably endless. Accordingly, 

signs and symbols create the reality of individual experience by conditioning 

people to attend to an item, event or situation in a certain way, which creates 

the conditions of the experience for that item, event or situation. The meaning 

of this sign itself becomes the very context for the next sign and describes, 

directs and formulates our experience of that just created reality. It is in this 

way that our conceptualisation of our experiences make up our actual 

experience - our individual reality. 

This construal of the creation of experience is of relevance here because it has 

been thought that performance within the arts was particularly conducive to 

the formulation of an alternative view of reality (Marsh & Vollmer 1991). In 

its extreme this belief becomes the reality of mental illness or divine madness 

(Boden 1990, Richards 1990, Weisberg 1986). However, it is possible that, rather 

than creating a special reality of its own, the experience of art making allows a 
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certain perspective of reality just as any endeavour or profession is likely to 

result in the development of a certain type of experience. If individual realities 

and threads of experience are created by virtue of that persons daily and 

professional activities then certain endeavours may be more likely to allow 

and enhance the development of a particular personal reality. 

I desired to know what the fabric and structure of reality might be for people 

engaged in creative endeavour within the arts. However, establishing an 

understanding of that reality was hampered by the fact that the words used to 

obtain the verbal reports in this area of the research were burdened with 

connotations considered cliched and trivial by many of the artists involved. If 

the terminology used to construct the questions were considered negatively by 

the subject because of its connotations, then this might have the effect of 

constructing a situation in which the subject dismisses the meaning or 

underlying principle beneath those words. The obvious problem is that if the 

principles or issues to be discussed were shrouded by words that the artists 

found old fashioned, cliched or obscure and aversive, then responses are likely 

to be biased against acceptance and discussion of those very principles. While 

some artists did appear averse to the conventional meanings attached to these 

phrases, upon rewording and cueing the subject, responses were gleaned. 

Collectively, the diverse responses do offer a certain understanding of the place 

of art as a discipline and as a form of communication. 

There was an emphasis expressed by the artists that conceiving of art making 

as providing a different and special kind of reality elevated the status of art 

making beyond its actual capabilities. For example, BD#S: 

"I can't help feeling that it's making more out of art than what it really is. I tend to look at it 

[art] as pretty much the same sort of activity as somebody else would. [] I can't help feeling 

that there are a lot of people out there who don't have anything to do with art but are living 

very fulfilling lives and have made a reality for themselves based on that." 

There is no denying this, indeed it is likely that people do create their own 

individual realities given their personal perception and experience of the 

world as it relates to them. This reality would be formulated through their 

particular activities, and depending on individual needs, then fulfilment of 

those needs is dependant upon a conducive fit between person variables and 

environmental variables. This does not preclude art making as enabling a 

certain type of perspective or alternative reality. This statement, 'art making 

might provide an alternative reality', may simply be too exaggerated a 

description of the experience that art making might offer. Perhaps art making 
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would be better described as a form of language rather than an alternative 

reality. 

It is also apparent that while people may lead fulfilling lives without having 

anything to do with the arts, this is not the same as having little to do with 

creativity. Creativity is apparent in many fields, and given that part of what I 

hope to discover is what it is that creative behaviour can offer a person, BD#S's 

comment does not necessarily mean that artistic activity, as a creative activity, 

has no particular place or exclusive place as a form of communication or 

variant of perspective. 

6.4 The Language Of Art 

It was largely agreed by the artists that art forms and art making represented a 

type of communication if not an alternative reality or different perspective. It 

was described as a visual language, consisting of signs and symbols and 

metaphors. It might be an exploration of what the artist perceives to be 

fascinating visual, perceptual and conceptual conundrums, and visual 

experience. 

PU#4: "It must [depict a different reality than that of other fields], because art is all about 

expressing. [] about visual things, [] so there are many fascinating visual conundrums that 

don't need explanation really, but just to enjoy. So I think it's a separate sort of experience[] 

for example [], if you go to a country where the sun never sets, it's so exciting. Like we 

went to Leningrad [] it was light most of the night, now I know you could take a scientific 

interest in this, [] but in fact, visually [] it was so exciting. I can't explain why it was so 

exciting []. I don't have to have anyone explain to me about the length of night and day. I 

just quote that as an example that's visually exciting, you don't have to know the reason." 

The experience that PU#4 is describing seems essentially an aesthetic 

experience, which may be considered to be the result of the experience and 

perception of pleasing sensations, rather than a conceptualisation of that object 

as an artifact with other intentional purposes. The later might be better 

considered as an artistic rather than an aesthetic attitude (Dipert 1993). 

Appreciation of visual phenomena may be amount to the perception of the 

way that light may fall upon objects, or how space is broken up in the 

environment. 

Art making is also an exploration in conceptual terms, at times a commentary, 

a dialogue between an individual and an audience that utilises real world 
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phenomena_ as the basis for the art work through interpretation, 

transformation and the combination of the elements of those phenomena. It 

was generally agreed that people create their own realities and that these 

realities will be diverse and different given peoples particular experiences. For 

example, PU#4: 

"I think it's part of the human capacity []. Some people get excited by mechanical things, I 

presume that's why men go and play with motorbikes []. Then there's the brutal thing [], 

that's why men go and watch football[], and there are people that, just by their inheritance 

partly and by being part of a human being, they enjoy getting excited by visual things. [] 

That's pait of the whole spectrum of being human." 

and SE#3: " {art] is the reality of whoever made it, [] each person makes a different reality, 

but the visual arts [] you could lump it all in and say that's definitely not the way the natural 

sciences would look at things." 

Therefore art making can be seen as a formulation and depiction of one 

persons interpretation, perception and response to what is around them. For 

example, MR#9: 

"It's one person's interpretation, their perception of what's around them, or response to 

what's around them, and you assume that in the natural sciences it's a more objective, 

reasoned, dispassionate manner in which it' [the world] is dealt with." 

GB#ll believes that realities differ ·as much among artists as they do between 

artists and members of other fields. He is aware that art making has furnished 

him with an awareness for performing self exploration. 

"My reality compared to others? All artists are different. This is an impossible question to 

answer[]. I sometimes feel I'm in touch with things, with aspects of myself, that it would 

be great if other people were able to do that as well. So therefore my reality, the way I 

approach things is quite different from my friends. [] I enjoy having friendships with people 

who have a completely different view of life to me and are mystified by what I'm doing[]. 

But I can't help but think sometimes that they are just in a different space, or think about 

things so differently." 

PP#14 elaborates the way art making is a form of communication, and one 

which is different from other languages or theories in the natural sciences. 

"I think [the language of art] is different because you can actually extend that language, [] 

you can actually add a new chapter to that language simply by the way that you investigate 
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and make your outcomes []. It's a matter of establishing and breaking down what that 

element is and what it says, and using that in conjunction with another element to perhaps 

create a new letter in that language." 

It is apparent then that art making is an exploration of things pertaining to, but 

not necessarily concerning the individual. It may be a social commentary, a 

visual commentary. It may convey shades of perspective and meaning; the 

uniting of otherwise diverse concepts brought together by the artist. It is useful 

here to distinguish (as Dipert 1993 does), between the aesthetic and the artistic 

attitude. The aesthetic attitude involves perception and appreciation of the 

sensual nature of an object or event. The artistic attitude might be considered 

to be the result of conceptualising the cognitive content of an art work. It 

seems that both of these attitudes are experienced here. 

While art is not made expressly for an audience and many subjects adamantly 

denied that art should be accountable to society, there was a concern for a 

communication. DP#12 "art is put into the world to be shared, because it is meaningless 

to talk to oneself." As discussed in a previous chapter, subjects voiced the desire 

that, via their art, other people might achieve an inroad into another persons 

life, and perceive the v1orld from the artists perspective. The implication here 

is that a greater understanding would afford a better communication between 

members of the community. 

6.5 The Function Of Art Making 

It is useful at this point to clarify the various capacities that art making might 

serve, that of; a form of communication from the artist to the observer; a form 

of expression from and for the artist; a creative problem finding and solving 

activity; an alternative form of discourse or language; as reality making for the 

artist; and as an aesthetic and artistic experience. Each of these I shall explore in 

turn. It appears also that art making is a language or form of communication at 

an individual level. It is also that at a broader disciplinary level, and at that 

level it is a language that requires learning in order to unravel a painting or an 

image. For example, the children's book writer and illustrator, GB#13, cannot 

work in a sophisticated way because his audience wouldn't understand it. 

Similarly the adult audience often doesn't understand the language of cubism, 

modernism and post modernist art forms. 

As a language or form of communication, art and art making can afford an 

alternative reality or at least a different perspective, and be part of a broader 
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spectrum of types of reality of or perspectives and individual tendencies to 

enjoy particular activities. SP#l sees art making as a self-indulgent self

absorbing and decadent experience. BC#6 suggests that the visual arts might 

afford a different reality and that is one that represents the sum total of that 

particular person at a particular time. "the last work might be quintessentially 

me." This he suggests is rather different from the way other disciplines or jobs, 

operate and the knowledge required to operate within those disciplines or jobs. 

Invariably it is this luxuriousness of exploration directed by the self that many 

artists enjoy. Art making represents one's very own activity in which the artist 

sets the rules and boundaries, and explores at will, and which is related to the 

outside world via the information gathered to put into the work. In this way, 

art making can be seen as the artist's very own theory or story about the 

elements that constitute the world and human experience, as well as a form of 

problem finding/ solving exploration. While this might be the case, art making 

is not necessarily an activity of self exploration for all artists. 

Many artists experience excitement in the art making process. They enjoy the 

problem finding and problem solving; 'the chase' - experimenting and testing 

different ideas and techniques; the visual and perceptual conundrums. 

GB#11's comrnents are illuminating here. He feels that the v1ay he approaches 

problems in his artistic, personal, spiritual life, and practical life, is a quite 

different approach from that of his friends. He recognises that their reality 

constructions are different from his, and he enjoys their mystification and 

interest in his work. At times they will come to him with examples of a 

concept that he was discussing with them, or at least their perception of his 

concept. This he appreciates and results in his recognition of the 

communicative abilities of art. 

Perhaps the particular communicative capabilities of art is illustrated by 

GB#l3's response. He suggests that within art, and not just the visual arts, but 

the arts collectively, one can say things that would be rendered meaningless 

in any other medium. Hence different sub-disciplines within the arts may be 

better at communication in certain mediums. He uses Jane Campion's Three 

Short Films as an example of this. Campion filmed minuscule incidents in 

people's lives, incidents that are so inconsequential that people do not discuss 

them though they may occur to any body, such as watching how long it takes a 

shard of light to cross a distance. By doing this, the film maker communicated 

an experience that could not be communicated in conversation, or perhaps so 

articulately or meaningfully in any other artistic medium. Perhaps this 

distinction among different mediums within the arts is paralleled at the 

broader level across disciplines. This may be the essence of the difference 
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between the arts and other disciplines and is a view I shall explore further into 

the chapter. 

Art making might be considered to serve as a commentary for the artist on 

subject x. Though not necessarily in the form of an outright bald statement, 

and not even necessarily consciously, for that would destroy the power, the 

resonance and richness of the meanings inherent in the commentary. For 

example, if an art work was about the fear and loss associated with flooding, 

stating that truth as a bald discourse, 'flooding can be associated with fear and 

loss', renders that environmental occurrence experientially flat. The creative 

part of the description would probably also evaporate. However, the 

communication of the contingencies associated with flooding; financial and 

personal loss, fear and dread etc.1 in a certain medium, be that poetry, fiction, 

the visual or performing arts or even as a piece of music, gives the experience 

of flooding a richness and resonance it didn1 t have as a bald statement, and 

with that richness of description comes a power to communicate the 

experience almost as it would be experienced phenomenologically, as if one 

had actually experienced flooding. 

the artistic medium? Illumination of this question might be achieved through 

a phenomenological consideration which attempts to uncover the essence of 

experience. Given that it is a purpose of the phenomenological analysis to 

examine and understand experience as it appears in awareness, then the 

phenomenological approach is of relevance to understanding artists 

constructions of reality. 

6.6 A Phenomenological Consideration Of Artistic Experience And Expression 

Conrad (1990)1 outlined a phenomenological appraisal of the status of human 

experience. From Husserl, she elaborates that each type of human experience 

has an inherent logic which can exist on its own, even if we suspend 

theorising about that experience. The significance of theory suspension in 

understanding human experience is that theoretical explanations cari. obscure 

the logic of experience by imposing the history and contingencies of that theory 

upon the experience. The result of theory suspension is that we can 

understand human experience as it appears directly in awareness. According to 

Conrad1 upon doing this1 "human experience appears not as subjective mental 

states produced by external objective causes, but as 'acts', loving, grieving, 

remembering and perceiving" (pg. 108). Each act will have a characteristic 
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manner of operation and an object. This object is not a real object, or a 

subjective impression of that object, but its existence is dependent upon its 

functioning in the context of an act. For example, in our case of flooding, any 

grief in response to loss exists as, and can only be understood in terms of, the 

relationship between the person who had the response 'loss' to the lost object. 

For grief to occur, that relationship would likely be that the object was an 

intricate part of the persons life and existence. In this way, human experience 

is understood as consisting of intentional acts linked to objects. 

In order to allow an appreciation of art works, it is necessary for the internal 

logic of experience to be the result of the invariant structure of being human. 

Conrad reaches this conclusion by supposing that experience is similar across 

individuals. For example, most people are capable of experiencing the various 

emotions. Now if this is so, and the logic of experience is invariant across 

people, and even time and culture, then the recognition of the logic or 

meaning in experience is available to all people. This is important, because in 

order for the observer to appreciate the art work - the novel, play or painting, 

then he or she must recognise where the story in the art form makes a 

departure from the logic inherent in the actual human experience it 

represents. Here, the logic of the experience is not just its basic logic, for 

example, that 'love' requires an object to be loved and other intentional acts 

that denote 'loving', but that each art form has an optimal narration and that 

narration is distinct from that of other art forms given the intricacies of the 

elements that make up that art form. A departure from the internal logic of 

that particular art form - be it a novet play or painting, if recognised, reduces 

the work's status as 'art form'. In this way, both the artist or creator and the 

observer are involved in the construction of the artwork - in perceiving the 

meaning of it, and that art work exists in the constructions of the author and 

observer, not in the actual object - novel, play or painting. According to 

Conrad, the art work and its inherent meaning has its own optimal 

instantiation in which the meaning is most clear and accurate, and that is 

determined by the perception of that meaning by artist and observer. 

Conrad's appraisal of artistic activity offers an answer in our quest to 

understand why art forms can communicate, with complexity, the meaning of 

experience. If we consider that art works are commentaries on subjects, and 

that these commentaries are complex instantiations of all the particulars of 

real human experience, rather than bald statements of human experience, 

then art works make it possible for us to experience or re-experience the 

essence of human experience directly. Conrad suggests that this capability 

results in the timeless need for fiction. It is of course possible that this 
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capability of the written art form is paralleled in the visual arts. It may in fact 

be that different art forms are more or less able to clearly communicate the 

richness and accuracy of different human experiences, or that different art 

forms communicate, describe and make available different human experience 

in slightly different perspectives. Individual experience with a particular art 

form may also result in the observer/ appreciator preferring different mediums 

as a form of communication. 

There is a philosophical literature of relevance here, that of Dipert's (1993)1 

investigation of artifacts. Dipert carefully examines the status of art works as 

artifacts and explores the possible purposes that works of art may fulfil for 

human kind. Dipert defines artifacts as certain types of physical objects and 

events that have intentional import. An elaboration of what an artifact is will 

not be given here, rather I will present Dipert's examination of art works as 

artifacts. Dipert usefully differentiates between art works as artifacts and other 

more practical artifacts, and this helps to clarify the status and possible purpose 

of art. Artifacts have a practical application, for example, a hammer is used to 

bang in nails, in fact any solid object - a substantial art work - could fulfil this 

purpose and temporarily hold the intentional status of 'hammer'. Di pert 

suggests that art works, (when beheld as artworks), do not serve applications as 

such, rather they serve the activity of perception, interpretation and 

recognition and fulfilment of this intention/ activity gives the artwork the 

status 'art work'. 

Dipert suggests that a possible purpose of art is of emotional expression and 

communication, among other purposes, and he explores the specific status of 

art forms as a mode of expression and communication. He suggests that art 

works are valued (and may indeed be created\ because they provide an 

occasion for intrinsically enjoyable interpretation. Indeed, these interpretations 

may also be useful for some other end, that of self-discovery, or the learning of 

appropriate ways to think and behave in a certain culture. This interpretative 

purpose is enjoyable and indeed is successful because art forms are inherently 

complex and subtle in their message. Two things require elaboration here - the 

status of the message in art forms and the way in which this message is 

communicated. Dipert argues that a purpose of art is simply to get people to 

grasp or contemplate the emotional or cognitive content of the art work. The 

purpose is not to create a specific attitude about that content in the observer, 

but to make that content available for individual interpretation. Indeed, this 

activity of interpretation is probably more enjoyable than being given the point 

or message of the art work as a paraphrased text on a plate, or I should say, on a 

piece of paper. This interpretation is not the only valuable function of art 
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works, but also of value is the status or form that that message takes, and this 

is of great significance in the expressive communication of that very message. 

Dipert' s example illustrates this well; Shakespeare's Hamlet could be 

represented as a huge and complex Venn diagram, but the presentation of 

Hamlet as such would not be as easily grasped as in the original form it took. 

But not only this, the experience of Hamlet would be significantly reduced 

because the reception and appreciation of the emotions, thoughts and events 

contained in Hamlet can only be achieved, as Shakespeare intended, through 

literary means which affords its own subtlety and complexity and which is far 

more powerful than any verbal paraphrase of segments of the play. 

Dipert seems to suggest that different artistic media may be more conducive to 

certain types of expression. For example, that the essence of music is an 

emotional quasi-expression that defies translation into prose. Similarly, the 

elegance of the meaning intention inherent in an art work can be violated 

through translation into the verbal medium, a sentiment offered by BC#6, 

who becomes enraged by incompetent attempts to translate his visual message 

into prose to be presented in art reviews.9 Thus, different media can be seen to 

afford different perspectives of a similar meaning intention on the part of the 

artist, but not only this, it is the subtlety and complexity of the artistic medium 

that so suitably communicates the message such that the observer grasps the 

message, contemplates it and interprets it accordingly. This subtlety and 

complexity is an essential requirement for an art work to be appreciated as an 

art work, otherwise the message status would be reduced to puny moral telling 

or experientially and expressively flat statements. Dipert concludes that the 

"essential obscurity of artistic purpose thus can be diagnosed as due to difficult 

problems in the representation of certain thought and emotional content in 

different representational media." (pg. 186). Indeed, it seems that it is this 

essential obscurity of the content of art forms that enhances the experience and 

appreciation of them. 

Dipert's examination of art works is an enlightening account of the possible 

purposes art works serve for the art appreciator, but can it be as useful in 

understanding the status of art works for the artist? I believe so. The artists' 

reports in this research corroborated Dipert's (1993), conclusions that art 

making served purposes of expression and communication. These purposes 

may exist then, not just for the audience, but in some way for the artist also. 

9It is interesting that the artist conceives of the critics response to his work not as evaluative but 
as a verbal equivalent of his visual message. This sentiment is also expressed in Bourdieu (1971), 
"what a critic says about a work appears to the creator himself not so much a critical judgement 
on the value of the work as an objectivisation of the creative project in so far as it can be deduced 
from the work itself." 
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One possible purpose of making art works for artists may be a parallel 

experience of the aesthetic and artistic appreciation that is experienced upon 

contemplation by the observer, which I elaborated upon earlier in the chapter. 

In this way, it is possible that the artist experiences an essential sensual, 

perceptual pleasure - the aesthetic and artistic attitude - from exploring the 

ramifications and contingencies of the concept of the art work, or depicting 

those successfully in physical terms. Given that many artists reported enjoying 

the experimentation and exploration stage of problem finding in art making, 

this is likely. 

This is not the only possible purpose of art making for the artist. Given that 

artists report the importance of expression and communication in artistic 

activity, and that this activity involves creative problem finding and problem 

solving, any conclusion about the capacity of artistic activity for the artist must 

unite these two concepts with the possibility that art making is reality making 

for the artist. I briefly mentioned earlier in this chapter that art making might 

represent the artists' own theory generation activity about fragments of the 

elements that make up human experience, and in particular, the artist's 

perception and conception of that experience, now we can see how this is so. 

Establishing the status of art making for the artist is complex and vitally 

dependent upon it being a creative activity. Many of the artists reported an 

enjoyment and appreciation of the chase - the experimenting and exploration 

of the ramifications and related tangents of a particular concept which began 

the idea of the artwork. Given that this activity is a form of establishing, in a 

more conscious form, one's own perception of and relationship to the world 

into a physical form, then this activity represents a theory making activity of 

significant importance for the artist because that theory is, in a certain form, 

that artist's subtle and complex communication of his or her conception of that 

part of their world. It is the artist's reality and it is a reality that is actually given 

a form - a physical form. What is of significance here is that few people have, 

or take up the opportunity to perform an equivalent theory making activity 

that allows and indeed encourages self-directed exploration of the relationship 

between elements that make up the world and human experience and to 

construct that into a physical entity. It is also significant that few people are 

given the opportunity to articulate a theory in the form of an object that is 

received and appreciated by others as a possible and viable theory. It is no 

wonder that many artists dislike the exhibiting experience, because this is 

when that theory is put to the test. 

There is a need here to distinguish between artistic and everyday creativity 

such as gardening, window dressing or inventing a device that allows calves to 
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obtain meal but prevents birds from eating it as well. Artistic creativity is 

socially recognised and supported by an established institution - the art world. 

Everyday creative activity is at best supported in a far more indistinct and less 

institutionalised manner, by the creative person's interested friends and 

family. This distinction is important because while those who perform 

everyday creative acts are likely to experience the enjoyment involved in the 

production of novel products and accomplishment involved in undertaking 

and organising and a product and process oriented activity completely of their 

own initiative, they do not receive institutional support that allows the 

perpetuation of artistically creative acts. 

It is also of importance that this behaviour is 'art making', and that it results in 

an object considered an 'art work'. If we consider that a main function of art 

works is that of interpretation (by the artist of the world and human 

experience and by the observer of the ensuing art work), of instances of human 

experience, then it is likely that performing such an activity results in 

sophisticated understanding of human experience and particularly one's own 

experience. If we use Dipert's (1993), definition of art work, that, "an art work is 

an artifact that is not conceived to have been made with an unsubordinated 

intention other than one that is such that its recognition implies its 

fulfilment." (pg. 112), that is, the art work is not considered to have further 

specific purposes other than being an object of contemplation and 

interpretation, then this prerequisite of 'art work' represents a license for 

unfettered theorising in what ever symbolic form that the art work takes. The 

resulting sophistication and experience with such an activity is likely to be a 

primary factor in the enjoyment of the artistic experience. 

Articulated like this, it illustrates (in part), the complex nature of the art 

making activity as it may exist for the artist. Is it no wonder that many artists 

deny that art is either; creating a reality; a form of self expression; the 

transformation, communication and transmission of a certain concept to 

others; a form of problem finding and solving, because art making may be all 

of these in subtle and different ways. It is likely that each of these functions 

receive different weightings of importance by different artists, and that the 

degree to which individual artist are consciously aware of the relative status of 

each possible function, then it is likely that reports about the capacities that art 

making might serve will be variable. 
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6.7 Drawing The Threads Together: Art Making And Creativity 

This thesis commenced with an admission of the difficulties associated with 

meaningfully defining creativity. It is conceivable that upon reaching this 

point in the thesis that the reader is as confused as ever. According to the 

verbal reports of this particular artistic population the process of art making is 

made up of and associated with a number of constituent variables. These 

findings need to be drawn together and incorporated with the methodological 

and theoretical orientation of this thesis to clarify this conceptual confusion 

and to suggest further research agenda and directives. 

On a broad level, there are two issues that are of importance, and together they 

result in a third. This thesis has been an investigation of what the arts and 

particularly the visual arts, as a discipline, can afford as an art making 

experience and as a creative experience, for indeed they may be separate but 

interrelated phenomena. This suggests a third issue, and one which is of 

crucial significance - that of the nature of creativity itself. It is my belief that an 

adequate understanding of the nature of creativity will only come about with 

the recognition of the need to distinguish between creativity and art making 

(or indeed, any activity or domain through which creativity issuest while at 

the same time acknowledging that what creativity is 'considered' to be, is 

inextricably linked to that art making activity. This may sound confusing, but 

it is not. Creativity and art making are not one and the same. I propose that 

there is no objective construct that is 'creativity', rather, what creativity is, is 

culturally, domain and genre dependant and must be defined as such. Any 

attempt to objectify the construct of creativity from its domain of issue is 

flawed, this necessity however, is rarely recognised in the psychological 

literature. 

If we propose that the nature of creativity is inextricably linked to the domain 

in which it issues, then this has certain ramifications for current definitions of 

creativity. For instance, modern psychological research suggests that creativity 

is characterised by for example, delay in problem foreclosure (chapter 4.7), and 

a discovered problem rather than a presented problem finding orientation 

(chapter 4.5). Furthermore, modern art is directed by certain ideologies, for 

example, it ought not be representational, it ought to look like nothing that 

has ever been done before, and it ought to create its own rules rather than 

adhere to predetermined rules (Freeman 1990). I argue that creative art making 

is experienced as such given the artistic conventions of the time in which it is 

produced, and which in part governs its production. In today's post modern art 
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climate these conventions embody such things as freedom and originality, 

which is likely to encourage a certain type of process through the judicious and 

inadvertent selection of the process by virtue of the fact that it results in a 

certain type of art form that is in accord with current conceptualisations of 

'acceptable' and 'good' art. As such, the creativity inherent in any art making 

(process) or art form (product), rather than being an objective entity which can 

otherwise be revealed, analysed and described, is instead inextricably linked to 

the nature of the art world in which it is produced and consumed. An example 

will illustrate this constructed nature of creativity. The works of old masters 

were generally influenced by the directives of a patron (Csikszentmihalyi 1988, 

1990, Freeman 1990), who often dictated the concept to be depicted, often right 

down to giving regulations about the amount of each colour to be used. It is 

likely that the working processes of these artists was not at all like that of 

contemporary artists given that the old masters had a pre-conceptualisation of 

what the final product would look like given that it had to fulfil the 

specifications set by the patron. Such goal direction (as we have seen in 

chapters 4.5 - 4.7), is in direct opposition to the process of exploration and 

problem finding which is thought to be an important constituent of the 

creative process. 

Thus, just as artistic conventions are constructed and somewhat temporary, 

then the working process that results in art forms of particular types, through 

being a response to the forces of production upon that art form (which we 

normally consider to be creative) is itself shaped by those production forces. 

Therefore, we have no objective creative process. Similarly, the characteristics 

normally beheld to be evidence of a creative product (see Briskman 1981, 

Glickman 1978, chapter 1), are themselves constructed and validated by the art 

world that accepts and perpetuates them. 

It may seem that the I creative' activities of artists are directed by the whims and 

vicissitudes of an autocratic art world which is otherwise normally considered 

an agent external to the creative process, but this is not so. New emergent art 

forms do reconstitute the evaluative criteria of the domain, and thus 

influences the selection of new art forms and very likely, creativity itself if we 

consider creativity to be a function of the domain from which objects 

embodying that 1 creativity' are produced. For example, cubism and 

expressionism broke in radical ways with their preceding traditions, and after 

becoming accepted (no doubt through a long and difficult process of acceptance, 

persuasion and rejection involving the entire art world organisation and 

likely also the prevailing social context), in turn transformed the ideologies 

inherent in the art world. It now remains to identify and investigate the 
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nature of these mutually influencing selection and evaluation processes and 

the personal and social forces that reconstitute artistic conventions. This 

however, is the subject matter of another thesis. 

If what I have outlined is plausible, then we are left without the fabled 

objective construct of creativity that is stable across time, with a true nature 

and set of characteristics waiting to be revealed. Thus, contemporary 

conceptualisations, theories and definitions of creativity are entrenched in the 

current ideological context from which they issue - they do not refer to an 

otherwise objective and measurable construct that is creativity. Hence, when 

we define creativity, that definition should recognise the social and historical 

context in which that creativity is manifest. As such, this thesis is a 

preliminary investigation of post-modern creative art making. What now 

remains is to outline recommendations for future research given the 

conclusions reached in this thesis. 

To recapitulate then, post-modern creative art making is a complex, diverse 

and responsive process characterised generally by a preference for undirected 

exploration and problem finding in a context that is largely self-directed and 

self-initiated. As such, art works are valued and may indeed be created because 

they provide an occasion for intrinsically enjoyable constructions and 

interpretations. This interpretative purpose is successful because art forms are 

inherently complex and subtle in their message. Having established that art 

works can provide an avenue for the exploration and construction of human 

perception and experience - reality making, the direction of future research 

would involve a direct investigation of the variables that make up the 

communicative device that is the visual arts. We can also aim to investigate 

the variants of the world as it appears to artists involved in creative and 

artistic production and of those individuals engaged in sub-disciplines of the 

visual arts itself. 

Further, creative art making is multi-functional and this is likely to be the 

source of the great variability in the experience of art making reported by the 

artists upon which this thesis is based. Recognising the possible validity of this 

variability is itself part and parcel of adopting a wider multi-variable 

conceptualisation of creativity rather than proposing that the creative person is 

simply in the possession of certain creative characteristics. Further to this 

variability, if the nature of creativity is constructed and intrinsic to the domain 

in which it is manifest, then the process that results in creative production 

may differ in subtle but important ways across domains and also historically. 

The illumination of the significance of this requires an across-disciplinary 
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investigation of creative behaviour that aims to identify the variables that 

result in the derivations which we otherwise cumulatively consider to be 

creativity. These variables might include: the organisational structure of the 

domain; the way in which political ideologies and research directives are 

constructed and become valued; the prevailing intellectual and social norms, 

and the nature of the fit between the characteristics of the creatively active 

individual and the environment in which they operate (see chapter 1.5 for an 

elaboration of these variables). Such an investigation might indeed discover 

that the processes responsible for varying levels of creativity may differ in kind 

and in degree, both within the domain, amongst individuals in that domain, 

across domains and within the same individual at different points in time and 

in response to different media. 

Adopting a multi-variable approach to creativity research is easier said than 

done. It requires an inter-disciplinary education and the time and resources to 

identify the constituent variables of creativity. Harrington (1990) recommends 

that a primitive ecology of creativity might begin with the construction of 

simple checklists of the creativeogenic variables of a particular environment 

or ecosystem. However, these creativeogenic variables must be identified 

before they can be listed. Inevitably an informed theory of creativity can only 

result from a descriptive data base that is based upon an extensive analysis of 

the configurations of a particular creativeogenic environment, coupled with 

an appreciation of the interactive and mutually influencing nature of the 

constituents of creative production. This thesis has been a preliminary step in 

establishing that descriptive data base. It now remains to utilise those findings 

in a more comprehensive, informed and pervasive manner - which can 

conceivably serve as the foundations for another thesis. 
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Postscript: A Methodological Evaluation 

Given the unorthodox methodology of this thesis, an appraisal of those 

methods used might prove va 1uable in terms of the status of the data base and 

the resulting theoretical formulations produced here, and also for the reader 

who is considering conducting a qualitative study. The main areas of 

contention which are thought to threaten the credibility of the grounded 

theory approach have been discussed in chapter two, and the interested reader 

is directed particularly to Rennie et al (1988). Thus, these issues will not be 

elaborated here. Rather, this space will serve as a retrospective appraisal of the 

qualitative approach and some musings for possible future research. 

The rationale of this thesis was based upon a belief in the possibilities inherent 

in the phenomenological appraisal of human phenomena, which is 

particularly concerned with subjective experience and individual perception as 

the primary object of study given that these crucially influence a persons 

behaviour. Further, the qualitative approach, through a concern with 

illuminating the complexity and diversity of the constructs under 

investigation was considered efficacious because it was apparent that much of 

the literature on creativity was not based upon the actual activities, cognitions 

and reports of creatively active people. Thus, this researcher wished to start 

again as it were, investigating the behaviours of creative people directly 

through those peoples' reports, in order to corroborate, disconfirm, or elaborate 

upon existing theoretical formulations. This I believe has been useful. For 

example, the artists reported experiences of the creative process differed in 

important ways from a theoretical model of the process (Hadamard 1945), 

which is otherwise pervasive in the literature on creativity. The experientially 

based reports can serve as a descriptive data base for subsequent research, 

Ideally, this research would involve the direct observation of that creative 

process over time. 

It is apparent that while the qualitative approach does capture the unfolding 

nature and the complexity and diversity of the processes under inve~tigation, 

it is extremely difficult to know what to do with all that information. While 

the resulting account may accurately reflect the construct as it exists in a certain 

population, it conceivably ends in a theory that is somewhat insular in 

accuracy and theoretical relevance. The resulting theory may not have a great 

deal of universal applicability, and I'm not sure that insular theories carry 

much credence in psychological literature. Nevertheless, generalisability is not 

an objective of qualitative research, but rather is theory generation tied to the 
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reality of individuals. Thus, while the account of artistic creativity in this 

thesis may accurately reflect the experience of the artistic population used here, 

it may reduce in accuracy as we move beyond those individuals. Arguably 

though, theories ought to change as they move from micro to macro structures 

of the construct under investigation, so long as it is clear which level they are 

an account of. Questions of generalisability then becomes irrelevant, except 

however in a world that insists upon generalisability - a norm implicit in 

psychology. 

Further to this insular nature, it is argued (Layder 1993) that the grounded 

theory approach, by limiting itself to the analysis and development of concepts 

observable in the research data which directly represent the experience, beliefs 

and perceptions of the people being studied, is limited to what is immediately 

observable and thereby ignores the wider context of the construct. A major 

conclusion of this thesis is that an appreciation of the broader context of 

creativity is crucial to any accurate account of creativity. Conceivably though, 

the grounded theory oriented researcher can explore that wider context just as 

he or she did the micro context, through the careful observation of art world 

operations via interviews with those filling the various roles that constitute 

the art world. That grounded theory researcher however, would need to 

possess an appreciation of the impact political, ideological and evaluative 

agenda have upon that creative behaviour, and I'm not sure how observable 

these actually are. However, there is no reason the researcher should not 

embrace these directives. This brings up a further point, that of the ease in 

talking about the necessity to recognise and adopt a multi-variable theoretical 

framework, but of the immense difficulty in actually performing such an 

analysis. Such an endeavour requires an inter-disciplinary educated 

background, and the necessary time and resources to perform such a study. 

Coupled with the grounded theory approach which is taxing itself, this ideal 

research directive seems an unobtainable task. Fulfilling this directive was not 

achievable with the resource and time constraints of a Masters thesis, thus it 

ought to be appreciated that this thesis has not reached conclusion. 

A consideration of the use of verbal reports as data is relevant here. Though 

the contentious nature of using verbal reports was discussed in chapter two, 

upon retrospection, some points need making. It became apparent during the 

course of data collection, that the artists' responses differed and may have been 

influenced by the amount of thought they had given to their own art making 

processes, which resulted in varying levels of sophistication in awareness of 

those art making processes. It was often apparent that an answer that pertained 

directly to a probe question came mainly at the end of a reply indicating that 
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the preceding discourse consisted of postulations and mental workings out 

which may not reflect the final reply. Thus, if the artist did not give elaborate 

replies or was constrained by time, then the resulting information may not be 

the most accurate source of data. The subjects then require the opportunity in 

the interview to reach the final stage of conceptualisation. This problem could 

conceivably be remedied through conducting a second interview with a 

variation of the interview guide, presupposing that the subjects had given 

serious thought to the information prompted in the first interview. This 

procedure would serve to confirm previous reports and further the accuracy of 

the data. Ideally the researcher would actively observe the subject's behaviour, 

thereby adding another dimension to the available data base. 

In conclusion, this thesis was not lead by any one research method, but instead 

used parts of those I considered useful to the theoretical development of 

creative activity. While some may consider this methodology ad hoc, I believe 

that the resulting account of creativity is liberated from the restrictive 

boundaries of any one explanatory framework, and enabled the beginnings of a 

more comprehensive and integrated theory of creativity and art making. 

While the grounded theory process itself proved too long to be of practical use 

given the time and resource constraints upon producing a masters thesis, the 

resulting thesis ought to be considered a preliminary step in that direction, 

While at times this meant flailing around in a methodological darkness, that 

experience itself was both liberating and intimidating, and I wouldn't hesitate 

to recommend such a methodology to the intrepid, or as in my case, blissfully 

unaware, explorer. 
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Appendix One: 

Transcription Notation 

The transcription notation used in this thesis was developed by Gail Jefferson 

produced in Potter & Wetherell (1987). 

1. Square brackets indicate that some transcript has been deliberately 

omitted. Material within square brackets is clarifacatory information. 

for example, "it's [goal directed] definitely" ... other times, it 

depends, [] not so much ... " 

178 

2. Round brackets indicate that material in the brackets is either inaudible or 

there is doubt about its accuracy 

for example, "it varies a lot (sometimes) it's completely .... " 

3. Parentheses indicate that material within them is the interviewer 

speaking. Generally this is in the form of a question. 

for example, "I'm sure it influences everybody. {a lot of artists 

would deny that}, but you just have to ask. .. " 

4. Square brackets containing a full stop indicate that two parts of the 

transcript have been joined in order to clarify a point, or that more than one 

sentence was omitted. 

for example, "you don't start something without knowing. [.] I've 

t " go a .. 
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Appendix Two: 

Interview Guide 

Introductory Announcement to the Creative Process 

Often accounts of creative thought/behaviour involve reference to instances 

of insight and illumination. Other accounts involve regarding creative 

behaviours as an act of incremental problem solving, and the products of these 

activities (artworks) the result of an accumulation of skills and technical 

knowledge, experience in the medium and the historical context in which the 

creative person works, 

- would you describe yourself as being creative? 

- how important is novelty in your work? - do you feel the need to challenge 

accepted art-forms? (how might this originality be adaptive?) 

- what/ where are the sources of your ideas? (how do you decide what the 

work is to be about? 

- How do you order your environment when you begin a work? how do you 

think this might affect your work? (ritualistic behaviour - a manifestation of 

an emotional trait.) 

- what is it that motivates you to produce art? 

Often quoted models of the creative process consist of variations of the 

following four stage model. on a card 

1. Preparation: The formulation of a problem or conceiving of a theme which 

may come from issues to be resolved in the artists personal life, or indeed the 

public life. 

2. Incubation: Then comes a period of random search which is undirected and 

largely unconscious. 

3. Illumination: The flash of insight occurs, which is often described as similar 

to Archimedes' "eureka" experience. An incident. in the persons life may 

remind him/her of the troublesome theme. 

4. Following from this is the deliberate elaboration of this insight and the work 

into a larger theme and critically refined into a solution. 

- How true do you think this is of your experiences in producing art-works? 

- How do your experiences differ and in what way? 
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Problem finding-solving Issue 

What is the work about? (what is the problem) 

How is it to be done? (what is the method) 

When is it completed? (what is the solution) 

According to your experience of producing art, and with regards to the overall 

value placed upon your work, which would you place more emphasis upon 

and why? 

- time/effort spent choosing/searching for/manipulating the objects/concepts 

depicted in your work. (formulating the creative problem) or ... 

- time spent on the work after the problem has been conceptualised? 

- is your actual physical work a continuation of a larger problem 

finding/ solving process? 

Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi (1976) analysis of the creative process of successful 

artists resulted in the conclusion that delay in closure was most strongly 

related to artistic success. By delay in closure they meant a delay in actually 

defining the problem and a tendency to continue refining the creative problem 

as the artist interacted with his or her artwork. 

- Is this true of your experience? 

- How do you go about finding and defining/redefining the concept or problem 

you want to depict? That is, how do you make decisions is your work or does it 

make decisions for you? 

- do you actually know what is to be done when you start? Are you aware of a 

particular problem you wish to address? (Is the process goal directed - is the 

problem/ solution predetermined or discovered in the work? is there a conflict 

in perception/ emotion/ thought) 

- does divergent thinking come into the process? 

- how does your conceptualisation of the problem change with time spent 

working? 

- How /why /when do you decide that the artwork is finished? 

- is it ever finished? are you content with the solution? 

- To what extent do you choose to make art and to what extent do you feel 

compelled to make art? 

- To what extent do you feel your own emotions and/ or intellect are 

important in your creative work? 

- Do you feel they operate separately or in an integrated manner? (Marsh & 

Vollmer 1991) 

- how does this change over the course of producing a work? 
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Emotion and the Artist 

It is possible that artists make sense of their world via their artistic products, 

just as a natural scientist might through his or her work in the field of science. 

If artists are concerned with what it means to be human, their concerns may be 

similar to those of a psychologist, but their perspective might be different. 

Their exploration of these concerns may differ and the solutions may be 

represented differently. 

- How do you feel when you make an artwork - when you begin a 

work/during the working process/at completion/when it is on exhibition? 

- what do you think or want the audience to get out of it? 

- what emotional qualities do you think are in the work itself? how would you 

describe it in terms of emotion? 

- Much has been made of the torment, distress and blocking that accompany 

the artistic/ creative process. To what extent is your own work accompanied by 

frustration and torment? 

- which of your own psychological needs are met when you produce art? -

what is it that you get out of doing art - why do you do it? 
..1 ,1 •- 1 _ _ , 1 • , 1•rr , • r ,., , • ,1 r• , 1 - uo you uunK an aep1crs a mrrerent view or reanry as opposea to orner news 

such as the natural sciences? 

- to what extent do you think that your work is a symbolic representation of 

the emotional life of human beings/yourself? 

Many artists have described creativity as a journey of self-discovery. For 

example, TS Eliot wrote that "the poet does not know what he has to say until 

he has said it", and Vincent Van Gogh wrote to his brother, "I am an 

artist. ... means 'I am seeking;1'. 

- To what extent has your own work represented a quest for self-discovery? 

(Marsh & Vollmer 1991) 

- It has been suggested that a central function of producing art is to increase the 

artists understanding and mastery of reality, to make sense of the world. To 

what extent has this been your experience? (Marsh & Vollmer 1991) 

It has been suggested that creative activity allows the artist to build a bridge 

between the subjective world of the isolated individual and the "realistic" 

shared external world. This bridge is often considered to be occupied by artists 
and their work. 

- To what extent do you feel that you occupy this space, or that your works 

serve as a bridge between internal and external reality? 
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The Art World - Social influences 

Introduction: 

Of particular interest to me is the illumination of the influences that the social 

world - the art world of your peers, art-critics, curators, gallery owners, and 

buyers, has on the production of art as it can be claimed that the designation of 

a product, behaviour or person as a creative artist is relative, value laden and 

grounded in social agreement. That is, artists do not produce works 

independently of their social context. Artists works may be designated as 

ugood art" depending on current criteria and values regarding style in a 

particular culture. In fact, one theorist (Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi) suggests that 

creativity is not so much an attribute of individuals but of social systems 

making judgements about individuals. 

- How do you think you and your work is influenced by the art world in which 

you operate? 

- How in turn do you think you and your work influences this art world? 

- To what extent do you think your work should be accountable to the general 

public 

- How much do you think that the market {the art world) dictates what you (or 

other artists) do? (commercial world/ commissions/ sponsorship) - or that 

people in the art-world dictate trends? do you think they should? - (eg craft

index) 

- how do you think those in positions of power make decisions about what is 

"good art"? Do you think they should? 

- How do you think they decide that ones artists works are better than another? 

- how much do you think your wanting public success influenced/ led to your 

actually being successful? 

- how important is selling oneself to the process of becoming successful? 

- with regards to the influences of the art world, what factors would help the 

production of your work? where do you perceive any problems or hindrances? 

To Finish - General 

- why /how did you become involved in producing art? 

- why do you think you have stayed with art when perhaps many of your art-

school/ school peers did not? (made more valid and better fitting career 

choices) 

- how do you think your own motivation and/ or competencies relates to your 

success (lack or success)? 

- do you think there is any talent necessary for what you do? (creative 

behaviour) 
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